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SUMMARY
The on-line optimisation of membrane backflushing in hollow fibre ultrafiltration 
membranes has been examined for yeast and activated sludge suspensions.
Data from yeast fouling experiments without backflushing were fitted to known models 
to characterise the dominant mechanisms of membrane fouling. Cake filtration was 
found to dominate. With this in mind, a means of dissipating the cake resistance was 
undertaken so that enhanced flux operation could be established. Of those, 
backflushing was developed further. And because the interval between backflushing 
had been reviewed by others, this work focused on backflush duration.
Backflush duration was observed to follow a quasi first order response to a step input in 
permeate pressure for the model yeast system. This observation was written into 
software that could administer on-line control over the duration of membrane 
backflushing. It was found to produce increases of 155% and 260% permeate volume 
collected relative to the case without backflushing for two sets of experiments. All of 
the experiments were conducted under constant transmembrane pressure. Optimised 
backflush duration was also found to better any experiment where a fixed backflush 
duration was declared. Analysis of the optimised backflush data revealed that the 
duration varied over the course of an experiment, reflecting the extent of membrane 
fouling. In addition, whilst the optimised backflush duration was suitably modelled 
using a first order function, it was considered more likely to be second order aperiodic.
Net permeate flux and volume measurements were recorded on-line by the application 
of a calibration between backflux and backflush transmembrane pressure. This 
allowed detailed scrutiny of the permeate volume consumption in the reverse flow 
direction. Optimised backflush duration was calculated to back permeate only 3.5% of 
the total volume displaced for one of the two result sets declared.
The optimisation backflush software was later tested on a suspension of activated 
sludge. It was unable to deliver an enhanced flux operation. However, analysis of the 
experiment data set revealed that the backflush response was no longer quasi first 
order. This signified a difference in the detachment mechanism of the fouling layer 
between the model yeast suspension and that of activated sludge. The software 
therefore became a powerful tool in the development of optimised backflush duration 
for different fouling media. Furthermore, the retentate response data indicated how the 
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CHAPTER ONE - SEPARATION UNIT OPERATIONS
1.1 An Industry In Change
Behind virtually every process involving chemical or biochemical engineering there lies 
a myriad of downstream separation and purification operations. So crucial to the 
economic stability of many of today's consumable products is the right choice of 
separation portfolio, that companies are willing to invest heavily into new technology.
The last 30 years have been witness to a revolution in new materials and technologies 
in the field of separation unit operations. Certainly the areas of biotechnology, food 
stuff manufacturing and the environmental sciences have been no exception to this. 
Market forces and regulatory action towards more stringent controls have acted in 
tandem to drive investment into these sectors.
Owing to the sums of money needed to implement strategic decisions regarding 
process technology investment, industry can sometimes seem to be a rather laboured 
beast. In such a climate the traditional separation technologies of distillation, 
crystallisation, clarification, ab- and ad- sorption, solvent extraction, and centrifugation, 
have all matured to pre-eminence. Relatively simple to effect and with almost 
universally accepted process dynamics, they represent the yardsticks by which the 
emerging technologies must be judged; Keller (1987).
Figure (1.1) graphically depicts the relative technological maturity of numerous 
separation unit operations as plotted against their corresponding industrial maturity 
axis. It is not difficult to imagine how, as the underlying principles behind a particular 
technology become more lucid, further investment flows into capital and research 
funding. The consequence of this is to move the emerging technology towards the 
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Fig. (1.1): From Keller (1987): Technological and Use Maturity chart for separation processes.
In the formative years of the bioprocess industry the ideas put forward for product 
extraction and separation were more or less copied wholesale from the established 
chemical engineering sector; Shuler and Kargi (1992). Those early applications, whilst 
successful in their own right, did not necessarily support environments tailored for the 
optimal extraction of the products. Today we know a great deal more about the 
physiological requirements of biological species. As such we have been able to 
artificially create processing environments suited for their growth; Atkinson & Mavituna 
(1993). Table (1.1) lists a number of extraction and separation unit operations actively 
used or currently undergoing significant levels of research in the biochemical, food­
stuffs and environmental services sectors of industry.
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Table (1.1): Examples of separation and extraction technologies found in the bioprocess, food-stuffs, and environmental services industries.
Separation 
Unit Operation






Filtration . Separation of soluble and Particle size rejection. Cake washing, re­
insoluble fermentation Moderate - High filtration and removal
products. - Aided by filter precoat and high of flocculating agents
. Dewatering of animal feed the addition of coagulants and Simple technology. may add substantially
stocks. flocculants to promote particle > 20% Potentially cheap. to the cost of
. Clarifying wines & soft drinks. flocculation and increase cake product in processing dissolved
porosity. filter cake. solutes.
Sedimentation . Clarification of activated Gravity settling. Correct dosing of
sludge during wastewater Economically well ancillary chemicals is
treatment. - Coagulants, flocculants and Moderate Moderate suited to large volume crucial to the process
. Sedimenting yeast cells from gentle mixing may be low value process economics.
beer to produce a clarified administered to aid settling products. Poor quality control:
beer. characteristics. solids in overflow.
Centrifugation Centrifugal Filter: Enhanced gravity separation Capable of high
. removal of sugar crystals from volume reduction in
a supernatant. - Centrifuges achieve solid- filter type centrifuge.
liquid or liquid-liquid Moderate - High Rapid separation. High Maintenance.
Sedimentation centrifuge: separation by spinning their high Effects resolution High Operating costs.
. Whole cell and cell debris charge at high tangential without coagulants
removal from fermentation velocities. and flocculants.
medium.












. Controlled release of drugs.
. Cell & protein harvesting.
. Clarifying activated sludge.
. Haemodialysis.
. Partial protein fractionation.
. Extraction of volatiles from 
fermenter media.
. Production of potable water.
. Differential pressure driven. 
. Concentration difference.
. electrical potential 
difference.
. Temperature difference.
N° 1. - size rejection.







May be integrated 





Capacity for high 
fouling, necessitating 





Liquid - Liquid 
Extraction
. Extraction of proteins and 
other dissolved organic 
species from spent 
fermentation broth or other 
aqueous environments.
Solute partitioning
- Solutes are extracted from 
an aqueous phase, into a 
second phase, and back into a 








technique is a simple 
and proven industrial 
technology.















. Extraction of low volatility 
organic components from 
value added foodstuffs; e.g. 
caffeine from coffee beans.
. Extraction of hormones and 
other valuable compounds 
from fermentation media.
Solute solubilisation under 
supercritical conditions
Thermo-sensitive organic 
solutes are extracted under 
high pressure into an inert fluid 





Fluids such as 
supercritical C02 are 
cheap and non-toxic. 
A release in pressure 
drops the solute out 
of supercritical 
solution.
High capital and 
operating costs. 
Cosolvents may be 
required. These add 
to the system 
complexity and to its 
operability.
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1.2 An Industrial Niche For Membrane Backflushing
The focus of this thesis is towards flux improvement in ultrafiltration membrane 
processes. In Figure (1.1) the relative maturity of liquid feed membrane processes was 
spot-lighted. For this technology to develop, greater productivity per unit area of 
membrane must be obtained, and at a reasonable operating cost. If not, then as can 
be seen from Table (1.1), new membrane processes will not compete against the 
established technologies of filtration, sedimentation and centrifugation, etc.
Biotechnology, food-stuff preparations and environmental sciences represent 
significant markets for membrane products. Biomedia process streams provide some 
of the greatest challenges and complexity of interaction. Their complex fouling 
mechanisms have routinely resulted in low fluxes, large membrane area requirements 
and correspondingly high overall operating costs; Scott (1995).
Backflushing is a technique that has been successfully applied to microfiltration in the 
past. It is the application of periodic reverse permeation; Crozes et al. (1997). The 
purpose is to remove material loosely bound to or associated with the membrane 
surface. Less work has been done on the applicability and effectiveness of applying 
backflushing to ultrafiltration systems. Owing to the higher resistances associated with 
these membranes there has the perception that backflushing would not be as efficient. 
At the same time there are major industrial applications that could benefit substantially, 
were a more productive ultrafiltration membrane solution to be found.
One important industrial application that could benefit from an efficient membrane 
solution is that of secondary stage clarification at municipal waste treatment sites. It is 
widely anticipated within the water industry that legislation tightening the discharge 
consent at these sites is an inevitability. When that happens the practice of using 
clarifiers will no longer meet the tighter demands on suspended solids rejection. 
Membranes are a natural solution for this application. The key to whether membranes 
are eventually taken up lies in the companies offering this technology coming up with 
low capital cost, low operating cost solutions.
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1.2.1 details about the present research project
This thesis presents research investigating backflush duration for the ultrafiltration of a 
model and a real bioprocess suspension. The model system was bakers yeast 
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and the real system used activated sludge. Other authors 
have looked at optimising the backflush interval for model yeast systems, so it was only 
reasonable that this research project should look first at the case for backflush 
duration.
A pseudo first order relationship was found between the retentate backflush pressure 
and time, for the model yeast system. Therein lay the potential to use this function as it 
approached steady state to control the backflush duration. Software was subsequently 
developed and tested to optimise the backflush duration on-line and record its impact 
relative to fixed duration backflushing.
The same software was also applied to an activated sludge suspension. The pseudo 
first order relationship that was so successful at optimising permeate flux in the model 
system was found not to work for the activated sludge suspension. On analysis of the 
results it was found that a more complex relationship existed between the retentate 
pressure and backflush duration. From this it was possible to make constructive 
suggestions as to how the software might be reconfigured for activated sludge.
The structure of the thesis has been laid out as follows:-
CHAPTERONE - SEPARATION UNIT OPERATIONS. An overview of
separation unit operations as they apply to the clarification 
of solute and suspensions. This chapter is an introduction 
to ultrafiltration membranes for bioprocess and waste water 
treatment separations.
CHAPTER TWO - A REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE. This chapter
contains a review of recently published articles covering the 
subject areas of waste water treatment using membrane 
bioreactors, ultrafiltration in general and enhanced flux 
techniques for pressure driven membranes.
CHAPTER THREE - MATERIALS & METHODS. A summary of the equipment
and materials used as well as the analytical techniques 







- SOFTWARE FLOWSHEETING. This chapter contains 
detailed flowsheeting of the software written to execute on­
line optimised backflush duration using the model yeast 
suspension.
- YEAST FOULING CHARACTERISATION. Contains the 
results of analytical and membrane fouling experiments, the 
purpose of which were to set up a basis for experimental 
repeatability.
MEMBRANE FOULING. This chapter is comprised of the 
experimental results of yeast fouling without backflushing, 
and the subsequent analysis to characterise the dominant 
mechanism of that fouling.
- MEMBRANE BACKFLUSHING. This contains the results 
of backflush experiments using the model yeast 
suspension, both with and without the application of the 
optimisation algorithm. It also contains analysis of data 
recorded during the optimised backflush duration.
BACKFLUSHING OF ACTIVATED SLUDGE. This final 
chapter contains the results, analysis and 
recommendations following application of the on-line 
optimisation algorithm developed using yeast but applied to 
a real activated sludge effluent.
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CHAPTER TWO - A REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE
2.1 Introduction
This chapter has been included to provide the reader with a reference point from which 
an appreciation of the research findings later in the text may be gained. The review is 
contained within three discrete sections, each reflecting the original subject areas that 
ultimately came together in this research project. The subject headings in this chapter 
are:-
Section 2.2 - Waste Water Treatment A brief history including specific reference 
to advances in membrane bioreactors.
Section 2.3 - A background To Ultrafiltration. A short guide to this pressure driven 
membrane technology, the principles and theoretical advances.
Section 2.4 - A Review Of Flux Enhancement Techniques. A critical review of the 
different methods employed to improve permeate flux.
Section 2.5 - Closing Remarks. A considered opinion on the way forward for 
membrane backflushing in MBR applications.
Section 2 . 6 -  List of Symbols. Refers specifically to symbols within this chapter.
2.2 Waste Water Treatment
2.2.1 a brief history
The last century has brought together concentrations of human population and the 
expansion of industrial output. The sewage and commercial effluent put out by society, 
though partially treated, has left an overburdening additional load on the capacity of the 
land and waters to assimilate. This practice remains today with the result that many of 
our rivers and oceans have become polluted; Winkler (1981). In addition, many of the 
complex synthetic compounds currently being produced, when entering the aquatic 
environment are not being broken down. They are proving to be both toxic and 
recalcitrant, Livingston (1993), providing some of the more spectacular scenes of 
devastation when all levels of trophic life are removed from a watercourse.
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Much of the current technology for domestic effluent treatment stems from the 
municipal treatment works of the early 1900s. The activated sludge (AS) process and 
the percolating filter still constitute the principal means of biological sewage treatment 
in this country; Winkler (1981). AS treatment is essentially an aerated homogeneous 
biological reaction vessel with coupled clarification for clean water production. It has 
altered little since its conception, but over the last decade or so there has been a 
change taking place. Clarification relies on gravity settling to overflow clean water. 
The present legal guidelines relating to the quality of that overflow recommend a 30 
: 20 discharge ratio for suspended solids and Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD); Gray
(1990). And whilst current technology may well be able to meet these requirements, it 
is not clear how the technology will fair under future, more stringent guidelines. Ones 
that the industry sees as ultimately inevitable; Churchouse (1996).
In a similar way, much of the current technology employed within the process industry 
to treat their organic wastes has stemmed from the activated sludge process. And in 
kind, legislation such as E.C. directive 76/464/EEC (1982) has sought to keep a firm 
reign over industrial discharge limits. Such action has economic as well as 
environmental implications, protecting the integrity of our natural resources whilst 
promoting new technology within a global multibillion dollar waste services industry.
Since the 1970s there has been a move to better the basic AS process. Originally this 
took the form of promoting enhanced dissolved oxygen concentrations to maximise the 
efficiency of the activated sludge: BOC Vitox (BOC Gases), Wimpey Unox (Gray, 
1990), ICI Deep Shaft (Gray, 1990). More recently attention has focused on the holistic 
approach of membrane bioreactors (MBRs). Table (2.1) lists some of the more 
interesting membrane solutions from the last decade that have been applied to a 
variety areas for organic waste water treatment.
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Table (2.1): Summary of membrane bioreactor performance for different categories of waste.
Reference Effluent / Source Membrane Loading* % Red.
CHEMICAL WASTES
Brookes et al., 1993 3,4-dichloroaniline silicone tubing 0.11 (TOC) 64
Choietal., 1992 toluene silicone tubing 8.76 97
Lakhwala et al., 1990 phenol MF / polymeric 1.80 27
Livingston 1993a phenol silicone tubing 0.54 65
Livingston 1993b 3-chlorobenzene silicone tubing 4.74 >99
Rautenbach et al., 1993 landfill leachate NF - (COD) 71
Knoblock etal., 1994 oily waste water UF / tubular 2.97 (COD) >95
Arnotetal., 1993 ammonium acetate UF / polysulphone 23.25 (BOD) 99.4
DOMESTIC WASTES
Chaizeetal., 1991 domestic UF 2.64 (COD) 95
Chiemchaisri et al., 1992 domestic MF / hollow fibre 0.81 (COD) 93
Chiemchaisri et al., 1993 domestic MF/hollow fibre 0.66 (COD) 93
Ishidaetal., 1993 domestic MF / ceramic - (BOD) 99
Vaid et al., 1991 domestic UF / hollow fibre - (BOD) 96
Yamagiwa et al., 1991 domestic MF / ceramic 0.05 (BOD) >98
FOOD PROCESSING WASTES
Krauth et al., 1993 vegetable canning MF / polysulphone 10.31 (COD) 100
Nagano etal., 1992 distillery waste UF / polysulphone 7.0 (COD) 98
Ross etal., 1990 maize processing UF / polysulphone 11.0 (COD) 93
Ross etal., 1992 wine distillery UF / polysulphone 11.0 (COD) 93
Scott etal., 1995b dairy foods UF / ceramic 10.0 (COD) 98
DRINKING WATER
Wilk et al., 1993 drinking water UF / cellulose acetate 6.0 (N03) 100
Chang etal., 1992 drinking water UF / cellulose acetate 2.8 (N03) 99
Lemoine et al., 1991a drinking water MF / polymeric - (N03) 80
Urbainetal., 1994 drinking water UF 0.6 (N03) 100
* Note that loading is defined as kg of material per m3 of reactor volume per day.
BOD: Biological Oxygen Demand; COD: Chemical Oxygen Demand;
TOC: Total Organic Carbon; N03: Total Nitrates
Taken from Amot and Zahir (1996)
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2.2.2 domestic wastes and potable water
Conventional AS treatment efficiency is limited by the relative densities of bacterial 
suspended solids and water. This in turn limits the maximum suspended solids 
concentration to around 5 g.l'1. As a result, AS treatment facilities require large reactor 
and clarification tank volumes; Defrance et al. (1999). The application of membranes 
to effect solid-liquid separation almost completely decouples the hydraulic and biomass 
retention times; Chang et al (1993). This has the effect of promoting high cell 
concentrations (up to 20 g.l'1) without the associated problem of cell wash-out; 
Yamamoto et al. (1989).
By decoupling the hydraulic and biomass retention times, the advent of membrane 
separations has heralded the prospect of better control over those biological treatment 
options that in the past have been problematic. Beaubien et al. (1996) report of using a 
microfiltration membrane to improve control over anaerobic digestion by retaining the 
slow growing methanogenic bacteria within the membrane bioreactor for more than of 
30 days. Whilst Barreiros et al. (1998) explain how employing a membrane bioreactor 
with absolute rejection for potentially harmful denitrifying microorganisms may be used 
to remove contaminant nitrates from potable water.
Membranes rely on a porous sheath to retain bacteria, viruses and such like, but pass 
the smallest of molecules, e.g. water. Their barrier nature would prevent the discharge 
of faecal coliforms, a controversial issue for water treatment companies that currently 
discharge through coastal outlets; Amot and Zahir (1996). In addition, operating a 
closed system that actively courts high cell concentrations would dramatically reduce 
the amounts of excess bacterial sludge being disposed of. At present as much as 40% 
of the operating costs for a conventional AS process are taken up in provisions for 
sludge dumping, either at sea or to landfill; Winkler (1981).
Owing to the diverse way in which membranes may be applied to a given situation, this 
has contributed to the various design and operating configurations put forward for MBR 
applications to waste water treatment.
Vaid et al. (1991) developed a column bioreactor with an attached recycle membrane 
separation unit. The design was more compact than the traditional AS process and 
delivered a hydraulic residence time an order of magnitude less. There was no 
requirement for preliminary screening and the water exiting the system was 96% lower 
in BOD, 99% lower in suspended solids and 99.9% lower in faecal coliforms.
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One reason why membrane applications have not made a rapid introduction into the 
commercial sector is because the pumping costs needed to operate them have proven 
to be uncompetetively high relative to the equivalent costs for conventional AS 
treatment. Chiemchaisri et al. (1991) reported a ten fold increase in the power 
consumption needed to service a block of flats when using a membrane bioreactor 
compared to the AS equivalent. Targeting these excesses, two microporous 
membranes were fitted within the bioreactor. Turbulence was generated by a rotating 
paddle that scoured the surface, thereby reducing the resistance to permeate flow. 
And so an alternative was found to the need for an external recycle loop .
Ishida et al. (1993) applied a membrane bioreactor to the cleaning of factory domestic 
waste water. Flat sheet membranes were suspended inside the reactor above air 
diffusers. The membrane unit facilitated high biomass concentrations and improved 
the efficiency of water separation. The diffusers provided the necessary oxygen for 
reactions to take place and scoured the surface of the membranes to remove fouling.
Yamagiwa et al. (1991) designed a membrane bioreactor in which the recycle line from 
the membrane plunged into the reactor, thus entraining air with it. Only one pump was 
used to carry out the dual functions of providing pressure and oxygenation. The 
limiting amount of oxygen transfer possible using this technique made the reactor 
suitable only for small scale applications. Having only one pump served to make it 
mechanically simple and therefore suitable for the needs of a small community.
As a means of comparison, Amot et al. (1993) compared the performance of a number 
of competing biological waste water treatment processes. Table (2.2) shows the 
results of that comparison. In each case the treating microorganism was 
pseudomonas paucimobilis and the effluent was poultry processing water.











Activated sludge 0.5 -0.7 0.1 -0.6 1.5-3 *90
Partial treatment 1.7-3.2 <4.6 0.3-0.7 50-70
High efficiency 5-25 <2.7 3 - 8 70-90
Membrane reactor 5-25 2.5-7.5 0.3-8 95-100
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The membrane reactor performance matched the most intensive high efficiency 
activated sludge removal systems. These high efficiency processes were supplied with 
compressed air to maintain their elevated rates of degradation. The membrane reactor 
maintained its high dissolved oxygen content due to a prolonged bubble residence time 
within the membranes.
The organic content of waste waters entering each process were measured in terms of 
kg BOD.m'3.day~1. BOD loadings for the membrane reactor were an order of 
magnitude higher than for the traditional activated sludge process, and with a near 
100% BOD removal this represented very good productivity.
The membrane reactor contained dispersed microorganisms that exhibited high rates 
of oxygen transfer, and unlike the traditional activated sludge process there was no 
microbial sludge removal from the reactor.
Huyard et al. (1992) reviewed MBR technology for waste water treatment. References 
were cited of commercial units, the number installed and the capacity of each. The 
average plant was capable of treating up to 500 m3.day'1 of waste water. However, 
they referred to membrane and non-membrane operating costs as major factors 
currently ruling against larger treatment facilities.
Weisner et al. (1994) looked at the operating costs for a number of plant used to supply 
fresh drinking water to cities in North America. Their conclusions support ultrafiltration 
as a cost effective means to treat up to 20,000 m3.day'1 of raw water with modest 
turbidity and dissolved organic content. However, they too cited membrane and non- 
membrane operating costs as prohibitive to the expansion of the technology.
2.2.3 chemical waste waters
The population of microorganisms existing within an A.S. environment reflect the 
variety of food substrates available. Man-made chemicals however may find no host 
bacteria capable of degrading their complex structures. Many of these compounds 
contain functional groups detrimental to the metabolism of living species. Of these, 
volatile organic compounds VOCs are a category of priority pollutant identified as a 
problem issue for disposal because of their additional capacity to enter the vapour 
phase; Sikdaretal. (1998).
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Livingston (1993b) developed a bioreactor employing a hydrophobic silicon membrane 
tube to partition phenol from a waste stream into a bioreactor medium. Solute passed 
through the membrane and into the bioreactor where specially acclimatised bacteria 
degraded it without suffering any ill effects due to salts or acid poisoning from the 
mother waste stream. By consuming the solute, a concentration gradient was set up 
across the membrane to effect continuous solute mass transfer. Since this early work, 
other VOCs have been targeted by similar MBR technology.
Yun et al. (1992) applied slight pressure to the effluent side of a membrane to effect 
solute mass transfer. This mechanism negated the need for a bacterial culture. As 
there were no microorganisms, in principle any dissolved organic was recoverable so 
long as it did not interfere with the polymeric membrane.
Composite reactors where one phase is excluded from another offer great potential to 
remove priority pollutants. However by introducing a barrier they also introduce an 
additional resistance to mass transfer; Cheryan et al. (1986). Such a limitation would 
seem to be necessary for treating certain priority pollutants which inhibit microbial 
activity. To treat innocuous or municipal waste waters, then direct contact 
homogeneous reaction systems would seem to be recommended; Vaid et al. (1991).
In recognition of the benefits and limitations of designing heterogeneity into any liquid 
waste treatment facility Lakhwala et al. (1992) proposed a biological reactor design 
capable of changing its configuration to support the changing kinetics of the reaction 
environment. Under low concentrations of priority organic solute the reactor was fitted 
with a spirally wound membrane with specially acclimatised bacteria adhering to its 
surface. This provided direct contact between the substrate and the bacteria. When 
the concentration exceeded a threshold value that saw the activity of the bacteria 
decline then the reactor internals were replaced with a gel entrapped bacteria unit, 
which saw the activity rise again. Although the rates of reaction were not as high as for 
the spiral wound unit, the gel coating reduced the rate of mass transfer to a level 
sufficient to promote sustainable treatment.
Owing to the fragile nature of traditional biological treatment processes to accomodate 
changes within their environment the door has been opened to other, non biological 
alternatives. These include direct incineration (Huang et al., 1993), wet-air oxidation 
(Dietrich et al., 1985), super critical water oxidation (Gloyna et al., 1993) and within the 
last year, ACCENT, an ambient condition, catalytically enhanced oxidation process 
(Bell, 1998).
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2.2.4 the future of waste water treatment membrane bioreactors
The advantages of MBRs for waste water treatment include improved kinetic 
performance, a higher specification of water quality, the possibility of reduced levels of 
excess sludge and compact, enclosed, modular designs; Amot and Zahir (1996). The 
disadvantages for municipal and drinking water use are dominated by the higher 
operating costs relative to the AS equivalent.
For municipal and drinking water treatment the next step in MBR development must be 
three-fold.
1. Reduce the capital and replacement costs for the base membranes.
2. Continue to develop low fouling membrane materials.
3. Reduce the associated non-membrane operating costs.
In context to this thesis it is the first and final points that shall be addressed. On-line 
optimised backflushing under laminar flow conditions, if realisable would help to further 
this technology within the water treatment industry
On the future of membrane bioreactors for process waste waters, these must continue 
to carve out niches that other technologies have as yet failed to dominate. On that 
front there are interesting times ahead.
2.3 A Background To Ultrafiltration
2.3.1 Description
A membrane could be described as a perm-selective interphase allowing the selective 
passage of feed components through its structure on application of the necessary 
driving force; Gutman (1987).
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2.3.2 a brief history
It has only been in the last thirty years that membrane applications have advanced to 
the stage of large scale industrial use. That having been said, it is well over 200 years 
since the first stirrings of this discipline took hold of the scientific community. It was 
Abbe Nollet who first demonstrated the principle of semipermeability. By using the 
bladder of a domestic farm animal he showed that water, from wine, preferentially 
permeated through the skin; BQeddeker (1995). Over a century later the phenomenon 
of osmosis was demonstrated in the precipitation of cupric ferrocyanide within the 
pores of a porcelain pot. This, if you like, was the first synthetic membrane. It showed 
the capacity to selectively retain ionic ferrocyanide from its aqueous solution; Gutman 
(1987).
In 1922 the first patent for a microporous membrane was issued to Zsigmondy. In 
1929 Sartorious Werke GmbH of Gottingen, Germany, commercialised the first 
microporous membrane process. These early applications were geared towards 
developing rapid assaying equipment for bacterial identification in domestic drinking 
water. The first U.S. involvement came courtesy of the military, who supported the 
work of Professor Goetz of the California Institute of Technology, to develop synthetic 
membranes for detecting biological agents used in germ warfare. His work was later 
transferred to the Lovell Chemical Company, which later became the Millipore 
Corporation; Belfort et al. (1994).
The first real departure from the standard cellulose derived membranes came in 1959 
when Reid and Breton developed a plastic filament which had reverse osmosis type 
qualities. In 1960 Loeb and Sourirajan produced the world’s first high efficiency 
asymmetric reverse osmosis membrane for desalting brackish water. Their process 
has since become the industrial standard for water reclamation from brackish sources; 
Scott (1995).
Along side the growth in pressure driven membrane technologies have been three 
other distinct categories of membrane applications. These may be classified according 
to the nature of their dominant driving force as: concentration difference, electrical 
potential difference and temperature difference; Rautenbach & Albrecht (1989). Table 
(2.3) highlights the four mechanisms and the separation categories to which they apply.
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Microflitration Dialysis Electrodialysis Thermo-osmosis
Ultrafiltration Pervaporation Electro-osmosis Membrane -
Nanofiltration Liquid Membranes Electrophoresis Distillation
Reverse Osmosis Gas Separation
In 1987 the world market for pressure driven membranes and membrane products was 
estimated at around £350 M per anum; Gutman (1987). Of this, reverse osmosis 
accounted for £70 M of sales, ultrafiltration around £50 M, and microfiltration around 
£230 M per anum. Since then the demand for such products has risen by an estimated 
10 - 15 % per anum, with perhaps some fluctuation in the amounts being spent on 
each category. On the whole, it has been the demand for pressure driven membranes 
that have dominate the world market to date; Scott and Hughes (1996).
2.3.3 flux decline in ultrafiltration systems
A modest account shall be given to leave the reader with an understanding of the 
complexities of bioprocess membrane fouling and the scope available for flux 
enhancement. As it is not the subject of this thesis, an in-depth analysis of descriptive 
and model based membrane fouling papers can be found in the excellent reviews of 
Defrise et al. (1988), Marshall et al. (1993), Belfort et al. (1994), Davis (1992), and 
Bowen et al. (1995).
Pressure driven membrane filtration can be said to operate on a particle sieving basis, 
with reverse osmosis offering the tightest pore structure and microfiltration the most 
open; Scott (1995). As an aid to appreciating the niches of each membrane category 
Table (2.4) highlights the pore size range of each, relative to a few common-place 
particle size references.
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Table (2.4): From Atkinson & Mavituna (1993): Size separation achieved by membrane processes.
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Membrane filtration is characterised by cross-flow operation; Atkinson and Mavituna
(1991). Pumping directs fluid parallel to the membrane surface, unlike in dead-end 
filtration which flows normal to the surface. By maintaining a tangential flow the 
resistances to permeation can be minimised; Cheryan (1998). Figure (2.1) shows 
drawings of three cross-flow membrane module configurations typically used in 












a. Hollow fibre / tubular membrane ne
b. Flat sheet membrane c. spiral wound membran<
Fig. (2.1): Laboratory membrane module types.
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Pressure driven membrane permeation is brought about by the application of a 
differential pressure across the membrane feed and permeate sides. This driving force 
is known as the transmembrane pressure (TMP). For water, the flux (permeate rate) is 
known to be a linear function of TMP. When solute such as macromolecules are 
introduced into the aqueous medium the relationship changes. At low TMP the flux is 
still a linear function of TMP. But at higher TMP a limiting flux is reached, beyond 
which the flux becomes independent of applied TMP; Aimar et al. (1992). In this region 
flux is said to be mass transfer controlled. Figure (2.2) depicts this flux - 
transmembrane pressure relationship.
Water Flux
Flux - biological system
Flux
pressure controlled mass transfer controlled
VL
Transmembrane Pressure AP
Fig. (2.2): Flux - TMP relationship for the ultrafiltration of an aqueous solute.
One early theory put forward to describe membrane flux at steady state was the film 
model. At equilibrium the dissolved solute flux at a general point within the boundary 
layer may be described as the net convected solute mass transfer through the 
boundary layer and of back diffusion into the bulk solution; Belcakem et al. (1995). 









Fig. (2.3): Film model representation of TMP independent flux region.
For this, the flux may be described as follows.
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J.C = J.Cp -D . ''dC^
Kdy)
for C = Cm at y = 0 
C = Cb at y = 8
Integrating over the concentration boundary layer for the diffusivity coefficient D being 
independent of solute concentration yields the Film Model; Equ. (2.1).
''Cm -C „ ''
ch- c Equ.(2.1)
D / 8 is the mass transfer coefficient k, which may be calculated from conventional 
mass transfer correlations or from a modified Sherwood Number; Nilsson (1990).
Nakao et al. (1979) and others regard this model on its own as having a lack of 
thermodynamic significance. The premise that Cm can be replaced by a constant Cg for 
those macromolecules that form precipitous gels at high concentrations underlies its 
weakness. Of those molecules that form gels, it does not explain why different 
membranes form gels of different concentrations for the same feed and hydrodynamic 
conditions; Aimar et al. (1992). Similarly, the model precludes increases of the wall 
concentration beyond the constant, Cg; Song (1998). Most importantly it does not 
account for any variation in TMP to describe the limiting flux condition at steady state.
An alternative approach to modelling steady state pressure independent flux was to 
take account of the osmotic pressure contribution of macromolecules at the high wall 
concentrations shown by Equ. (2.1). One way of calculating this osmotic pressure is by 
the empirically derived virial expansion; Bhattacharjee et al. (1994). Where ai, a2, a3, 
etc. are known as the virial coefficients.
Aft = 7lm — ftp Aft = B^.Cm + 02  -cm + a 3.cm+...
From this, Aft can be substituted into a phenomenological expression describing flux 
with respect to hydraulic permeability (1 / RT) and TMP; Equation (2.2). This gives the 
osmotic pressure model for a single solute application; Bowen et al. (1995).
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. _ AP -  Arc
h -Rt
Equ.(2.2)
Where RT = Rm + Rf
The osmotic pressure model is a significant advance on the film model. However, it 
takes no account of the flow regime or of the interactions within complex media.
For membrane systems the development of a concentration gradient due to retained 
components near to the membrane surface is commonly referred to as concentration 
polarisation; Marshall et al.(1993). In his review of mass transport and design of 
membrane systems, Field (1996) summarised the overall effects of concentration 
polarisation as>
1. Changes in the physiochemical properties (e.g. viscosity) are brought about in 
the vicinity of the membrane surface.
2. The osmotic pressure increases, reducing the effective pressure of operation.
3. It brings about changes in the membrane properties resulting from membrane - 
solute interactions (adsorptive fouling).
4. The potential for macromolecular precipitous gelation increases in the vicinity of 
the membrane wall.
And it was noted that whilst each of these effects have since been incorporated into 
numerous models, few have incorporated more than one.
In the context of membrane fouling it is important to differentiate between reversible 
fouling and irreversible fouling. Concentration polarisation is a reversible membrane 
fouling mechanism. If the applied driving force were to be removed, then in the 
absence of gelation, the concentration boundary layer would dissipate or could easily 
be rinsed away; White et al. (1993).
Irreversible fouling necessitates removal by chemical cleaning; Pearce. (1995). Under 
constant TMP, for example, the flux can decline quite markedly over the initial period 
from the clean membrane maximum. This decline is followed by a more gradual period 
of decline towards some equilibrium value. Whilst concentration polarisation is set up 
within the first moments of operation, it is membrane fouling that is responsible for the 
irreversibly low steady state flux value; Schluep et al. (1996).
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The major causes of membrane fouling include the following:-
. Cake formation above the membrane; Fu et al. (1998)
chemical adsorption to the membrane; Ko et al. (1993)
. pore blocking; Nakatsuka et al. (1992)
Probably the oldest and simplest model used to characterise membrane fouling at 
steady state is the resistance-in-series model, Equ. (2.3), which takes its analogy from 
Darcy’s filtration model; Bowen et al. (1995).
J = —Td  ~ ~ p~\  Equ (2 3>p.(Rm + R f )
♦h i APwith J0 =
p.Rm
Where fouling due to cake filtration is the overriding mechanism of flux reduction, then 
Rf = Rc. This case is depicted in Figure (2.4).
  .  o _   cake
membrane --------------
^ 'I/ \  ^  n|/ ^ \
permeate
Fig. (2.4): Cake fouling.
Where fouling is considered to be made up of concentration polarisation and cake 
fouling then Rf = Rc + Rcp; llias et al. (1993).
According to cake filtration theory the cake solids resistance may be described using 
Carman-Kozeny analysis for packed spherical particles; Bowen et al. (1995). This has 
been shown to be applicable to both ultrafiltration and microfiltration.
The problem in applying cake filtration analogies to bio-suspensions stem from the 
particles not being spherical, being compressible and constantly interacting with their 
surroundings; Alvarez (1996). The resistance-in-series model becomes especially 
awkward when pore blocking dominates, because the fouling layer resistance becomes 
a function of the pore structure. But as a general comment, the smaller the particles 
the greater the specific cake resistance.
To add complexity to the understanding of particulate membrane ultrafiltration, Bowen 
et al. (1995) recount the experiments of Blatt et al. (1970). Application of the film 
model to describe the ultrafiltration of skimmed milk, polymer latex and clay dispersions 
was found to considerably underpredict the flux measurements. One conclusion put 
forward was that the back diffusion of particulate material from the polarised region was 
substantially different to that accounted for by brownian diffusion. Henry (1972), 
studying the ultrafiltration of colloidal dispersions concluded that an additional particle 
back-diffusion mechanism was present for such systems.
The theoretical advances relating to particle back diffusion have spomed a wave of 
new thinking about membrane filtration. For a thorough review of such models the 
reader is directed to the literature cited at the beginning of this section
2.3.4 a summary of the flux models used in this thesis
The aim of this thesis was not to study flux decline per se, but to study its improvement. 
It was therefore considered useful to conduct some form of off-line analysis by way of a 
known model, albeit one developed without consideration for flux enhancement. The 
only data available would be flux, TMP and the bulk physical properties of density, 
viscosity, pH and particle size. After a brief review of current models, two were chosen 
for consideration; they were the models of Wu et al. (1991) and of Field et al. (1995). 
Both models had the required features that time varying flux data could be modelled 
and unknown parameters derived by numerical integration, without any prior 
knowledge of other physical characteristics. The potential was also there for later 
development, to somehow integrate these into an expression describing the transient 
flux decline within backflush operation.
Wu et al. (1991) derived a semi-empirical model to describe flux decline in protein 
ultrafiltration as a means of avoiding the rigid complexities common of mechanistic 
models. Consideration for the development of concentration polarisation was 





As this expression would tend to zero as t -> oo, so k, the proportionality constant, was 
modified to allow for system ageing.
k = kD.f and —  = -k ,.f  
p dt f
for 0 < f < 1
Where kp was interpreted as a rate constant describing concentration polarisation and 
kf described fouling subject to ageing. By integrating for kf and back substituting, flux 
decline was described by Equ. (2.4).
-  _k e(-M> j  
d t _ kp ® J
Equ. (2.4)
Integrating Equ. (2.4) for boundary limits t = 0 and t = oo yields Equ. (2.5).
In In = In
f i r  \
KP -k f . t Equ. (2.5)
From Equ. (2.5) it is possible to construct a straight line graph of ln[ln(J/Jj)] versus t, to 
evaluate kp and kf at gradient and intercept values. Alternatively, as will be seen in 
Chapter 6, Equ. (2.4) could be solved by non-linear numerical integration for the set of 
data between limits t = 0 and t = oo. A suitable convergence of the numerical and 
measured data sets would then yield kp and kf, along with a statistical analysis of the 
degree of convergence of the numerical solution. This convergence could later be 
used to compare it to the model of Field et al.
The model of Field et al. (1995) was developed from the classic constant pressure 
blocking filtration laws described by Hermia (1982). This earlier work derived the so- 
called intermediate blocking flitration law and united it with the complete blocking, 
standard blocking and cake filtration laws.
Hermia’s models were physical but not mechanistic. The membrane was considered to 
be a non-descript uniformly porous barrier and the particles were idealised non­
interacting spheres of equal diameter.
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complete blocking filtration law
Each particle reaching the membrane participates in complete pore mouth sealing 
without the superimposition of particles on top of one another. Pore sealing was by 
virtue of the projected area imposed by the particle.
Each filtration law was summarised by its resistance coefficient, le., the rate of 
variation of the instantaneous resistance to filtration with respect to filtrate volume 
(measured as the inverse of flow rate).
d td (  1Resistance Coefficient = — - — .
d\AQy dV2
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And the characteristic form of the complete blocking filtration law for constant pressure 
was;
d2t ( * ■
dv2 b'ldv;
intermediate blocking flitration law
This law once again adopts the position that any time a solid particle reaches an open 
pore it seals it. However, on this occasion a less restrictive position is adopted that 
allows particles to reside on other particles. So this time there is only a probability that 
approaching particles will block an open pore.
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standard blocking filtration law
In this law it is assumed that the pore volume decreases in proportion to the filtrate 
volume by particle deposition on the pore walls. For this it is assumed that the 
membrane consists of pores of constant diameter and length.
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where Kg = K s.Q q2
cake filtration law
Under cake filtration, volumetric flow rate was considered to proceed according to 
Darcy’s Law. The resistance to filtration is made up of a constant filter resistance and 
a cake resistance which increases with accumulating mass in the cake layer.
The filtration law resistance coefficient was evaluated to be;
1 + Ke.Q 0.V'
Qn y
= K,
And the characteristic form of the cake filtration law for constant pressure was;
d^t
dV
2 = K c
From this, Hermia was able to unite the blocking filtration laws for constant pressure 
under the general characteristic form of Equation (2.6).




Where k and n are constants depending on the mechanism of filtration.
n = 2.0 
n = 1.5 
n = 1.0 
n = 0.0
complete blocking filtration law 
standard blocking filtration law 
intermediate blocking filtration law 
cake filtration law
Field et al. (1995) took the characteristic form of Hermia’s complete, intermediate and 
cake filtration blocking laws and re-engineered them for cross-flow membrane 
operation. In so doing a term expressing particulate backflux had to be incorporated 
into the derivations. Such a term was not necessary for standard blocking as backflux 
was considered not to impose itself on in-pore fouling. And so the form put forward by 
Hermia was sufficient.
Algebraic expressions defining flux were reported for each blocking law in Koltuniewicz 
et al. (1995), however the form taken in Field et al. (1995) is considered by this author 
to be more transparent. These are:
For complete pore blocking filtration;
-a.tJr
J = (Jo - J c ) e e° +i
For intermediate blocking filtration;
CT.t = —.
Ji
In (J0 — ji) J
For cake filtration;
G.t = ^ .  
Js
In J (Jq - is)
J0 (J - is )
is- J _
J J0
In this format the equations were considered unwieldy. The alternative format for these 
equations were their cross-flow characteristic form, Equation (2.7).
dt ' ' Equ. (2.7)
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In this equation, J* (which is jCl js and j; above) can be considered to be the critical flux; 
the value of flux below which fouling does not take place. This will be revisited in the 
next section when the subject shall turn to flux enhancement.
As with Equation (2.4), Equation (2.7) can be solved numerically. And by imposing 
discrete values of n, k could be found for each model and a comparison made of each 
relative to the measured data and relative to the model of Wu et al.
And so it becomes clear that Equation (2.7) can be used to elucidate the dominant 
mechanism of membrane fouling from experimental flux data. This would be invaluable 
when interpreting the worth of any backflush programme. As an addition to this, Field 
et al. (1995b) reconfigured Darcy’s equation in terms of resistance, differentiated it and 
incorporated it into Equation (2.7). In so doing it became possible to the observe 
changes in the overall resistance by way of Equation (2.8).
^ r  = — 1 ^7 = —  k (J - J*) J‘ n Equ. (2.8)
at |i.J^ at p.
This term is always positive, but by looking at the rate of change of dR / dt they found 
that greater justification could be made of any proposed mechanism found from 
Equation (2.7). The rate of change of dR / dt is expressed in Equ. (2.9).
d2R AP.k ... x . dJ _
> a n dt qU ( ^
For cake filtration the gradient of dR / dt will always be negative. But for 1 < n < 2 the 
picture is more complex. For example, with complete pore blocking (n = 2) and the 
case of J > 2J*, then d2R / dt2 is positive and the gradient of dR / dt increases. At 2J* 
the plot for dR / dt reaches a maximum, thereafter taking on a negative gradient. This 
could provide additional support to the analysis of flux data for membrane fouling.
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2.4 A Review Of Flux Enhancement Techniques
Persistent reversible and irreversible fouling represents a real limitation to the greater 
application of ultrafiltration and microfiltration. But only through a clear understanding 
of the mechanisms that cause fouling can action be taken to counter this; Crozes et al.
(1993). Over the last decade a number of new and novel techniques have been 
developed to arrest the process of concentration polarisation and cake formation. 












Fig. (2.5): Adapted from Winzeler et al. (1993): Typical methods to reduce concentration polarisation.
Various authors have looked at the mechanisms of solute-membrane and particulate- 
membrane attachment or attraction and have sought to impart about the membrane 
surface those properties that would repel such attractions. Of those that shall not be 
considered further, these include the following.
Surface Coatings 




Reuben et al. (1995), Kim et al. (1995) 
Flinn (1998), Scott (1995)
Chai et al. (1998)
Ahner et al. (1993)
Robinson et al. (1993), Bowen et al. (1994)
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Membrane hydrophilicy and surface modifications are of little benefit where cake 
formation has already been developed at the membrane surface; Belfort et al. (1994). 
In such circumstances we must turn to fluid mechanics and employ advanced steady 
and unsteady state flow patterns to erode the effects of concentration polarisation and 
cake layer formation.
This section contains a review of the most pertinent hydrodynamic techniques currently 
under research or industrial application.
2.4.1 axial velocity
Perhaps the most widely practised method for increasing flux has been to increase the 
bulk turbulence by way of the cross-flow velocity; Lojkine et al. (1992). However, this 
has its disadvantages: 1. Increasing the linear velocity increases energy consumption 
and is a major contributor to poor economic performance. 2. In many membrane units 
the velocity and pressure functions are not decoupled, as the velocity increases so 
does the pressure drop. This limits system flexibility; Dekker (1995). 3. More so for 
microfiltration applications but, techniques such as this do not relieve in-pore fouling.
4. shear stress imparted by continuous recirculation through centrifugal pumps can 
cause considerable physical stress to shear sensitive biological components; Millward 
etal. (1995).
White et al. (1993) used intermittent cross-flow operation to periodically relieve the 
build-up of magnesium hydroxide from the surface of a microporous membrane. No 
information was given concerning the concentration of the slurries used but, it was 
noted from one figure provided that one third of the process time was spent idle and 
the net flux was two thirds of the instantaneous peak values and twice the steady state 
value without intermittent operation. Iritani et al. (1997) used intermittent cross-flow 
operation to concentrate a model shear sensitive protein in a single pass. Whilst 
Hassen et al. (1996) utilised an alternate form of intermittent cross-flow to process 
mean 6pm, 100 g.f1 calcium carbonate slurries through a 0.1pm nominal pore size 
ceramic membrane. By closing the permeate line the driving force was manipulated 
independent of the cross-flow velocity, which could be stepped to coincide with the 
pressure cycles. In general this technique seems to be a sensible method to apply 
where there exists negligible attractive or compactive forces within the concentration 
polarisation or cake boundary layers.
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Working in the other direction, Tardieu et al. (1998) observed that operating an MBR 
for wastewater treatment at a Reynolds Number of 1200 caused a dense cake layer to 
develop within the lumens of a hollow fibre UF membrane. When the Reynolds 
Number was increased to 9000 the cake layer dispersed and the flux increased.
2.4.2 critical flux
Another simple procedure is one that was touched on in Section 2.3. The operation is 
known as critical flux; Field et al. (1995), Howell (1995). And whilst it may or may not 
deliver enhanced flux, it holds out the possibility of operating under zero fouling.
Many laboratory and industrial membrane systems operate under constant 
transmembrane pressure; Wu et al. (1999). This results in an initially high convective 
mass transfer of solute and particles to the membrane surface, with the result that 
fouling is established from the onset. The critical flux concept argues that there exists 
a flux below which no fouling will occur; Bacchin et al. (1995). Unlike constant TMP 
operation where the feed pump and back pressure set the TMP and cross-flow rate, 
Wu et al. fixed the feed side Reynolds Number and pumped the permeate under 
suction to provide precise control over flux.
Wu et al. made a comparison of water and process flux measurements for two 
experiments using 0.5% w/w commercial silica suspensions and a 50k molecular 
weight cut-off (MWCO) membrane. Their results showed that the suspension with the 
tighter particle size distributiion matched the clean water flux and TMP up to the critical 
flux of 70 l.m'2.hr‘1 and just greater than 0.1 bar. The feed side Reynolds Number for 
this experiment was 580. A similar result was observed for 0.15% w/w BSA where a 
critical flux of around 20 l.m‘2.hr'1 was observed at a TMP of 0.027 bar and Re 248. 
For bakers yeast a critical flux of around 8 l.m'2.hr"1 was observed at 0.001 bar and Re 
373. For 0.5% w/w bakers yeast the critical flux was 22 l.m‘2.hr'1.
Strangely enough, when these experiments were repeated with 100k MWCO and
0.2^m membranes, the critical flux decreased with increasing pore size. As the critical 
flux is brought about by a balance between the convective mass transfer towards the 
membrane surface and back diffusion into the bulk phase, this was an unexpected 
result. It was explained, however, by way of a combination of membrane charge due to 
the different materials, and local porosity / convective velocity differences associated 
with the larger pore size membranes, thus increasing convective mass transfer for the 
same overall flux.
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With a complex medium, consideration of the particle size should be taken into 
account. At fluxes greater than the critical flux all particles and solute experience a net 
convective driving force towards the membrane surface. According to Belfort et al.
(1994) and Bowen et al. (1995) the diffusive back transfer mechanisms are strongly 
particle size and shear rate dependent. For dissolved solutes and particles below
0.1pm the back diffusion mechanism is essentially brownian diffusion. Above 0.1pm 
the mechanisms of shear induced diffusion (Zydney and Colton, 1986) and inertial lift 
(Belfort, 1989) dominate, such that back diffusion increases with particle size. This 
would suggest that in general, larger particles would experience higher critical flux 
values than smaller particles. Therefore, in order to avoid membrane fouling, critical 
flux should be carried out below the value for the smallest body.
Defrance et al. (1999) applied critical flux operation to a waste water treatment 
application using a bioreactor with coupled 0.1pm tubular ceramic membrane in closed 
loop recycle. Critical flux as defined here, varied linearly with channel axial velocity 
from 20 - 115 l.m'2.hr1 and 1 - 4  m.s‘1. The mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) 
concentration was 10 g.l~1, the hydraulic retention was 24 hours and the sludge 
retention was 60 days. The feed was a mix of domestic and industrial effluent that was 
first screened and passed through a 500 pm cartridge filter. Inlet dissolved organic 
carbon was 300 - 1200 mg.I'1. The outlet was 50 mg.I'1. Oxygenation was by way of 
compressed air through porous tubes located in the bottom of the reactor.
Ishida et al. (1993), as reported in Section 2.3, operated an MBR to treat factory 
domestic waste water. They recognised that high flux values caused excessive fouling 
and an over complicated process and membrane module design. To correct this the 
membranes were cheap and simple flat screens fitted within the digestion tank. In 
addition, the permeate was removed by suction at a rate of 0.5 m3.m'2.day'1 and 30 
kPa. The MLSS concentration was 16 g.l'1 and the channel velocity between the 
membranes was 0.5 m.s'1. This in essence was probably operating below critical flux. 
The Kubota system has since been licensed in the U.K. to Wessex Water, who have 
already built their first water treatment facility using this technology.
Both Ishida et al. and Defrance et al. brought their membranes into direct contact with 
the raw effluent. It would be interesting to compare this to a system in which the 
membranes were coupled to the end of a sequential batch bioreactor. Ishida showed it 
to be possible where cheap membranes are used. This then is the challenge, because 
critical flux operation may by design require large membrane areas.
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2.4.3 air sparging
Air sparging is a method that is roundly acknowledged but has received little academic 
attention. The premise is simple: by injecting air into the feed stream of a cross-flow 
membrane, sufficient shear can be introduced at the membrane surface to reduce the 
effects of concentration polarisation; Cui et al. (1997). Lee et al. (1992) investigated 
the affects of air sparing a system processing a gram-negative bacteria (Escherichia 
coli) and then a gram-positive bacteria (Brevibacterium flavum). Various UF and MF 
flat sheet and hollow fibre membranes were tested. During the diafiltration of 1.5% w/w 
E. coli through a 300k MWCO flat sheet membrane, periodic air sparging increased the 
flux from approximately 18 l.m'2.hr'1 to 35 l.m'2.hr"1. Only a marginal flux rise was 
observed when air sparging a 0.8% w/w suspension of B. flavin. The operating 
pressure was 0.15 bar in the case of E. coli and 0.5 bar for B. flavin. The 
recommended liquid flow to air flowrate ratio was 2 -3 .
Cabassud et al. (1997) analysed the air injection to total feed flow ratio for hollow 
fibres. From 0 - 0 . 1  the air is present as discrete bubbles in the liquid stream. 
Between 0.2 and 0.9 the air appears as slugs, and from 0.9 -1 .0  the air takes up an 
annular flow path. It was found that air slugs provided most shear at the membrane 
surface. They then used this to enhance potable water ultrafiltration through a 100 k 
MWCO membrane. 1 pm mean particle size bentonite clay was used. With 0.93 g.r1 
clay, 0.6 bar TMP, 0.5 m.s'1 liquid velocity and 0.8 m.s'1 air velocity, an equilibrium flux 
of 67 l.m'2.hr'1 was recorded with air sparging as opposed to 31 l.m'2.hr'1 without it.
Cui et al. (1996) introducing air sparging downwards through a 50k MWCO tubular 
membrane when filtering 260 kDa dextran solutions under laminar flow conditions. 
Filtering 10 g.r1 dextran the flux was increased from 7 l.m'2.hr'1 to 17 l.m'2.hr'1 for a 
liquid flow rate of 0.5 m.s'1, gas flow rate of 0.18 m.s'1 and TMP of 1 bar. Cui also 
established that air sparging was most effective for laminar flow, but recorded no flux 
increase where the flow channel was turbulent. It was noted that air sparging could 
restrict the imposition of concentration polarisation, but that it would be less effective in 
cases where more serious fouling and cake formation were to take place.
Air sparging therefore, much like the stop / start driving force operation considered by 
Iritani et al. (1997), is probably more likely to be suited to situations where 
concentration polarisation and cake fouling are readily reversible phenomena.
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2.4.4 baffles, pulsations and vortices
Steady flow patterns often require high velocities and turbulent conditions to take 
control over the polarising boundary layer. Unsteady flows, in both laminar (Taylor and 
Dean vortices) and turbulent conditions can be an elegant solution to countering these 
difficulties; Belfort et al. (1994).
One approach taken to developing secondary flow patterns has been to create 
furrowed membrane surfaces or place protuberances at the surface. These create 
rotational shear which act in addition to the normal axial shear to limit the extent of 
concentration polarisation; Kaminski et al. (1997).
Gupta et al. (1995) placed a helical baffled insert along the axis of a tubular 
microfiltration membrane and found the flux to improved by more than 50% from 30 
l.m'2.hr1 when processing a 5% w/w yeast suspension. Milward et al. (1995) looked at 
the difference in placing a screw thread baffled inside a tubular membrane flow channel 
and in addition, placing a tubular membrane within the flow channel of an external 
screw thread baffle. The internal screw thread geometry best suited applications 
where the dispersed phase was less dense than the continuous phase.
Najarian et al. (1996) superimposed 5 Hz flow oscillations on an internal screw thread 
membrane system when filtering bovine blood. They recorded a 7.5 fold increase in 
flux favouring the oscillatory flow over the non-oscillatory flow. Millward et al. (1996) 
similarly applied oscillatory flow to a flat sheet membrane containing regularly spaced 
flow deflectors at the surface. And New Logic (New Jersey, U.SA.) have 
commercialised a high shear vibrating stack, in which it is the membrane module that 
undergoes oscillatory motion with relatively low mean fluid velocities.
Hadzismajlovic et al. (1998) superimposed flow pulsations on the feed side laminar 
flow conditions of a tubular membrane when filtering 0.5 g.r1 silica. This was imparted 
by way of a simple collapsible tube oscillating under compressed air. The flux was 
found to improve by up to 450% in this way. Maranges et al. (1997) applying a similar 
technique to the filtration of a yeast fermentation broth found the flux to increase by 50 
-100% from approximately 30 l.m‘2.hr‘1. Bertram et al. (1993) reviewed the flux gains 
achieved by different groups, comparing the application of baffles, pulsations and 
baffles with pulsations. A wide range of flux improvements were found; from 30% to 
2000%.
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The application of Taylor vortices can help to control concentration polarisation; Belfort 
et al. (1994). Kroner et al. (1988), membrane lined an annular rotating device to 
generate Taylor vortices and high shear during the microfiltration of bakers yeast. 
Rotating the cylinder at up to 2500 rpm generated fluxes in excess of 150 l.m"2.hr'1, for 
a TMP of approximately 0.5 bar. This procedure was so effective that yeast was 
concentrated from 5 to 70% wet weight. Relative to the case without rotation this 
represented a 300% increase in flux, and without the corresponding increase in yeast 
concentration.
Rotating membrane devices require substantially more energy to effect flux increase 
than do stationary systems. They are mechanically complex to service and have 
limited scale-up potential; Mallubhotla et al. (1997). Rather than Taylor vortices, an 
alternative generator of centrifugal vortices has been proposed. Dean vortices result 
from the onset of unstable flow round a helical wound duct. They have the advantages 
of Taylor vortices, are amenable to scale-up, but do not require the energy that rotating 
devices do. However, the flux improvements are not as dramatic. Mallubhotla et al.
(1995) developed a curved channel module and tested it on the microfiltration of bakers 
yeast. For concentrations of approximately 0.05% dry weight Dean vortices produced 
a flux of 235 l.m‘2.hr1 as opposed to 57 l.m'2.hr*1 without. But as the yeast 
concentration rose up to 0.4% dry weight the flux improvement was only 40%, at 35
l.m'2.hr'1 as opposed to 25 l.m‘2.hr'1.
It is clear from the literature that the inclusion of baffles, pulsations, oscillations and 
Dean vortices favour various biological applications. Relatively high fluxes can be 
obtained without undue shear stress for a range of concentrations, depending on the 
technique. Baffles and pulsations could certainly be applied to the case of waste water 
treatment. How pulsations could be applied to large scale modules in series 
configuration would have to be investigated. Oscillations are a very intense 
mechanism of flux enhancement. This would most probably not be compatible with 
waste water treatment. Dean vortices; it would seem at this time that high cell 
concentrations and the requirement for a cheap membrane module design may 
exclude this particular technology.
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2.4.5 backflushing, backpulsing, backwashing, backshock, etc.
One class of industrially and academically important flux enhancement technique 
stems from the application of a negative transmembrane pressure. Backflushing and 
the derivitives of backflushing require a pressure to be applied to the permeate side 
that is greater than the feed side pressure. This results in back permeation through the 
membrane, dislodging non-adsorbed in-pore material, depolarising the membrane feed 
side and causes an instantaneous increase in flux on resumption of forward 
permeation; Matsumoto et al. (1988), Dekker et al. (1995), Redkar et al. (1995). This 
flux increase is only temporary and is one which decays with time to a steady state 
value. It is the influence of convective mass transport towards the membrane surface 
and of fouling mechanisms at the surface that cause the progressive flux decline. For 
this reason, backflushing is a periodic function applied to counter the affects of 
concentration polarisation and cake fouling. There are two good reasons for applying 
backflushing. The first is to increase the net flux and is applicable to most applications. 
The second is to increase the transmission of proteins and other dissolved components 
in fermentative membrane bioreactors; Miller et al. (1993).
Much of the work incorporating membrane backflushing has been empirical, relying on 
time consuming experiments to produce the optimum settings of backflush duration 
and interval; Redkar et al. (1995). In addition, numerous backflush protocols have 
been developed: from low frequency backwashing, e.g. 30 sec. backwashing every 10 
minutes, Tanaka et al. (1993), for cultivating yeast cells in molasses; to high frequency 
backpulsing or backshock, e.g. 0.06 sec. backshock every 1 - 3  sec., Wenten et al.
(1994), for beer filtration.
Much of the published literature on the use of backflushing for water treatment has 
concentrated on BOD, COD and TOC reduction, as well as the hydraulic and biomass 
retention capacities of the various MBR designs (see Section 2.2). There has been 
little in the way of backflush optimisation stemming from a fundamental appreciation of 
the mechanisms of membrane fouling.
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Chang et al. (1992) developed an MBR for denitrifying potable water and incorporated 
a cellulose acetate hollow fibre microfiltration membrane. An unspecified backwash 
duration at between 5 and 20 minute intervals was applied. The flux was 150 l.m"2.hr1 
over the first 5 days, but declined to 100 l.m'2.hr'1 over 90 days. The duration of 
backwashing was not quoted, nor was an account given explaining how the interval 
between backwashing was arrived at. Urbain et al. (1992) used periodic backwashing 
with the addition of powdered activated carbon into an MBR to denitrify, disinfect and 
remove organic pesticides from potable water. No backwash protocol was declared 
and no reference to the mechanisms of membrane fouling were made.
Suda et al. (1998) developed a submerged membrane filtration system for water 
treatment. A module-less flat sheet construction with air scouring and a cross-flow 
microfiltration hollow fibre module with periodic backwashing were compared. 
Kayawake et al. (1991) used a submerged tubular ceramic microfiltration membrane 
without cross-flow to treat a sewage sludge liquor by anaerobic digestion. When 
product off-gas was circulated to scour the membrane external surface (that exposed 
to the feed) with 30 seconds backwashing for every 30 minutes of forward filtration, the 
average permeate flux was 8.3 l.m'2.hr’1. Fouling was observed to take place in the 
absence of off-gas scouring. Amot et al. (1993) applied periodic backflushing to an 
MBR for waste water treatment using a polysulphone hollow fibre membrane. The 
protocol required 20 seconds of backflushing for every 10 minutes of forward filtration. 
The net flux was less than 5 l.m’2. hr1.
Visvanathan et al. (1997) applied backflushing to a hollow fibre microfiltration module 
submerged in an AS tank. Consecutive cycles of 15 minutes forward filtration followed 
by 15 minutes of backflushing were applied. The stable net permeate flux was 26.7
l.m’2.hr1. It was observed that during experiments where hydraulic residence times 
were below 12 hours, a dense cake of activated sludge became deposited at the 
surface during the prolonged forward filtration phase This caused the net flux to 
decline by more than half. No further comment was made about the impact of fouling. 
Chellam et al. (1998) applied backwashing to the microfiltration of potable water. 
Under conditions of high cake fouling, backwash efficiency declined dramatically.
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Iranpour (1998) indicated that the backwash cycle was key to the economic application 
of microfiltration membranes for potable water filtration. Green et al. (1998), applied 
polysulphone hollow fibre ultrafiltration membranes to the filtration of river water. 
Weisner et al. (1994), looking at the economics of river water filtration using 
polysulphone and cellulosic ultrafiltration membranes with backwashing. Both groups 
cited the backwash cycle parameters as influential in the overall process economics. 
Hillis et al. (1998) looked to experimentally optimise these parameters to improve flux 
during potable water microfiltration.
Historically, researchers looking to apply MBRs for wastewater treatment have paid 
little attention to the flux efficiency and instead have concentrated on BOD, COD 
reduction, bacterial rejection and sludge loading. From reviewing these papers, there 
has been a lack of comment on the mechanisms governing membrane fouling. This in 
turn has manifested itself in the rather practical and empirical solutions devised to 
combat it. Backflushing is an easy flux enhancement technique to apply. And as such, 
this has become its Achilles heal.
Having said the above, progress has been made over the last few years to tackle 
membrane backflushing from a fundamental consideration of the fouling mechanics.
The principle of backflushing can best be illustrated by Figure (2.6), which has been 
developed from Jones et al. (1993). Where tf is the forward filtration time between 
periodic backflushing and tb is the backflush duration. The shaded areas denote the 




Fig. (2.6): An illustration of a backflush flux profile.
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One of the first groups to seriously consider the influence of a developing concentration 
polarisation layer on the impact of backflushing was that of Rodgers and Sparks at The 
University of Iowa and at Washington University, U.S.A. They looked to model the 
transient behaviour of membrane fouling and apply their findings to flux enhancement 
and protein fractionation for bioseparations. They developed a technique known as 
backpulsing. This is a high frequency, short reverse duration backflush technique. The 
following review tracks the development of their research.
Rodgers et al. (1992) realised that the frequency at which backpulsing was effective
depended on the characteristic time for concentration polarisation to develop.
Similarly, it also depended on the time taken for depolarisation to be effective. The 
characteristic time for forward filtration was found by solving the one-dimensional 
convective - diffusion equation for a single, totally retained solute with constant density 
and diffusion coefficient.
do do p. a2c—  + u.—  = D.— -
at ay ay2
This was subject to the following boundary conditions:
do
c(0, y) = Co, c(t,8) = Co, and aty = 0 -D .— + u(cm).c = 0
ay
where o(Cm) represents the wall concentration expressed in terms of the 
thermodynamic boundary condition
u(cm) « Lp.(AP - a.Arc)
Solving for these gave the characteristic time for concentration polarisation 
development:
0 ^ -=--------- --------- j- Equ. (2.10)
Lp.(AP-a.ATt)
For transmembrane pressure pulsing to be effective the time between backpulses 
should not be substantially greater than 6. This will ensure that the redevelopment 
phase of forward filtration makes the maximum contribution towards net flux.
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Following this analysis, 1% phosphate buffered solutions of albumin (69 kDa) were 
ultrafiltered under laminar and turbulent flow conditions through a 30 000 MWCO 
ceilulosic flat sheet membrane. Backpulse frequencies were in the range 0.25 to 5 Hz 
and the minimum physically realisable backpulse duration was applied. This was 
typically between 0.05 and 0.3 seconds. Backpulsing was by way of a regulated gas 
cylinder acting upon a permeate reservoir. The experiments each lasted 10 minutes.
Based on experiments done, the characteristic time for concentration polarisation 
development under laminar cross-flow conditions and 0.7 bar transmembrane pressure 
was found to be 0.05 seconds.
Models were developed to evaluate the magnitude of reverse permeate flux during 
backpulsing. Through this it was found that the minimum flux model, Equ. (2.11), most 
closely fitted the experimental data and characterised the net flux. This model 
assumed negligible permeate consumption during backpulsing.
The net permeate flux with backpulsing was higher than the case without backpulsing 
by up to 380% under laminar flow conditions, provided the minimum transmembrane 
pressure during backpulsing was negative. The amplitude made little difference.
This flux improvement was equivalent to more than a 200 fold increase in the shear 
rate under laminar flow conditions. But when operating under turbulent conditions no 
improvement in net flux was found. This was attributed to the affects of high shear on 
the polarised boundary layer.
With reverse permeate flux found not responsible for depolarising the membrane 
surface, it was postulated that minute vibrations of the membrane under backpulsing 
was causing mixing between the boundary layer and bulk fluid. As a result, upon 
resumption of forward filtration the process of concentration polarisation continued from 
a less well developed position.
Rodgers and Sparks (1991) applied backpulsing to improve the solute flux and sieving 
characteristics of a binary protein solution. Analysis here required consideration of 
solute-membrane adsorptive and in-pore fouling mechanisms as well as solute-solute 
interactions. High frequency transmembrane pressure pulsing was applied to restrict 
the in-pore residence time for adsorption, whilst also maximising solute flux.
Equ. (2.11)
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Solutions of pH and saline corrected 1% albumin (69 kDa) and 0.3% y-globulin (159 
kDa) were ultrafiltered through a range of nominal 100k MWCO polymeric flat sheet 
membranes. The frequency of backpulsing was 0, 0.5 and 2 Hz.
Backpulsing increased solute flux markedly. For example, experiments using the 
cellulosic membrane saw the solute flux increase by factors of 10, 38 and 1.8 for 
laminar flow shear rates of 160, 200 s~1 and turbulent conditions, respectively.
Changes in solute flux were not proportional to the corresponding changes in solvent 
flux. The interpretation of this was that fouling rather than concentration polarisation 
was the controlling resistance to improved solute flux. And whilst backpulsing did 
improved the solute flux, it did not improve the selectivity. This was attributed to the 
contribution of large pores being kept open by backpulsing. This might suggest using a 
membrane with a tighter pore size distribution. However, the molecular weight 
difference between the two molecules in this study was x 2.4; the molecular diameter 
difference was only 1.5. This would bring both molecules into the same order of 
magnitude as the average pore diameter and should be noted.
When backpulsing was applied to concentrations of bovine serum albumin of 1, 3 and 
10% solutions, the solute flux improvements relative to the 1% solution were 53% and 
21% respectively; Rodgers et al. (1993). As the concentration increased, so did the 
osmotic pressure difference about the membrane, whilst the characteristic time for 
concentration polarisation development reduced.
The group of Robert Davis at the University of Colorado, Boulder, USA, followed a 
similar line to that of Rodgers and Sparks. They developed mechanistic models based 
on the solution to the convective - diffusion equation for concentration polarisation and 
incorporated these into a net permeate flux equation describing rapid backpulse 
operation.
Redkar et al. (1996) defined net permeate flux over a single backpulse period as that 
given by Equation (2.12).
tf tf+tb
J jf .d t-  J jb.dt
J = - ------ -— £ --------  Equ. (2.12)
tf +tb
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However, it was considered that below a critical forward filtration time no cake or gel 
formation occurred at the membrane surface. Furthermore, no internal fouling and no 
osmotic pressure effects were present. Under this set of conditions the forward flux 
could simply be related to the membrane resistance. Beyond this critical forward 
filtration time, flux was described by the dead-end filtration law, for short time periods. 
This yielded Equation (2.13) for the net permeate flux with backpulsing.
t,c r t - a . t b +  2 t . ( j l  +  ( t f - t fcrt,) / T ) V 2 - 1
Of + *b)
tf > tfcrit Equ. (2.13)
For simplicity, the magnitude of backpulsing was described by Equation (2.14).
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The assumption made was that backpulsing resulted in immediate cake or gel layer 
dissipation from the membrane surface. However, it was acknowledged that this was 
only probable when adhesive forces were slight. And in general, the optimum forward 
filtration time should exceed the critical time (tf > tfcm) to achieve maximum net flux.
Concentration polarisation was considered to represent a mobile layer with slight 
hydraulic resistance to permeate flow. However, as convected solute or particulate 
material approaches the maximum packing density or gel concentration, this layer 
would become stagnant and present a more significant resistance. Rapid backpulsing 
would prevent the formation of any static layer. Therefore, it was proposed that 
backpulsing should be instigated as soon as the concentration at the membrane 
surface reaches the maximum packing concentration.
A microscopic mass balance over the boundary layer for a Newtonian fluid containing 
macromolecular solutes or particles was presented. Equation (2.16) is the linear 
approximation to that mass balance. It was solved by numerical integration.
Through solving Equation (2.16) it was found that the time scale for concentration 
polarisation development was on the order of 1 sec. The consequence of this was that 
rapid backpulsing of 1 Hz was needed to prevent cake or gel formation.
For the reverse filtration portion of the backpulse period the mass balance generated 
Equation (2.17) as the linearised form.
dc . dc dc d2c _
—  + ct. J „ + r-y-— = D-— =- Equ. (2.17)
at dy OX
The critical periodic steady state (where cake formation was just about prevented) was 
found by fixing the duration of reverse filtration while allowing the forward filtration to 
reach its maximum packing or gel concentration. For each backpulse duration there 
existed a corresponding critical forward filtration time. This critical time increased with 
increasing backpulse duration, but became independent for long backpulse durations. 
This critical time was also found to increase with increasing values of a  and for 
decreasing bulk solute or particulate concentration.
Increasing the critical time for concentration polarisation development does not 
necessarily lead to an increased net flux, as the loss of permeate during backpulsing 
must be taken into account. By applying the computational technique to a whole 
backpulse period it was found that in general, increased net fluxes could be achieved 
with short backpulse durations, low bulk concentrations, and high shear rates. The 
ratio of backpulse to forward pulse TMP was found to have little influence.
Redkar et al. (1996) then applied the lessons of their theoretical exercise to the 
backpulse optimisation of a model washed yeast suspension. Anhydrous Dry Yeast 
(ADY) was washed 3 times using deionised water and made up to a bulk concentration 
of 2.6 g.r1, dry weight. This was subsequently microfiltered using a 0.07 pm pore size 
flat sheet cellulose acetate membrane. For backpulse durations of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 
sec. the critical forward time before cake formation was found to be 0.29, 0.67 and 1.0 
sec, respectively. These corresponded to maximum net flux values of 648, 684 and 
684 l.m‘2.hr'1, respectively. The clean water flux was 792 l.m'2.hr‘1 and the steady state 
flux without backpulsing was 93.6 l.m'2.hr’1. Good agreement between the theoretical 
and observed maximum net flux values were obtained.
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Redkar et al. (1995) applied rapid backpulsing to the microfiltration of washed yeast 
using a 0.2 pore size cellulose acetate membrane in flat sheet format. The net flux 
was more than 30 times greater for the case with backpulsing than without. The 
maximum net flux was more than 2500 l.m'2.hr‘1 for both the 5 and 10 psi backpulse 
TMP and was 1620 l.m'2.hr1 for 0 psi backpulse TMP. The maximum net permeate 
flux was found to increase with decreasing backpulse duration, decreasing bulk 
suspension volume fraction and was insensitive to cross-flow velocity.
Parnham et al. (1996) applied rapid backpulsing to the recovery of protein from a 
bacterial lysate. For low solid concentrations (0.0025 g cell debris / g suspension), with 
0.09 sec backpulse duration and 0.3 sec forward filtration, the stable net permeate flux 
was 160 l.m‘2.hr'1. This represented a ten fold increase compared to the steady state 
flux without backpulsing (14 l.m'2.hr1), but was considerably less than the clean water 
flux (6200 l.m‘2.hr"1). However, beyond 0.01 g.g'1 wet solids, there was no 
improvement in net flux as a result of backpulsing. Whilst backpulsing was not as 
effective at increasing net flux relative to the model yeast system, it was capable of 
achieving 100% transmission of proteins through the microporous membrane.
Kuberkar et al. (1998) performed an economic analysis of applying membrane 
backpulsing to a fermentation broth. For a diluted broth with a dry cell concentration of 
10 gT1, a backpulse duration of 0.1 sec and a maximum forward flitration time of 0.3 
sec, the net fluxes with and without backpulsing were 7.2 and 14.0 l.m'2.hr'1, 
respectively. Analysis indicated that a flux increase of 10% due to backpulsing made it 
economically more attractive from a capital cost basis than the system without 
backpulsing. A flux increase of more than 50% would make membrane backpulsing 
more attractive than centrifugation. And for the 100% flux increase obtained, the 
annual costs were calculated to be 45%, 25% and 50% lower than a membrane system 
without backpulsing, centrifugation and a rotary vacuum filter, respectively.
Wenten et al. (1994) developed a backpulse process which they termed backshock. 
This was applied to a capillary fibre microfiltration membrane in reverse asymmetric 
flow arrangement (feed on the shell side) for the filtration of beer. 60 msec, backshock 
was applied every 1 - 5  seconds. A stable flux of 200 l.m'2.hr'1 was achieved with 
100% transmission of high molecular weight components. In the absence of 
backshock the flux was around 20 l.m’2.hr1 and the yeast cells present acted as a 
secondary membrane to block the transmission of high molecular weight components. 
Backshock consumed less than 2% permeate on a gross basis.
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Rapid backflushing was applied to beer microfiltration by Gan et al. (1997) using a 
ceramic membrane. Cross-flow pulsation had little affect on the permeate flux and so a 
combination of permeate and C 02 was applied to a backpulsing configuration. The 
inert gas was used to minimise reverse permeate loss. A multi-stage backflush 
protocol was experimentally developed. Over 4 hours the duration and interval 
relationship were stepped from 0.5 sec., once a minute, to 0.1 sec., eight times a 
minute. The forward and reverse TMPs were stepped from 0.8 to 2.0 bar and 2.5 to
5.0 bar, respectively. The mean flux with backpulsing was around 20 l.m'2.hr \  and 
without it was around 5 l.m‘2.hr"1.
2.5 Closing Remarks
Backflushing and backwashing have historically been applied to promote higher fluxes 
in potable and waste water applications. But in many of these applications, little 
attempt was ever made to incorporate an appreciation for the mechanisms of flux 
decline. On the other hand, backpulsing (or backshock) have been a recent 
development. Backpulsing has been developed from theoretical models of 
concentration polarisation and irreversible fouling. The result has been a new protocol 
of high frequency short duration backflushing for net flux enhancement.
To keep the operating costs down for large flow applications may require incorporating 
cheap polymeric membranes. However, an amortised account of the replacement 
costs should be considered and compared to the equivalent costs for ceramic or 
sintered metal membranes. From the perspective of direct operation the cross-flow 
rate and transmembrane pressure should be low. Certainly, turbulent flow would 
require more energy than laminar flow. However, under laminar flow conditions some 
authors have noted a dense cake of activated sludge to form at the surface.
Air sparging, pulsatile flow and secondary flow generators may have a part to play, but 
probably as niche applications within water treatment. With all of these the choice will 
be dependent on the size of the application and the nature of the fouling layer.
Operating below the critical flux could be one solution to prevent membrane fouling. 
This would possibly be at the expense of increased membrane area. For it to work it 
may have to operate along the direct contact lines described by Ishida et al. (1993). 
Otherwise, to maintain a high cross-flow rate and low axial pressure drop would result 
in a large recirculation pump motor size, large diameter piping, etc.
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If dense layers of activated sludge are universally formed under laminar flow conditions 
it is not certain how backpulsing could satisfactorily be applied to microfiltration and 
ultrafiltration polymeric membranes. Clearly the lessons of backpulsing must be 
applied. But this requires a concerted effort to address the problems. On-line 
optimised backflushing as described within this thesis is one solution that could be 
developed further to result in smaller membrane area requirements, as a consequence 
of effective dense cake removal. This work is as yet in its early stages, but projects 
great promise for the future.





d Particle diameter, m
D Diffusivity coefficient, m2.s'1
f Fouling coefficient
G Parameter defined in text, m.s'2
j c, I, 8 Critical flux, m.s'1
J Flux, m.s'1, l.m'2.hr'1
k Mass transfer coefficient, m.s’1
k Parameter defining cross-flow filtration, (units depend on mechanism)
k Rate constant, hr'1
K b, i, s, c Terms defining dead-end filtration, (units depend on mechanism)
Lp Hydraulic permeability, m.s'VkPa'1
mp Total particle mass, kg
n Index defining cross-flow filtration, (units depend on mechanism)
P Pressure, N.m'2, bar, (or units consitent with equation)
Q Flow rate, m3.s'1
R Resistance, m '\ bar.m.s'1, (or units consitent with equation)
R Specific resistance, m*2
t Time, s, hr
V Filtrate volume, m3
X Distance tangential to membrane surface, m
y Distance perpendicular to membrane, m
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Greek Smbols
a Specific resistance of cake deposit, m.kg'1
a Ratio of transmembrane pressures
8 Boundary layer thickness, m, characteristic length in y direction, m
c Fractional void of cake deposit, membrane surface porosity
y Shear rate, s'1
X Fraction of backpulse period
p, po Permeate viscosity, kg.m'Vs'1 (or units consitent with equation)
n Osmotic pressure, (units consistent with pressure)
n  Overall osmotic pressure, (units consistent with pressure)
6 Characteristic time, s
p Density, kg.m'3
a Blocked area per unit volume of filtrate, m'1
a Reflection coefficient
t  Backpulse period, s
i  Time constant for cake growth, s
u Velocity perpendicular to membrane, m.s'1
subscripts
b Bulk, backpulse contribution
c Cake
cp Concentration polarisation








CHAPTER THREE - MATERIALS & METHODS
3.1 Introduction
The materials and methods content of this thesis have been separated into two 
different chapters. Chapter 3 is concerned with the hardware; the fermenter, the 
membrane, the biological suspension and their interaction. Chapter 4 concentrates on 
the on-line software.
3.2 Process Equipment
This section details the apparatus used throughout the research project. For ease of 
understanding the reader is referred to the MBR Process Flow Diagram, Figure (3.1).
3.2.1 fermenter and membrane recirculation loop
In the middle of the apparatus was a two litre glass jar fermenter from Lh Engineering. 
This had stainless steel baffled inserts and ports in the lid through which the auxilliary 
functions of agitation, heating, cooling and level control were accomodated.
The agitated stirrer was sealed into the lid of the fermenter with the power being 
supplied by an Lh Engineering model 500 series III magnetic stirrer, mounted beneath 
the fermenter.
An Lh Engineering model 500 series III temperature controller monitored the 
temperature and provideed heating by means of a coupled electric heating rod located 
in the fermenter lid. Cooling was provided by means of a cooling finger, an integral 
part of the fermenter lid which was connected to the mains water supply. Together, the 
heating and cooling devices maintained the fermenter temperature at the desired set- 
point irrespective of the external laboratory temperature.
Level control was provided by an in-house device; a glass rod containing a wire and 
platinum tip inserted into the fermenter and in nominal contact with the surface liquid 
content. The other electrical connection was made with the stainless steel lid which 
was in constant contact with the fermenter medium by virtue of the integrated cooling 
finger. When the liquid level inside the fermenter was at the set-point (in contact with 
the platinum electrode) the circuit was complete. As the level droped the the circuit 
was broken, causing the level controller to engage the Watson Marlow 503U peristaltic 
pump to deliver distilled water from the holding tank.
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The fermenter contents were continuously recirculated via a hollow fiber (shell and 
tube) type ultrafiltration membrane. The recirculating pump was a type 2030 Verder 
gear pump. The membrane was a Romicon model HF1.0-43-PM30 ultrafiltration 
membrane. The hollow fibres were made of polysulphone and their nominal molecular 
weight cut-off was 30,000 Daltons. There were 64 membrane lumens, each of 1.1mm 
internal diameter, providing a total effective surface area of 0.0929 m2. All the 
connecting tubing was Marperene II, supplied by Watson Marlow. The transmembrane 
pressure (TMP) about the membrane module was controlled by a smail hand adjusted 
clamp located on the retentate line (fermenter return line). The more its aperture was 
constricted the higher the TMP and the lower the cross-flow velocity became for any 
given pump speed.
During recirculation the application of a differential pressure about the membrane 
caused clarified water to permeate through the membranes and into the shell side of 
the module. This was termed ‘permeate’. The permeate flowed out of the module, 
past various instruments, up through a permeate reservoir and out of the apparatus.
3.2.2 valves, instrumentation and other items
Pressure transducers by Druck Ltd, rated 0-7 bar, were situated on the feed, retentate 
and permeate lines and each was backed up by a Budenberg 0-30 psi pressure gauge. 
A Titan Enterprises Ltd turbine flowmeter (0 - 0.35 l.min'1) was positioned on the 
permeate line in parallel to a series 82524 4 ASCO solenoid valve. In forward 
permeation mode the solenoid valve remained shut and flow was registered through 
the turbine flowmeter. The valve was programmed to remain closed during forward flux 
operation but to open during backflushing. This facilitated the rapid transfer of 
hydraulic pressure to the membrane unit the moment that backflushing was instigated.
The solenoid valve offered a path of least resistance when open. The same was also 
true in the reverse direction immediately after backflushing. By delaying closure, the 
intention was to quickly release the backflush pressure prior to resumption of normal 
data sampling. Further details concerning the operation of the backflush solenoid are 
contained in Chapter 4, which deals with the data processing issues of the computer 
software; and in Appendix 5, which concentrates on verification of the data resulting 
from backflushing.
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On passing the flowmeter in the forward flux mode the permeate passed up through a 
3 cm i.d. section of toughened glass tubing: the 'backflush reservoir1. This glass tube 
had a double purpose: a. it was used to help with the calibration of the backflush flux 
and; b) owing to its relatively large volume it stoped backflush air from passing through 
the system.
Downstream of the glass tube was a series A81523A ASCO 3-way solenoid valve. 
During forward flux operation the permeate passed up through the valve and out of the 
system. During backflushing the liquid exit would close and the mains air connection to 
the valve opened. Air up to 2 bar entered the permeate line to force liquid through the 
reverse direction of the membrane.
A detailed explanation of how to operate the MBR is contained in Appendix 2.
3.2.3 software and the computer
Data acquisition from the process instrumentation and control over the solenoid valves 
was by way of an in-house junction box and a Viglen 486 personal computer. 
Interfacing between the field instrumentation and the computer was by an Alpha Super 
Card; CIL Microsystems. The software was written in Turbo Basic, version 1.1; 
Boreland International. Flowsheeting of the software is given in Chapter 4 and a listing 
is provided in Appendix 1.
3.3 Materials & Physical Property Measurement
The materials and methods to measurement techniques described in this section 
appear throughout this thesis. In particular the reader is directed to Chapter 5 where 
many of the qualifying experiments to ascertain experimental repeatability are 
explained in context to these basic techniques.
3.3.1 microorganisms
Bakers yeast (saccharomyces cerevisiae) was obtained as a compressed block from 
British Fermentation Products and from DCL Yeast Ltd. Activated sludge was obtained 
from the sewage treatment works of Wessex Water at Corsham. The sludge was 
taken from the pre-clarified overflow of an activated sludge tank. The treatment plant 
handled mainly domestic wastewater but also took in some industrial effluent.
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A sample of the activated sludge was subjected to a series of biological tests in an 
attempt to classify the dominant microorganisms. Results of those tests are tabulated 
in Appendix 3.
3.3.2 particle sizing
Particle size measurement was conducted using the laser diffraction method via a 
Mastersizer X from Malvern Instruments Ltd. The Mastersizer used a 2mW He-Ne 
laser (633 nm wavelength) with an 18mm beam expansion and a 100 mm lens 
diameter.
3.3.3 protein concentrations
Yeast suspension samples were prepared and then centrifuged to yield supernatant 
which were subjected to protein measurement using the commercial product Bio Rad; 
Bio Rad Laboratories. Bovine serum albumin from Sigma-Aldrich Company Ltd was 
used as a protein standard. A linear calibration of absorbance against concentration 
was produced from standard BSA concentrations ranging from 0 -3  g.l"1.
The assaying procedure is given in the manufacturer's information booklet. The 
technique required a colorimetric change to occur in order to determin the 
concentration of protein in the solution. For this a Cecil 1000 Series spectrophotometer 
from Cecil Instruments Ltd was used. The spectrophotometer housed a deuterium - 
tungsten lamp. The machine was calibrated to be accurate to within 1% of the 
absorbance measurements.
3.3.4 yeast suspension viscosity measurements
Yeast suspension viscosity measurements were conducted using the Brookfield Digital 
Viscometer, model DVII. Samples of different ages and concentrations 0, 50, 75 and 
100g.r1 hydrated format, were prepared in distilled water and measured at 20°C. The 
machine was tested with distilled water and with a standard silicone suspension and 
found to be accurate to within 2 decimal places with the scale set to centipoise.
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3.3.5 dry weight analysis
100g samples of fresh yeast of different ages were placed in an oven at 95°C for 48 
hours to measure the loss in mass attributed to moisture. Dry weight analysis of a 1.51- 
sample of activated sludge was carried out by gently boiling the suspension at 100°C 
for 1 hr to reduce the volume to around 50ml. Continued drying was achieved using an 
oven, holding the sample at 95°C for 48 hours. Both sets of samples were weighed on 
an Avery 1763 mass balance which was accurate to 2 decimal places.
3.3.6 density measurement
Density measurement of a 50 g.f1 suspension of yeast was carried out at 20°C and 
used the Avery 1763 mass balance and a 1L Nalgene volumetric measuring cylinder.
3.3.7 yeast suspension pH measurements
Samples of yeast suspension were removed from on-line fouling experiments and 
subjected to pH measurement using the Philips PW 9418 pH meter at 20°C. The 
majority of the samples were measured within 15 minutes of being taken from the jar 
fermenter, however a handful of readings underwent prolonged measurement over 24 
hours. The accuracy of pH measurement was to two decimal places.
3.3.8 cleaning chemicals
The MBR was cleaned after every experiment. The chemicals used were sodium 
hydroxide from BDH Laboratory Supplies, Hydrochloric acid from Sigma-Aldrich 
Company Ltd, Micro from International Products Group and Ultrasil from Henkel 
Products Ltd. A cleaning protocol was established and is explained in Appendix 2.
3.3.9 general calibrations
Pressure transducers were calibrated using a Budenberg 'dead weight tester1 in 
conjunction with a Viglen 486 personal computer. Plots of analogue versus measured 
data values yielded linear regression lines with a coefficient of determination of 0.999.
The turbine flowmeter was calibrated using a beaker and stopwatch. This yielded a 
linear regression line with a coefficient of determination of 0.999.
The temperature probe was calibrated at temperatures ranging from 1 - 100°C to give a 
regression line with a coefficient of determination of 0.999.
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CHAPTER FOUR - SOFTWARE FLOWSHEETING
4.1 Introduction
The aim of introducing a chapter on software flowsheeting is that it should complement 
the reader’s understanding of the program used to operate the MBR. Two levels of 
flow diagrams have been submitted: an executive level flow diagram outlining the 
basic structure of the overall software listing and a series of programming level flow 
diagrams, each designed to shadow and interpret the actual structure of the underlying 
subroutines. A listing of the actual program may be found in Appendix 1.
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Main Routine;
Responsible for data 
acquisition, visual display 
and variable updating.
jL S  ,-1 A   /  /  *















Note: the colour coding of flow diagrams in 
section 4.3 follow the same format as that in 
this figure and in the software listing of 
Appendix 1.
Fig. (4.1): Executive level flowchart for the MBR backflush software.
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Define operating parameters: 
run-time; sample frequency; 
(backflush interval and 
backflush duration); etc.
All variables are declared 
j and initialised in this routine.f
The graphical and instrument 
; interface is set up here. The 
run-time format is user 
defined here.






r Go to the Main Program Routine,
  and then Return.
To Subroutine Execution 
Engine.
On Return from the first loop of the 
Main Program Routine.
To / From:
- Main Program Routine,
- Prescribed Backflush,
- Automated Backflush
This is where the 
issue of which 
subroutine to execute 
next is resolved.
Execute valve shut­
down and end program.
By chronological and ranking merit, 
establish the next subroutine to 
execute and do so.




On-line optimal backflushing 
is enacted through this 
subroutine. Analysis takes 
place here, though some 
duplicate work is shared with 




time to update 
auto-backflush 
information ?
Based on a first order 
response to a step input in 
permeate pressure.
o
Go to the Prescribed Backflush 
Routine, energise the backflush 
solenoids, then Return.
N





Record time to 
steady state.
Measure steady state feed 
and permeate pressure.
Convert data into array 
format: TMP & backflux.
o
Calculate system gain & 
time constant.
Delay a by previously 
calculated backflush 
duration.
Fig. (4.4): Flowchart of the Automated 
Backflush Routine.
Go to the Prescribed Backflush 
Routine and disengage the backflush 
solenoids, then Return.
To Subroutine Execution 
Engine.
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From Subroutine Execution Engine or
Automated Backflush Subroutine.
Prescribed backflushing 
takes place here along 
with some duplicate 
functions concerning the 
Automated Backflush 
Routine. Prescribed 
backflushing requires the 
user to define both 
backflush interval, as well 
as duration.
Is this the first 
accessing of this 
routine during this 
backflush?
At correct time energise 
backflush solenoids.
Update variables to the 
point just prior to backflush
Is the 
program set up in 
manual backflush 
mode ?
One user option is to have a 
five minute, average flux and 
permeate volume read-out.
Calculate the number of 





program set up in 
manual backflush 
mode ?
(4.5): Flowchart of the Prescribed 
Backflush Routine. Go to top of next page.
From previous page.
/  Have 
conditions fo rN ^ 
backflush termination 
\  been met ? /
Has \  
signal returned to 
\  normal ? /
Correct timing 
variables.
Disengage the backflush air 
supply solenoid.
Carry out rapid permeate 
pressure measurement.
Amend the number of flush 
samples to account for 
correct sample timing.
Correct timing variables to 
account for floating point 
residuals.
Delay until the next sample 
point or until backflush 
termination arises.
Go to top of next page.
From bottom of previous page.
Update timing 
functions.
Close permeate line 
bypass solenoid valve.
Add a small delay to allow 
the system to stabilise.
Is the 














Calculate backflux based 
on forward flux calibration
Go to the Main Routine to take a 
post-backflush data sample, 
then Return.
Re-establish the next 
official sample point.
©
Set backflush variables to 
their disengage positions.
Return to previous subroutine. 64
From Subroutine Execution Engine or
Prescribed Backflush Subroutine.
Go to the Data Array Subroutine and
organise all data from the previous 
sample into array format then Return.
Note: Data averaging does not 
necessarily execute on the minute. 
Backflushing takes 
greater priority.Has the 
periodic data 
averaging mode been 
energised ?
Calculate time to 
next averaging.
Establish the average flux 
and permeate volume.
This is the body of the 
software. It contains code 
for data analysis, graphical 
displays, timing function 
analysis, etc.





currently in a forward 
flux cycle ?
Is the 
program set up in 
manual backflush 
mode ?
Measure flux via flowmeter Measure backflux
or pressure calibration. via calibration.
Is the 








Go to top of next page. 65
From bottom of previous page.
Go to the Data Array 
Subroutine and organise 
all data from the present 
sample into array




s '  Have N . 
deviation criteria 
v  been met ? >
S  Has the \  
option to record 
data to file been 
v  taken up ? >
/  Is the 
membrane 
currently in a forward 








Create real-time graphical 
display of TMP & flux.
Update timing functions 






Deviations between present 
and previous flux and TMP 
values are evaluated in Main 
Routine to ascertain the 
need to record them. This 
subroutine assists that.





/  software to file - 
previous data at this 
V  point ?
Allocate other variables to 
their vector positions.
Store current data on the 
other half of the data 
handling array.
Store previously sampled 
data on one half of the data 
handling array.
Set the O’th vector element 




Data storage takes place 
here. It is as large as is it to 
accommodate the different 
run options that the program 
supports.
Fig. (4.8): Flowchart of the Data 
Storage Subroutine.
/  Is the \  
program set up in 
data averaging 
V  mode ? /
X  Is this \  
the first visit to 
the data storage 
v  subroutine ? ^
/  Is the \  
program set up in 
auto-backflush 
\  mode ? /
Write titles.
Open the data 
storage file.
Write average data values 
to the data storage file.
Write raw data to the data 
storage file.
Write auto-backflush array 




CHAPTER FIVE - YEAST FOULING CHARACTERISATION
5.1 Introduction
Inherent within the definition of any living biological system is an understanding that the 
parameters defining any physiochemical qualities of that system will change with 
respect to time; Roig et al. (1993). Being able to define the boundaries for repeatable 
experimental observations, in turn, gives weight to any conclusions drawn from such 
real-time observations. Chapter 5 contains the results to experiments used to 
characterise the physiochemical nature of fouling with the membrane surface. Upon 
that analysis this chapter concludes with a practical definition for repeatable 
experimental behaviour. But first, a summary of the contents of this chapter.
Section 5.2 - Yeast Suspension. An comment on the source of the yeast used.
Section 5.3 - The Physiochemical Impact Of Yeast Ageing. This section contains 
results of physical measurements taken to characterise the samples.
Section 5.4 - Yeast Fouling Characterisation. This section contains the results of 
various yeast fouling experiments, done to characterise the samples.
Section 5.5 - Defining Experimental Repeatability. An analysis of the yeast 
physical measurements and membrane fouling experiments.
Section 5.6 - Conclusion. Concluding remarks on yeast and membrane fouling.
5.2 Yeast Suspension
Two locally supplied sources of bakers yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) were used 
during this research project. Unless stated, all experiments refer to the use of British 
Fermentation Products yeast. The yeast was supplied as live blocks which were stored 
at 4°C in a refrigerated cold-room. Three concentrations were chosen for many of the 
experiments: 50, 75 and 100 g.l'1 wet weight (hydrated format as bought).
High concentrations were used to replicate the high cell concentrations found at the 
membrane surface within similar MBRs using activated sludge. Most experiments took 
50 g.l'1 samples, the object being to establish two things:-
1) The affects of yeast ageing on cell and suspension properties.
2) The impact of experimental procedures on cells and suspensions.
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5.3 The Physiochemical Impact Of Yeast Ageing
5.3.1 particle size analysis
Figure (5.1) shows a typical output from the Malvern Mastersizer X particle sizing 
machine. The machine was loaded with samples of yeast suspensions, the origins of 
which are defined below. Figure (5.1) is an output of particle size distribution.
50
0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 1000.0
Particle Diameter log(pm.)
Fig. (5.1): Particle size distribution of a typical yeast suspension.
Tables (5.1) and (5.2) contain data which are the numerical equivalent to graphical 
outputs such as Figure (5.1). Table (5.1) houses the size distribution data for three 
yeast samples. One set of data refers to the samples when fresh, four weeks prior to 
the ‘end use’ date quoted on the packaging. The other set of data refers to results 
obtained a full six weeks after the first measurement.
Table (5.1): Particle size distribution data for fresh and old yeast.
Fresh Yeast (start week 1) Old Yeast (end week 6)
d(0.1) d(0.5) d(0.9) d(0.1) d(0.5) d(0.9)
Particle Undersize Diameter (pm.)
Batch 1. 3.36 5.48 7.97 3.54 5.22 6.97
Batch 2. 3.37 5.51 8.09 3.6 5.21 6.93
Batch 3. 3.82 5.16 7.76 3.87 4.93 6.79
Where d(x) represents the proportion of particles below the stated diameter.
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Table (5.2) contains particle size distribution data taken before and after a 360 minute 
membrane filtration experiment. A control experiment using yeast coming from the 
same batch was stirred at 20°C and sampled at the same time as the filtration 
experiment. The purpose of this experiment was to identify the extent of cell damage 
attributed to pumping the suspension.
Table (5.2): Particle size distribution data taken before and after membrane filtration.
Fresh Yeast (start week 1)
d(0.1) d(0.5) d(0.9)




3.38 4.6 6.2 
3.5 4.62 6.24 
3.42 5.51 6.25
Where Finish (1) denotes a sample taken from the MBR and Finish (2), a sample taken 
from the control experiment. The start condition particle size distribution data was in 
fact that shown in Figure (5.4).
5.3.2 cell count, cell viability and gram staining
Data presented in this section links with the batches of yeast sampled and presented in 
Tables (5.1) and (5.2). Yeast cell counts quoted in Table (5.3) were determined using 
an optical microscope and a haemocytometer. Cell viability counts (using the 
methylene blue staining technique) were used to establish the affects of ageing and to 
quantify the impact which pumping and other environmental factors had on the yeast 
cell population. Gram staining of the fresh and old yeast samples was done to quantify 
and to identify the strains of bacteria associated with the yeast samples.
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gram +ve rods : yeast cells
Fresh Yeast 2.3 E+08 16.0 < 1:1 E+04
Old Yeast 2.2 E+08 4.01 >1 : 1  E+02
Start 5.2 E+08 0.2
Finish (1) 5.1 E+08 0.8
Finish (2) 5.2 E+08 0.6
5.3.3 dry weight test
Fresh and old yeast samples from British Fermentation Products were placed in an 
oven at 95°C for 48 hours to establish their dry weight content. Typical examples are 
shown in Table (5.4).
Table (5.4): Dry weight test results.
Fresh Yeast: Mass (g) Old Yeast: Mass (g)
Before Drying 100.0 Before Drying 100
After Drying 32.1 After Drying 34.5
Dry Weight % 32.1 Dry Weight % 34.5
5.3.4 suspension pH
Two batches of yeast were made into 50 g.l"1 (hydrated format) suspensions and 
subjected to pH measurement. Table (5.5) contains a comparison between the two 
fresh batch samples, both of the same age, and between the first fresh sample and its 
old sample equivalent.
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Fresh Yeast pH (1) 3.9 4.1 4.3 4.3 4.4
Fresh Yeast pH (2) 4.0 4.1 4.3 4.4 4.5
Old Yeast pH (1) 4.5 4.7 4.9 4.9 5.0
5.3.5 protein assays
The Bio-Rad protein assay procedure was used to measure the protein concentration 
in 50 g.l'1 fresh and old yeast sample supernatants. The cell suspensions had been 
kept at 20°C in a stirred beaker for 1 hour prior to measurement.
In a second experiment samples were extracted from the MBR fermenter at 15 minute 
intervals during a 360 minute membrane filtration experiment The yeast concentration 
inside the fermenter jar was maintained at 50 g.l'1 and 20°C throughout. Having 
extracted the samples from the fermenter they were immediately spun down in a 
laboratory centrifuge to separate the cells from the supernatant. The supernatant was 
then stored in a cold-room at 4°C until the end of the experiment, whereupon all of the 
samples were measured for protein concentration at the same time.
Protein concentration using the Cecil Instruments spectrophotometer proved too low to 
be measured. However, there must have been some dissolved material in the 
supernatant because there was a yellow hue to the liquor.
5.3.6 suspension density
50, 75, and 100 g.l'1 (hydrated format) fresh and old yeast suspensions were prepared 
at 20°C for density measurement. The yeast samples and the distilled water were 
weighed independent of each other before being combined and thoroughly mixed. The 
water volume was measured both before and after addition of the yeast. Density 
measurements for each concentration of fresh yeast are tabulated in Table (5.6). Old 
yeast density measurements were found to be identical to their corresponding fresh 
yeast weight concentrations.
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water: 200 water: 200 1000 ±20
50 yeast: 10 total: 210
total: 210
water: 200 water: 200 1000 ±20
75 yeast: 15 total: 215
total: 215
water: 200 water: 200 1000 ±20
100 yeast: 20 total: 220
total: 220
5.3.7 suspension viscosity
0, 50, 75, and 100 g.l'1 (hydrated format) fresh yeast samples were prepared at 20°C 
for viscosity measurement using the Brookfield Digital Viscometer. Having calibrated 
the instrument with a standard silicone suspension at 25°C the viscosity of the distilled 
water and yeast suspensions were then measured. Tables (5.7a -d) contains the 
results of these experiments over a 1 hour period.
Table (5.7a): Water viscosity measurement
Distilled Water
Temperature Spindle speed Viscosity Time
(°C) (rpm) (cps) ± 0.01 cps. (min)
20 60 0.98 0
20 60 0.97 10
20 60 0.97 20
20 60 0.97 30
20 60 0.97 45
20 60 0.97 60
This experiment, as with all of the viscosity measurement experiments, used spindle 
type ‘00’ rotating at a speed of 60 rpm. Spindle speeds of 12 and 30 rpm produced 
invalid results from the instrument.
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Table (5.7b): Viscosity measurement of 50 g.l'1 (hydrated format) fresh yeast suspension.
50 g.l'1(hydrated format) Fresh Yeast Suspension
Temperature Spindle speed Viscosity Time
(°C) (rpm) (cps) ±0.01 cps. (min)
20 60 1.1 0
20 60 1.1 10
20 60 1.1 20
20 60 1.11 30
20 60 1.1 60
Table (5.7c): Viscosity measurement of 75 g.l'1 (hydrated format) fresh yeast suspension.
75 g.l'1 (hydrated format) Fresh Yeast Suspension
Temperature Spindle speed Viscosity Time
(°C) (rpm) (cps) ±0.01 cps. (min)
20 60 1.15 0
20 60 1.14 10
20 60 1.15 20
20 60 1.15 30
20 60 1.15 60
Table (5.7d): Viscosity measurement of 100 g.l'1 (hydrated format) fresh yeast suspension.
100 g.l 1 (hydrated format) Fresh Yeast Suspension
Temperature Spindle speed Viscosity Time
(°C) (rpm) (cps) ± 0.01 cps. (min)
20 60 1.27 0
20 60 1.32 10
20 60 1.31 20
20 60 1.29 30
20 60 1.26 60
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Table (5.8) shows the viscosity measurements of 50, 75 and 100 g.l"1 fresh and old 
yeast sample suspensions taken over a 15 minute period. The batch of yeast which 
this came from was different to that used in the previous experiment. The temperature 
was maintained at 20°C The Brookfield Viscometer used spindle type ‘00’ and its 
speed of rotation was 60 rpm.
Table (5.8): Viscosity measurement of fresh and old yeast sample suspensions.
Fresh Yeast Old Yeast
Yeast Viscosity Yeast Viscosity
concentration
(g.r1)
(cps) ± 0.01 cps. concentration
(g-r1)
(cps) ± 0.01 cps.
50 1.23 50 1.2
75 1.25 75 1.25
100 1.33 100 1.33
Viscosity measurements were also taken throughout a 360 minute membrane filtration 
experiment. The temperature of the filtration experiment was maintained at 20°C and 
the yeast cell concentration inside the MBR fermenter jar was 50 g.l'1 (hydrated 
format). The Brookfield Viscometer used spindle type ‘00’ and its speed of rotation was 
60 rpm. As the sample viscosity readings throughout the experiment were so 
consistent (deviation < 0.05 cps) only the initial and final readings have been tabulated 
in Table (5.9).











(cps) ± 0.01 cps.
50 1.23 50 1.24
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5.3.8 tube-side bulk Reynolds Number
The membrane used was a polymeric hollow fibre membrane containing 64 cylindrical 
filaments, each of 1.1 mm internal diameter. The total surface area available for 
membrane filtration was 0.0929 m2. This gave a cross sectional surface area of 9.4 * 
10'7 m2 per membrane lumen. The temperature for was 20°C in all cases.
Table (5.10) contains the key operating parameters: suspension concentration, 
transmembrane pressure and membrane crossflow rate; and the values most 
commonly assigned to them. The table also contains the physical data tabulated in 
sections 5.3.6 and 5.3.7 for bulk phase yeast suspension density and viscosity, 
respectively. The final column contains the estimated Reynolds Numbers for bulk 
process fluid flowing through the tube-side of the membrane housing under the 
different operating parameter conditions.


















100 3 1.03 0.28 1000 0.0013 238.7
75 3 1.03 0.28 1000 0.0012 267.8
50 3 1.03 0.28 1000 0.0011 280.0
100 6 0.95 0.26 1000 0.0013 220.2
75 6 0.95 0.26 1000 0.0012 247.0
50 6 0.95 0.26 1000 0.0011 258.2
100 9 0.85 0.23 1000 0.0013 197.0
75 9 0.85 0.23 1000 0.0012 221.0
50 9 0.85 0.23 1000 0.0011 231.0
100 12 0.75 0.21 1000 0.0013 173.8
75 12 0.75 0.21 1000 0.0012 195.0
50 12 0.75 0.21 1000 0.0011 203.9
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5.4 Yeast Fouling Characterisation
Section 5.3 presented data characterising the physical and chemical properties of 
various bakers yeast suspensions. This section takes that analysis one stage further. 
By comparing the fouling flux profiles of suspensions where the yeast was of different 
manufacturer, age, or batch, we should be further able to define criteria for 
experimental repeatability.
5.4.1 BFP vs. DCL yeast
Figure (5.2) shows the flux profile from a typical ultrafiltration membrane filtration 
experiment. As can be seen from the start, the flux decays in a broadly exponential 
manner from its clean water value to its terminal equilibrium value. The yeast used in 
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Fig. (5.2): Yeast fouling flux profile (British Fermentation Products).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), cwf (before): 242 l/m2/hr/bar, TMP: 9 psi, temperature: 20 °C, 
feed Reynolds N° = 231.
Figures (5.3a) and (5.3b) feature almost identical conditions to the experiment featured 
in Figure (5.2), but instead use yeast coming from DCL Yeast Ltd. In both of these 
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Fig. (5.3a): Yeast fouling flux profile (DCL Yeast Ltd).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), cwf (before): 273 l/m2/hr/bar, TMP: 9 psi, temperature: 20 °C, 
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Fig. (5.3b): Yeast fouling flux profile (DCL Yeast Ltd).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), cwf (before): 309 l/m2/hr/bar, TMP: 9 psi, temperature: 20 °C, 
feed Reynolds N° = 231.
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DCL yeast displayed an anomalous inflection in the fouling flux profile within the first 
fifteen minutes of an experiment. Such an atypical flux profile would rule against DCL 
yeast as the medium of choice for the crucial experiments which were to follow as part 
of this thesis. However, it first had to be established that it was not the system that was 
at fault, but rather a feature of the yeast. As a result the system was stripped, cleaned, 
and reassembled. Table (5.11) lists the experiments involved. Fouling flux profiles 
were either classified with a cross (*) if they displayed atypical characteristics, or with a 
tick (*0 if they displayed the classic exponential style decay profile.





Different yeast batches. X
Different but identical membranes X ✓
Once and twice ultrafiltered yeast suspensions. X
Permeate to drain and permeate recycle. X S
5.4.2 affects of yeast ageing
Based on the comparative observations outlined in section 5.4.1 the decision was 
made that yeast purchased from British Fermentation Products was to be used as the 
model bio-suspension for this research project. That decided, the objective of defining 
the criteria for experimental repeatability still remained.
The first test was to map the change in fouling flux profile with respect to the age of a 
particular batch of BFP yeast. Figure (5.4) shows the flux profiles of two identical 
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Fig. (5.4): Two identical yeast fouling flux profiles (British Fermentation Products). Note 1 
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), cwf (before): 399 l/m2/hr/bar (blue line) and 380 l/m2/hr/bar (red 
line), TMP: 9 psi, temperature: 20 °C, feed Reynolds N° = 231.
As a measure of the similarity between the two flux profiles the difference in permeate 
volume collected after 120 minutes was less than 0.5 %. And as a second measure of 
their similarity Figure (5.5) charts the time varying flux difference between the two.
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Fig. (5.5): Time varying flux difference between the two fouling profiles in Figure (5.4).
Note 1. Y-axis title should read ‘Flux (l/mA2/hr)’
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Figure (5.6) is a plot of two identical yeast fouling experiments taken eight days apart. 
The difference in permeate volume between these two experiments was 16.4% (4.565 
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Fig. (5.6): Two identical yeast fouling flux profiles taken eight days apart.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 375 l/m2/hr/bar (blue line) and 363 l/m2/hr/bar (red 
line); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
Figure (5.7) is a plot of the time varying flux difference between the two experiments; 
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Fig. (5.7): Time varying flux difference between the two fouling profiles in Figure (5.6).
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The data above formed part of a series of identical experiments taken over a ten day 
period to chronicle the deviation in total collected permeate volume. Table (5.12) 
summarises the findings of those experiments.












This pattern of inconsistent flux deterioration was indicative of what was happening as 
any particular batch of yeast aged. However there was insufficient information from 
any one batch of yeast to be able to formulate a quantitative appraisal of the findings. 
Nor was it the goal. Instead, the information gathered was merely used to define an 
arbitrary cut-off date, after which experimental results could no longer be categorised 
together as coming from the same period.
5.4.3 affects of different yeast batches
Figure (5.8) shows the profiles of three identical experiments using yeast taken from 
different batches of the same age (relative to the “use by” date).
Of the three profiles shown, that depicted by the blue line was the first experiment in 
the group to be conducted. The permeate volume collected over a two hour period for 
this first batch was 3.47 L. The second batch (red line) returned 2.635 L of permeate, a 
reduction of 24% on the first. And the third batch (green line) gave 4.355 L of 
permeate, a rise of 25.5% on the first.
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Fig. (5.8): Three identical yeast fouling flux profiles taken from different batches of the same age. Note 1 
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 338 l/m2/hr/bar (blue line), 3418 l/m2/hr/bar (red 
line), and 338 l/m2/hr/bar (green line); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
5.5 Defining Experimental Repeatability
5.5.1 the choice of microbiological suspension
Leslie et al. (1993) considered analysis drawn from observations of inert media as 
unsuitable models to represent the complexities of bacterial fouling of membranes. 
Taking a different stance, Tarleton and Wakeman (1993) used calcite (CaC03) and 
anatase (Ti02) minerals in order to reduce the uncertainties which they observed as 
inherent in complex suspensions.
As a practical exercise in the study of MBR technology for wastewater treatment the 
ideal medium to use would be activated sludge. Table (A3.2) details the heterogeneity 
of trophic life within a single batch of activated sludge taken from the sewage treatment 
works of Wessex Water, at Corsham.
Controlling, or even understanding the complex physiology of a micro-ecology was 
beyond the scope of this research project. That said, for the purpose of experimental 
integrity there was a requirement to have a consistent, known feed composition. 
Taking into account the complexity and fluctuations of batch quality within activated 
sludge, Gray (1990), it was decided that activated sludge would only be used as a 
medium in the final act of developing any analysis tool for flux improvement.
Note 1. Y-axis title should read ‘Flux (l/mA2/hr) 84
As an alternative to activated sludge, bakers yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) was 
proposed as the preferred bio-medium. There were a number of reasons favouring 
baker’s yeast in preference to activated sludge and some have been listed below.
. absence of coagulating and flocculating agents
. defined particle shape and size range
. better defined experimental medium composition
. non-hazardous substance, barring deliberate ingestion
. experimental concentration could easily be varied
. wealth of background literature available concerning
membranes, backflushing and yeast
5.5.2 fresh yeast or dry yeast ?
Herrera et al. (1956) studied the physiochemical impact of rehydrating Active Dry Yeast 
(ADY). They found that as much as 25% of the intracellular solids content were 
released from the ceil on reconstituting at 4°C. On a dry weight basis 52 - 62% ash, 40 
- 42% carbohydrates and 1 1 - 1 4  % crude proteins were lost through the cell wall. 
Hence, it was proposed that the dry yeast cell wall could be considered to be a 
discontinuous structure, one which on resuspension released its contents until it had 
restored its continuous, semi-permeable state. This restoration period was found to 
take longer, and therefore accounted for greater constituent loss, the lower was the 
temperature of rehydration.
Foley et al. (1995) attributed high membrane internal pore fouling in cross-flow 
microfiltration to the release of intracellular components when filtering ADY 
supernatant. In similar experiments Redkar and Davis (1993) observed a seven fold 
increase in specific cake resistance for unwashed ADY suspensions in comparison to 
ones which had been washed, centrifuged and resuspended. This they attributed to 
the osmotic cell lysis of ADY intracellular components.
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In studying MBRs particularly for wastewater treatment it is important to remember that 
activated sludge treatment plants try to operate with microbial sludges in their moribund 
(near death) state; Winkler (1981). As such, dissolved carbon is utilised as 
maintenance energy. Reproduction, the secretion of exopolysaccharides and other 
physiochemical activities are minimal. As it was our intention to simulate this moribund 
state of cell activity the decision was taken to use the hydrated format of active live 
yeast in all of our experiments. In so doing, an assumption was being made that fewer 
intracellular yeast components would be secreted into the aqueous medium relative to 
the use of active dry yeast.
5.5.3 yeast suspension concentration
Yeast concentrations within fermentation broths tend to be quite low, around 107 
cells.ml'1 or 0.5 g.r1 dry weight. This corresponds to a standard fermentation broth; 
Piron et al. (1995). In the study of improved flux potential due to highly viscous 
suspensions, Wu et al. (1995) operated at yeast cell concentrations of up to 200 g.l"1 
dry weight. The ceil count for the bulk activated sludge sample in Appendix 3 was 
6.2*107 cells.mr1. This conflicts with direct observations which noted a far greater 
concentration as long dense filaments of pressed activated sludge were sheared from 
the membrane surface during backflushing.
During this research project an MBR concentration of between 16.5 and 33.0 g.l'1 dry 
weight of yeast (50 - 100 g.r1 hydrated format) was experimented with. In so doing, 
tests were moving away from the more commonly researched arena of dilute feed 
suspensions and started addressing the impact which higher biomass concentrations 
had on the backflushing of MBRs; Amot et al. (1993). The concentrations chosen were 
excessive in comparison to other MBRs, but were considered credible to help explain 
the impact on flux that high cell concentrations produced.
5.5.4 results from physical measurements
In attempting to define the boundaries for repeatable experimental behaviour, two 
fundamental objectives were set. 1. To establish the affects of yeast ageing on cell 
and suspension and; 2. deduce the impact of fluid pumping. If a parameter could be 
found whose quality varied in an accountable manner with respect to these two aims 
then it would be possible to define a basis for experimental repeatability. The following 
section remarks on measurements presented in Section 5.3 as part of the search for 
such a parameter.
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The mean particle diameter for the three fresh yeast samples in Table (5.1) was 
5.38pm. This is broadly in line with measurements taken by other workers. For 
example: Tanaka et al. (1997) quoted using Baker’s yeast having a surface average 
diameter of 4.9pm; Redkar and Davis (1993) used yeast of 4.2pm mean diameter.
Figure (5.1) depicts in graphic form the particle size distribution of a sample of fresh 
Bakers yeast. This again is in line with what one would expect to find. The size 
distribution range covers a span of 2 - 10pm, with a mean of around 4.6pm. Alvarez 
(1996) used a Malvern Mastersizer S Version 2.14 to display a bakers yeast sample 
with range of 2 - 13pm and a mean of around 6pm.
From the data presented in Table (5.1) it was considered that there was no qualitatively 
significant size difference between the three consecutive batches of fresh live yeast. 
Indeed throughout the research programme samples were periodically tested and 
d(0.5) was found to vary by ± 1.5pm from the above remarked 5.38pm. Fane (1984) 
conducted stirred and unstirred ultrafiltration experiments on silica particles to assess 
the influence of particle size on the mechanisms of back diffusion. Within the context 
of those experiments the data presented in Table (5.1) would all fall under the same 
broad classification of non-diffusive back migration; Bowen et al. (1995). This of 
course does not take into account dissolved material.
With respect to particulate size distribution the influences of long term storage and of 
cell damage due to pumping were the next physical characteristics to be studied.
Yeast cells held in cold storage for six weeks exhibited only a marginal difference in 
particle size relative to newly bought bakers yeast. The mean d(0.5) for the three 
samples in Table (5.1) was 5.12pm, a difference of only 0.26pm relative to the new 
yeast. The only pattern which was discernible was that the upper particle size within 
the distribution was consistently less. In this case d(0.9) was lower by around 1pm.
The data contained in Table (5.2) suggests that after 360 minutes of cross-flow 
ultrafiltration the shear stresses exerted on the yeast cells by the gear pump had a 
negligible practical impact when measured in terms of particle size distribution. Had 
the cells ruptured then the shear forces would have caused the size distribution pattern 
of the sample taken after filtering to be different to the start and control samples. Finish 
(1) would have had a greater proportion of smaller particulates.
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Yeast cell counts in Table (5.3) being of the order of 108 cells.ml'1 reflect the artificially 
high concentrations used during fouling experimentation. Recall that Piron et al. (1995) 
quoted concentrations of 107 cells.ml'1 to be common for fermentation media. 
Variations in cell count measurements are not to be considered as unexpected. This is 
because the actual yeast fouling experiment concentrations were derived from a 
simple mass balance of hydrated yeast.
Cell viability counts proved to be an inconsistent means of differentiating between 
yeast samples, as the data in Table (5.3) suggests. Within the first batch there was a 
clear divide between new and old yeast. Between batches, viability proved irregular 
This is most probably because the main application for bakers yeast is bread 
production and this does not require the yeast to have a precisely defined quality.
Gram staining of fresh and old yeast samples revealed a factor of 100 difference with 
respect to bacteria associated with old yeast as opposed to fresh yeast. This is 
indicative of biodeterioration. Refrigerated storage merely slowed this process down.
Table (5.4) shows a 2.4% dry weight difference between fresh and old yeast. Typically 
this figure was between 1.5 and 2.5%. This information was of little practical worth. 
But what was of value was that the dry weight of yeast was consistently around 32% of 
the hydrated format. Wu et al. (1995) quoted 30% dry weight of bakers yeast from 
British Fermentation Products during their experiments.
Table (5.5) shows the pH of two fresh yeast batches from the time of reconstitution until 
24 hours had elapsed. The readings were in agreement with subsequent 
measurements for other batches. It was noticeable that there was a discernible 
difference in supernatant pH between fresh and old yeast samples. Fresh yeast 
ranged from pH 3.9 - 4.5, whilst old yeast ranged from pH 4.5 - 5.0 over a 24 hour 
period. This was encouraging news from the perspective of defining experimental 
repeatability. However, the decimal point accuracy of the pH meter was considered too 
coarse for satisfactory discrimination between samples.
Herrera et al. (1956) quantified the extent of intracellular component release from ADY 
upon reconstituting in aqueous media. Gross proteins were identified as one of the 
significant components of that release. Based on this it was considered noteworthy to 
measure the protein concentration of the yeast supernatant for fresh and old yeast 
samples.
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The Bio-Rad protein assaying procedure failed to disclose quantifiably meaningful 
traces of protein which might have been secreted by the yeast cells into the aqueous 
medium from either fresh or old yeast samples. Wu et al. (1995) measured a protein 
concentration of 0.06 g.r1 BSA equivalent from a 50 g.r1 concentration of bakers yeast 
by the Bradford Method. It was not possible to reliably reproduce the same result 
owing to the threshold limitations of both the assaying technique and the 
spectrophotometer used. This result was in part expected, primarily because this was 
an anticipated consequence in opting for hydrated yeast.
Similarly, by finding unquantifiably small traces of protein in the yeast supernatant 
during a fouling experiment gave weight to the assertion that the cells were not 
undergoing cell wall disruption as a result of pumping.
Within the bounds of experimental accuracy Table (5.6) shows that yeast suspension 
density for fresh and old yeast were roughly that of water. This was not surprising 
given the previous result stating that hydrated yeast consisted of around 68% water.
Tables (5.7 - 5.9) point to the similarity of yeast suspension viscosities in the range up 
to 100 gl'1 hydrated format, to that of water. There was a small difference as cell 
concentration rose, but this fluctuated from batch to batch. Nor was there a difference 
either between fresh and old yeast batches, or during a yeast fouling experiment.
Tube-side Reynolds Numbers are tabulated in Table (5.10) for hydrated yeast cell 
concentrations up to 100 gl'1 and transmembrane pressure in the region 3 - 1 2  psi. It 
clearly shows that within the stated bounds the bulk flow was laminar. Furthermore, 
the cross-flow velocities were low. Wenten (1995) reports yeast cell microfiltration 
using a hollow fibre device with a transmembrane pressure of 0.2 bar and a cross-flow 
velocity of 0.5 m.s'1 for experiments where periodic backshock was applied.
5.5.5 results from preliminary fouling experiments
Comparison between the time varying flux profile of British Fermentation Products 
yeast and that of DCL yeast produced a most unexpected find. Whilst BFP yeast 
displayed the classic broadly exponential decay profile, DCL yeast was repeatedly 
characterised by a short term increase in flux. This increase was always followed by a 
resumption in the long term decay profile.
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Pritchard et al. (1990) observed flux to rise dramatically on concentrating bakers yeast 
suspensions to 180 g.kg'1 dry weight under laminar flow conditions. They attributed 
this increase to the removal of an upper layer of cake deposit when a threshold shear 
stress had been reached. Wu et al. (1995) concurred, citing bulk viscosity increase as 
a probable means of inducing high shear stress and therefore yeast deposit removal at 
high suspension concentrations. One should also bare in mind the contribution 
towards cake resistance and adhesion mechanisms made by biomass extracellular 
interactions; Hodgson etal. (1993).
Within the present experiments, DCL yeast exhibited some quite large transient flux 
increases. In the case of data presented in Figure (5.3b) the transient flux rise was 
from 25 to 55 l.m'2.hr1 before decaying back down to 29 l.m'2.hr1 at equilibrium. These 
disturbances always started after 10 or 15 minutes of quite normal operation. The 
difference between these increases and those reported by Pritchard et al. are that cell 
concentrations here were maintained at 16.5 g.r1 dry weight.
One possible explanation for the anomalies described above could be that DCL yeast 
contained a high concentration or dissolved or sub-micron material which was 
amenable to retention at the membrane surface. This was not measured at the time. If 
in laminar flow this material was convected to the membrane surface at the very on-set 
of filtration, forming a dense carpet as shown by Shorrock et al. (1998), flux would have 
fallen rapidly. At some limiting condition, erosion mechanisms at the surface could 
have swept away part of this material, causing the flux to rise.
It was not within the scope of this project to take this discussion further. As a result 
DCL yeast was excluded from further experimental work and BFP yeast became the 
yeast of choice.
Figure (5.4) shows two near identical yeast flux profiles from experiments taken one 
day apart. Such agreement is further bom out by Figure (5.5). After 15 minutes the 
two profiles were 3 l.m'2.hr‘1 apart and after 40 minutes they were less than 1 l.m'2.hr'1 
apart. Furthermore, there was less than 0.5% difference in the permeate volume 
collected between the two after 2 hours.
In contrast, two identical experiments using the same batch of yeast but separated by 
eight days, suggested similarity, but in fact were somewhat more disparate. In this 
case there was a 16.4% difference in the permeate volume collected after 2 hours. This 
was reflected in a constant 5 l.m'2.hr1 difference between the two plots.
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By the time the experiments contributing towards Figure (5.6) had been undertaken it 
was becoming apparent that the duration of yeast storage was having an influence on 
experimental repeatability. It was thought that repeatability could only be assured 
where the experiments took place within a limited time frame. To that end, identical 
experiments were conducted over a number of days to monitor any deviation in flux 
profile. Data presented in Table (5.12) suggests that repeatability lasted for around 6 
days at best. Furthermore, repetitions of this series of experiments bore no similarity 
from one series to the next, thus nullifying the attempts of any form of analysis.
In the end an arbitrary cut-off of 5 consecutive days was decided as the maximum 
period allowable within which to carry out experiments that required any degree of flux 
comparison. Within those five days experiments could be compared relative to one 
another or repeated as a check of the system integrity. It is also acknowledged that 
this piece of work was by no means complete and that more needs to be done.
The criteria for experimental repeatability.
Within any five consecutive days two identical experiments shall yield less than 5% or 
200 ml difference in collected permeate volume over 2 hours. The permissible
deviation in flux profile shall be less than 2 l.m'2.hr1 after the first 15 minutes. And 
finally, the clean water flux shall be the same ± 20 I. m'2.hr1, bar1 before every 
experiment.
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Table (5.12) shows that within a ten day period the collected permeate volume for two 
identical experiments could vary by as much as 15%. Yet within section 5.3, no such 
gross changes in physical properties were reported. Scanning Electron Micrographs 
taken by Shorrock et al. (1998) of low concentration BFP yeast fouling on flat sheet 
microporous membranes quite clearly show a dense carpet of an undefined substance 
at the membrane surface. This material might have been convected to the membrane 
surface and accumulated over time. It might also have originated from the yeast cells 
themselves, secreted at the membrane surface as part of an external polymer matrix. 
If it originated from cells at the surface this might explain why gross measurements of 
supernatant density, viscosity and protein concentration failed to detect any changes in 
yeast activity. Only pH and bacterial contamination changed as the yeast cells aged. 
Density and viscosity anommolies could have manifested themselves locally if the 
secreted polymer was static. However, bulk pH changes suggest dissolved 
components and alterations occurring within the cells themselves.
Comparison of the flux characteristics for yeast samples having the same relative age, 
yet coming from different batches, further underlined the variability of this source 
material. Differences of 40 or 50% in the permeate volume collected under identical 
conditions meant that experimental results from different batches would have to be 
viewed in isolation to one another.
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5.6 Conclusions
We set out at the beginning of this chapter to define the basis for repeatable membrane 
experimentation using yeast cell suspensions. We can now conclude this chapter 
having established a rough framework for such comparisons to take place.
1. Off-line analysis of suspension measurements such as cell size, number, 
viability, dry weight, protein concentration, density, or viscosity, either showed 
little variation between samples or were irratic and difficult to interpret. Only pH 
changes showed up a consistant but slight change in value.
2. Flux profiles for yeast samples coming from DCL Yeast Ltd were atypical and 
therefore discounted from further experimentation.
3. Flux decay profiles and premeate collection rates for yeast samples coming 
from British Fermentation Products Ltd showed differences with respect to 
yeast age and batch. These differences were used to derive a practical rule for 
experimental repeatability, one which would be implemented in later chapters to 
validate pure fouling as well as backflushing experiments.
In closing this chapter we reiterate the sentiments of that opening paragraph in 
acknowledging that inherent to all biological systems is an understanding that the 
system parameters defining that system will change with respect to time. It was not 
within our remit to define the mechanism of that change, rather we were able to 
propose a method of tracking that change.
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CHAPTER SIX - MEMBRANE FOULING
6.1 Introduction
The limits of a system set a useful benchmark for comparison. In membrane filtration 
the upper flux limit is set by the pure water flux of a clean membrane. The lower limit is 
set by the equilibrium flux when the membrane is fouled without flux enhancement. 
Chapter 6 presents experimental data taken from the MBR during yeast fouling 
experiments. By fitting this data to known models the intention has been to elucidate 
the mechanisms of fouling, evaluate the magnitude of those interactions and to assist 
the interpretation of the backflushing experiments of Chapters 7 and 8. But first, a 
summary of the major sections within this chapter.
Section 6 . 2 -  Clean Water Flux. Results from a water ultrafiltration experiment.
Section 6.3 - Membrane Fouling. Contains the results of numerous yeast fouling 
experiments, without and with non-backflush flux enhancement.
Section 6.4 - Interpretation Of Yeast Fouling Results. Qualitatively explains the 
membrane fouling results by use of basic theory.
Section 6.5 - Fouling Characterisation. Quantitatively explains the membrane 
fouling results by way of basic theory.
Section 6.6 - Conclusions. Closing remarks on yeast membrane fouling.
Section 6 . 7 -  List Of Symbols. Refers specifically to symbols within this chapter.
6.2 Clean Water Flux
As the upper benchmark quantifying permeability through a clean membrane, the 
‘clean water flux’ measurement is a useful point of reference. Figure (6.1) shows time 
varying clean water flux data taken from the MBR, having only distilled water running 
through it. The experimental procedure was otherwise as described in Appendix 2, 
with step changes in transmembrane pressure being applied to the system.
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Fig. (6.1): Clean water flux (Time Profile)
6.3 Membrane Fouling
Having measured the clean water flux the next step was to describe membrane fouling 
as it relates to fresh bakers yeast. Suspensions were prepared and experiments 
undertaken in accordance with the procedures laid out in Appendix 2
6.3.1 yeast fouling
Unless stated otherwise in Chapters 7 and 8, all fouling experiments were at constant 
transmembrane pressure. Table (6.1) details clean water flux values prior to twelve 
fouling experiments and upon thorough rinsing with distilled water after each one.
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Clean Water Flux 
[Before Experiment] 
(l/m2/hr/bar)
Clean Water Flux 
[After experiment] 
(l/m2/hr) *
50 6 228 51
50 9 221 49
50 12 285 55
50 15 290 63
75 6 - 57
75 9 264 52
75 12 278 50
75 15 239 51
100 6 - 55
100 9 338 41
100 12 297 -
100 15 259 51
* Clean water flux measurements taken at the end of fouling experiments were at the 
experiment transmembrane pressure.
Figures (6.2a-f) are selected plots expanding on the data contained in Table (6.1). 
These show time varying flux behaviour of the Romicon membrane when challenged 
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Fig. (6.2a): Yeast fouling flux (British Fermentation Products).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), clean water flux (cwf) before fouling: 228 l/m2/hr/bar, cwf after 
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Fig. (6.2b): Yeast fouling flux.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), clean water flux (cwf) before fouling: 221 l/m2/hr/bar, cwf after 
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Fig. (6.2c): Yeast fouling flux.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), clean water flux (cwf) before fouling: 285 l/m2/hr/bar, cwf after 
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Fig. (6.2d): Yeast fouling flux.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), dean water flux (cwf) before fouling: 290 l/m2/hr/bar, cwf after 
fouling: 63 l/m2/hr, TMP: 15 ± 0.2 psi, temperature: 20 ± 1°C, Reynolds N° = n/a.
It may be of value to note that Figs. (6.2a-d) illustrate examples of constant feed 
concentration with varying transmembrane pressure. Figs. (6.2b, e & f), in series, 
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Fig. (6.2e): Yeast fouling flux.
Concentration: 75 g/l (hydrated format), clean water flux (cwf) before fouling: 264 l/m2/hr/bar, cwf after 
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Fig. (6.2f): Yeast fouling flux.
Concentration: 100 g/l (hydrated format), clean water flux (cwf) before fouling: 338 l/m2/hr/bar, cwf after 
fouling: 41 l/m2/hr, TMP: 9 ± 0.2 psi, temperature: 20 ± 1°C, Reynolds N° = 197.
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The fouling results in this section pre-date the criteria defining experimental 
repeatability stated in section 5.5. Experiments made use of yeast coming from 
different batches and were conducted over a period exceeding ten days. As such, 
Table (6.1) and Figs. (6.2a-f) offer no real quantifiable insight between individual 
experiments. However, each individual experiment was valid in its own right.
6.3.2 fouling using washed fresh yeast cells
Redkar and Davis (1893) conducted cross-flow fouling experiments using washed and 
unwashed Active Dry Yeast. By so doing, the intention was to model the cells as 
nonadhesive rigid spheres in the absence of any extracellular polymers and to describe 
the mechanism of back diffusion by shear induced diffusion
The washing procedure consisted of suspending 5 g of dry yeast in 1 litre of filtered 
deionised water, centrifuging and decanting the supernatant, then repeating this 
procedure three times. The resulting resuspended cell suspension was clear, initially, 
with no measurable absorbance at 280 nm for up to 2 hours.
Figure (6.3a) is a repeat of the Redkar and Davis experiment. A 1.5 litre suspension of 
50 g.r1 fresh yeast was prepared in 100 pm prefiltered distilled water. The suspension 
was poured into centrifuge pots and spun at 4,000 rpm for ten minutes. This caused 
the cells to compress to the bottom of the pots. The supernatant was decanted from 
the pots and the cells were resuspended to make up another 1.5 litre suspension. This 
procedure was repeated three times. The final suspension was not measured for 
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Fig. (6.3a): Washed yeast fouling.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), dean water flux (cwf) before fouling: 362 l/m2/hr/bar, TMP: 9 ± 
0.2 psi, temperature. 20 ± 1°C.
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Fig. (6.3b): Clarified yeast supernatant fouling.
Concentration: 0 g/l (hydrated format), dean water flux (cwf) before fouling: 387 l/m2/hr/bar, TMP: 9 ± 0.2 
psi, temperature: 20 ± 1°C.
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Figure (6.3c) shows the fouling flux profile where the suspension was an inert, rigid, 
amorphous solid; silica. The quoted particle size distribution was of the same 
magnitude as the yeast cells used. However, being an inert solid there was no 
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Fig. (6.3c): Silica fouling.
Concentration: 50 g/l, dean water flux (cwf) before fouling: 356 l/m2/hr/bar, TMP: 9 ± 0.2 psi, temperature: 
20 ± 1°C, quoted partide size distribution: 1-5 pm.
Data in Figures (6.3a), (6.3b) and (6.3c) have been presented in a time averaged 
format. What this means is that measurements were taken by the computer every two 
seconds and averaged every minute before recording to file.
6.3.3 consecutive fouling and rinsing
Section 6.3.1 makes reference to the clean water flux after fouling being higher than 
the equilibrium flux value during fouling. In the light of this an experiment was set up to 
quantify this and assess the possible benefits for any future flux enhancement 
technique.
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The experimental procedure was similar to that laid out in Appendix 2. Starting with a 
clean membrane many short fouling experiments were conducted using the same feed 
source. Periods of fouling were separated by periods of rinsing and clean water flux 
measurement. Each fouling phase lasted between 30 seconds and 2 minutes, the 
shorter fouling phases taking place at the start of the experiment. Every effort was 
taken not to dilute the feed suspension during the transition from fouling to rinsing 
phase and vice-versa, though this was not measured. Figure (6.4) shows the results of 
that experiment. No time scale was imposed on the x-axis owing to the discontinuous 
nature of this experiment. However, the overall experiment duration was 21/2 hours. 
No data for the first 30 seconds was recorded.
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Fig. (6.4): Flux decline with alternate fouling and rinsing phases.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), temperature: 20 ± 1°C, fouling phases: 30 to 120 sec.
6.3.4 feed pump stop - start
Figure (6.5) is a reproduction of an experiment by White et al. (1993). This involved 
repeatedly switching on and off the feed pump throughout the experiment. By turning 
the pump off the idea was to remove the driving force causing mass transfer towards 
the membrane surface. On resumption the flux would be instantaneously higher due to 
a temporarily dissipated cake or boundary layer.
During the experiment the pump was repeatedly switched on for 10 seconds followed 
by off for 5 seconds. Figure (6.5) shows only those non zero values of flux and 









Fig. (6.5): Flux decline with feed pump stop - start..
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), temperature: 20 ± 1°C, pump on: 10 sec, pump off: 5 sec.
6.3.5 step change in transmembrane pressure
Another means by which the flux may be increased is by increasing the driving force for 
permeation. Figures (6.6a & b) show data of constant transmembrane pressure until 
the point of flux equilibrium. However, during a period of quiescent flux behaviour the 
transmembrane pressure was first stepped in one direction, maintained for a time and 
then returned to the original value.
Data in Figures (6.6a) and (6.6b) were sampled between 10 and 30 seconds apart for 




















Fig. (6.6a): Flux decline with change in transmembrane pressure.
Concentration: 100 g/l (hydrated format), clean water flux: 297 l/m2/hr/bar, temperature: 20 ± 1°C.
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Fig. (6.6b): Flux decline with change in transmembrane pressure.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), clean water flux: 307 l/m2/hr/bar, temperature: 20 ± 1°C.
An adaptation of the experiments presented in Figures (6.6a) and (6.6b) can be seen in 
Figure (6.7). On reaching an equilibrium flux, in this case 15 l.m'2.hr1, the 
transmembrane pressure was repeatedly stepped over a two hour period and the 
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Fig. (6.7): Step changes in transmembrane pressure from equilibrium conditions.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), temperature: 20 ± 1°C.
6.3.6 backflushing
A common method employed to enhance flux in hollow fibre and tubular membranes 
has been to apply the technique of backflushing or backpulsing; the periodic application 
of a negative transmembrane pressure. Typically this may be brought about by 
applying a pressure somewhat greater than the mean feed side pressure to the 
permeate side of the membrane. The affect this has is to cause a momentary and 
partial removal of the surface and in-pore accumulated material. On resumption of 
positive transmembrane pressure the flux begins at an elevated value before 
continuing its pattern of decline.
Using the equipment shown in Figure (3.1) this technique was applied at the end of a 
yeast fouling experiment. The equilibrium fouling flux prior to flux enhancement was 30 
l.m'2.hr1. The data is presented in Figure (6.8). During backflushing the pump 
continued to operate, maintaining a feed side pressure of almost 6 psi. It was 
considered that the backflush pressure had to be set high enough to overcome the 
feed side pressure during backflushing and so this was set at 20 psi. The experimental 
procedure was that described in Appendix 2, with the only difference being the 
parameter settings of the controlling software. See Chapter 4 and Appendix 1 for more 
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Fig. (6.8): Membrane backflushing at fouling equilibrium.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), temperature: 20 ± 1°C, backflush permeate pressure: 20 psi, 
backflush duration: 5 sec, interval: 20 sec.
6.4 Interpretation Of Yeast Fouling Results
6.4.1 clean water flux
A useful way of presenting pure water permeability data apart from that shown in 
Figure (6.1) would be to plot flux against corresponding transmembrane pressure. 
Figure (6.9) is the homologous plot to Figure (6.1). From it the normalised linear 
parameter, flux per bar, may be expressed. In this case the flux was calculated to be 
around 374 l/m2/hr/bar (where 14.5 psi equates to 1bar). As such, this value 









Fig. (6.9): Clean water flux (Flux versus TMP).
Unfortunately the membrane used during this project arrived in a severely fouled 
condition. And whilst a successful membrane cleaning protocol was established to 
ensure repeatable clean water flux recovery (see Appendix 3), it was acknowledged 
that not all of the original deposit had been removed first time. This lead to a gradual 
increase in the clean water flux value over a period of time; one which could not be 
observed over the short term period of everyday experimental observations. In 
recognition of this fact most fouling profiles submitted in this thesis have been 
accompanied by a reference clean water flux, expressed in the units flux per bar. It 
should be noted that this flux improvement was a genuine improvement and not one 
attributed to damage of the membrane housing or failure of the surface properties.
6.4.2 membrane resistance
Having quantified clean membrane permeability, another useful reference is the 
intrinsic membrane resistance. Equation (6.1) is a rearranged form of the resistance- 
in-series model, applied to calculate membrane resistance in the absence of fouling:
- l - R  -  *tii
j APt,
Equ. (6.1)
where Rm, the intrinsic membrane resistance, is the slope to the straight line graph 1/JW 
versus 1/APtm; Figure (6.10). The data presented refers specifically to the flux 
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Fig. (6.10): Relationship between 1/JW and 1/A Ptm for a dean membrane.
6.4.3 fouling resistance
Similar to the analysis used above, resistance may also be used to explore the 
mechanisms of membrane fouling. Figure (6.11a) is a reproduction of Figure (6.2a), 
but includes a plot of the time varying increase in resistance. The values of resistance 
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Fig. (6.11a): Comparison of Flux Dedine and Hydraulic Resistance Increase Versus Time. 
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), TMP: 6 ± 0.2 psi, temperature: 20 ± 1°C, Reynolds N° = 258.
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Data in Figure (6.2a) was reproduced in Figure (6.11a) because it shows an example 
of flux decline to an asymptotic equilibrium value. Figure (6.11b) reproduces data 
presented in Figure (6.2b) and shows an example where the flux has not in fact 
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Fig. (6.11b): Comparison of Flux Decline and Hydraulic Resistance Increase Versus Time.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), TMP: 9 ± 0.2 psi, temperature: 20 ± rC , Reynolds N° = 231.
There would be little point in presenting figures of other data sets derived from the 
series shown in Table (6.1) owing to the lack of conformity to the repeatability criteria. 
Suffice to say, however, that each individual plot followed flux and resistance profiles 
akin either to Figure (6.11a) or Figure (6.11b).
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Starting from the clean membrane resistance value of 1.0 *104 Bar.s.m'1, the resistance 
to membrane permeation increased, almost mirroring the decline in permeate flux 
value. One can see that there was a rapid increase in resistance during the first ten 
minutes of the experiments, followed by a more gradual increase over the remainder. 
Over the period of an hour the total resistance to permeation increased by 
approximately 500%. Yet if we again cite the example of 50 g.l~1 fresh yeast 
ultrafiltered under 6 psi transmembrane pressure, the clean water flux measurement 
taken after the experiment corresponds to a resistance of approximately 30,000 
bar.s.m'1. The equilibrium fouling condition corresponded to a resistance of 50,000 
bar.s.m'1. The constituent resistances making up this 50,000 bar.s.m'1 have been 
explained in Chapter 2 as membrane resistance (10,000 bar.s.m'1), irreversible 
membrane fouling (20,000 bar.s.m'1) due mainly to surface adsorption, and a semi- 
reversible hydrodynamic resistance caused by a build-up of yeast cells and other 
material at the membrane surface (20,000 bar.s.m'1).
Koltuniewicz et al. (1995) analysed cross-flow and dead-end microfiltration of oil-water 
emulsions from plots of the derivative of resistance, dR/dt, versus time. Derivative data 
was calculated from the difference between consecutive resistance values divided by 
their sample interval. Figures (6.12a) and (6.12b) show plots of time varying resistance 
and derivative values against time for the respective examples shown in Figures 
(6.11a) and (6.11b). The derivative plots exhibit a high degree of noise caused by 
small perturbations in flux feeding through to large changes in dR/dt. In order to 
expose the underlying derivative plots a cubic spline interpolating algorithm was 
applied to the data. The spline, whilst only a form of polynomial, does broadly highlight 
the decline in dR/dt with respect to time. More information on spline interpolations can 
be found in Appendix 4.
Resistance data values in Figures (6.12a) and (6.12b) were subject to an unweighted 
five point moving average filter. This was necessary to suppress the noise generated 
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Resistance dR/dt —  dR/dt (Spline)
Fig. (6.12a): Comparison of Resistance and Derivative of Resistance Versus Time.














Resistance dR/dt — dR/dt (Spline)
Fig. (6.12b): Comparison of Resistance and Derivative of Resistance Versus Time.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), TMP: 9 ± 0.2 psi, temperature: 20 ± 1°C, Reynolds N° = 231.
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The derivative resistance plots in both Figure (6.12a) and (6.12b) show a steep decline 
from a high rate of change of resistance with negative gradient in the first ten minutes, 
to level out over the remainder of time with low values of dR/dt. Such profiles maybe 
indicative of conditions where there is a rapid change in dominant fouling mechanism 
right at the start of the experiment from a pore blocking mechanism to cake filtration; 
Koltuniewicz et al. (1995). However, the (J-J*) term will decrease with time, so 
reducing dR/dt whatever the mechanism. See Chapter 2 for a further explanation of 
the interpretation of derivative resistance plots.
Successive cellular washings produced a quite different result from that of Redkar and 
Davis (1993). In that paper, Redkar and Davis describe a several fold reduction in 
steady state flux of unwashed yeast below that of washed yeast. Figure (6.3a) shows 
the reverse. One possiblity stems from the difference of yeast source. Redkar and 
Davis used Active Dry Yeast. From what was said in Chapter 5 about how ADY 
releases its intracellular contents on initial rehydration, it may be that for successive 
washings there is no further release. However, for fresh yeast the reverse may be 
occurring. Washing may precipitate a release of extracellular material. Plus contact 
with an unfavourable surface, i.e. the membrane, may cause the yeast to react with a 
defensive posture, so exacerbating the fouling condition. Figure (6.3b) certainly points 
to some form mof foreign material being dissolved or suspended in the supernatant, 
causing it to foul as it did.
Figure (6.3c) highlights the difference between an ideal particulate cake fouling 
material and a real biomedium type suspension; see Chapter 2.
Figure (6.4) indicates the presence of concentration polarisation by way of highlighting 
a reversible resistance contribution to the overall flux decline. Yao et al. (1995) used a 
non-invasive NMR technique to visualise this in hollow fibre modules. As described in 
Chapter 2, concentration polarisation is a reversible membrane fouling mechanism. 
The object was therefore be to implement a credible flux enhancement technique that 
could realise the potential hinted at by Figure (6.4). Various hydrodynamic means of 
concentration polarisation abatement were applied to the hollow fibre module. The 
results of preliminary attempts can be seen through Figures (6.5) to (6.8). After careful 
deliberation (see Chapter 2 for the contributing arguments), it was considered that 
backflushing held out the most inviting proposition, if only the variables could be 




Experimental data and analysis presented thus far in Chapter 6 to explain yeast fouling 
in cross-flow ultrafiltration has largely been of a qualitative nature. Graphical evidence 
has been explained by way of qualitative interpretation of flux decline or resistance 
increase and with reference to the work of other authors. This section takes that 
analysis to the next stage.
6.5.1 modelling yeast fouling
In Chapter 2 we identified two models which were potentially suitable to apply to the 
yeast fouling data presented through Figures (6.2a-f). For the reasons explained we 
have chosen to further compare, contrast and evaluate the suitability of models by Wu 
et al. (1991) and Field et al. (1995).
Wu et al. derived Equation (6.2) as a semi-empirical model to simulate protein 
ultrafiltration under cross-flow conditions.
Where J denotes flux, t is time and kp and kf are rate constants describing the affects of 
concentration polarisation and foulant ageing, respectively.
Field et al. developed work previously unified by Hermia (1982) to present the classic 
constant pressure filtration laws in cross-flow format with accommodation for back 
diffusion. Equation (6.3) is the general format of the unifying equation derived by Field 
et al. to describe cross-flow microfiltration.
Constant k and index n take different values depending on the dominant mechanism of 
membrane fouling. Where n = 0 for cake filtration, 1 for incomplete pore blocking 
(intermediate fouling), 1.5 for standard blocking and 2 for the complete blocking 
mechanism.
J = Jo at t = 0 Equ. (6.2)
J = Jo at t = 0 Equ. (6.3)
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6.5.2 parameter estimation
Flux versus time measurements for constant pressure ultrafiltration experiments were 
modelled using Equations (6.2) and (6.3) and the Windows® based software package, 
Scientist®. In particular, use was made of the numerical integration suite for solving 
Initial Value Ordinary Differential Equations.
Parameters kp and kf from Equation (6.2) and n and k from Equation (6.3) were 
estimated based on convergence of the model and experimental data sets. 
Comparison between model solutions was by way of statistical analysis.
Further information regarding the numerical and statistical tools used within Scientist 
may be found in Appendix 4. In addition, listings of the simulation models written using 
Scientist to effect numerical integration may also be found in this appendix.
Table (6.2) shows the estimated parameters k, n, kp and kf for data previously 
presented through Table (6.1) and Figures (6.2a-f).
Table (6.2): Model parameters to curve fitting estimation.
Yeast Fouling Field et al. k Wu et al.
Concn. : TMP (hr.m4.!'2) (m2.l*1) (m.hr05.r05) (hr1) (hr1) (hr1)
g/l : psi n = 0 n = 1 n = 1.5 n = 2 kp kf
50 : 6 2.93x10'3 0.223 2.01 18.71 18.31 12.14
r2 0.992 0.963 0.930 0.887 0.924
SSE/N 1.39 6.05 11.55 18.64 12.46
50:9 4.84x10 3 0.434 4.28 43.49 58.03 27.96
r2 0.978 0.961 0.942 0.915 0.938
SSE/N 3.04 5.36 8.05 11.78 8.53
50: 12 4.35x1 O'3 0.437 4.58 49.47 107.04 30.14
r2 0.981 0.961 0.938 0.908 0.934
SSE/N 3.51 7.20 11.41 16.80 12.10
50 : 15 4.66x1 O'3 0.403 3.88 38.13 54.89 22.72
r2 0.987 0.985 0.973 0.955 0.969
SSE/N 2.4 2.71 4.93 8.17 5.66
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75:6 8.75x10'3 0.595 5.18 47.16 69.77 28.29
r2 0.992 0.943 0.896 0.841 0.888
SSE/N 0.91 6.27 11.41 17.41 12.30
75:9 5.90x1 O'3 0.554 6.65 74.61 44.07 25.35
r2 0.893 0.750 0.673 0.604 0.606
SSE/N 0.88 3.13 14.06 17.06 43.11
75 : 12 5.82x1 O’3 0.547 5.73 61.94 118.17 35.37
r2 0.982 0.970 0.948 0.920 0.939
SSE/N 3.11 5.15 8.96 13.81 10.47
75: 15 5.78x10‘3 0.577 5.84 61.32 101.87 34.46
r2 0.985 0.970 0.944 0.909 0.938
SSE/N 3.40 6.95 12.81 20.40 14.28
100:6 1.50x1 O'2 0.788 5.89 44.96 183.66 52.41
r2 0.978 0.967 0.951 0.930 0.796
SSE/N 0.88 1.35 2.00 2.86 8.36
100:9 6.72x10‘3 0.560 5.37 53.04 33.81 15.37
r2 0.956 0.896 0.859 0.822 0.672
SSE/N 9.51 11.27 15.21 19.30 35.75
100: 12 7.15x1 O'3 0.656 6.65 70.93 94.00 29.96
r2 0.985 0.966 0.942 0.914 0.909
SSE/N 2.84 6.28 10.69 16.02 16.33
100 : 15 6.41x1 O'3 0.666 7.19 79.43 171.24 43.59
r2 0.951 0.873 0.831 0.791 0.824
SSE/N 7.78 20.16 26.80 33.04 27.84
* 1. Yeast fouling concentrations (abbreviated to concn) refer to the hydrated format.
2. r2 refers to the coefficient of determination (see Appendix 4).
3. SSE / N is the mean sum of square deviations per data point (see Appendix 4).
4. Moving downwards the columns read; k (or kp & kf) for each concn : TMP, r2, SSE / N.
Figures (6.13a-d) show examples of the degree of fit of model to experimental data for 
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Fig. (6.13a): Experiment - model comparison for the equation by Field et al. 
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Fig. (6.13b): Experiment - model comparison for the equation by Field et al. 
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), TMP: 6 ± 0.2 psi, n = 1, k = 0.223 (m2.l'1).
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Fig. (6.13c): Experiment - model comparison for the equation by Field et al.
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Fig. (6.13d): Experiment - model comparison for the equation by Field et al.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), TMP: 6 ± 0.2 psi, n = 2, k = 18.71 (hr1).
Figure (6.14) shows the equivalent degree of fit of model to experimental data for the
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Fig. (6.14): Experiment - model comparison for the equation by Wu et al.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), TMP: 6 ± 0.2 psi, kp = 18.31 (hr'1), kf = 12.14 (hr'1).
6.5.3 data analysis
Pictorially the example shown above where n=0 applied to the model by Field provides 
the closest fit to experimental data. n=0 best accommodates the rate of change of flux 
particularly during the initial period of the experiment. From n=0 to n=2 the initial rate 
of flux decline assumes a more linear characteristic, decaying to the limiting flux value 
in shorter times. Upon reaching the limiting value the model by Field then remains 
there. Note, J* as impemented here used the limiting flux value and not the critical flux 
value as anticipated initially by Field. In so doing it takes a lead from Defrance et al. 
(1999) Comparatively, the model by Wu resembles a form somewhere between n=1.5 
and n=2.
Looking at the example of 50 g.l'1 fresh yeast and 6 psi TMP in Table (6.2) one notes 
the value of the coefficient of determination (r2) reflecting, or underpinning the general 
observations above, r2 is closest to unity for the case of n=0, that of cake filtration 
being the dominant mechanism in cross-flow operation, r2 decreases slightly from n=0 
to n=2, with the value pertaining to the model by Wu lying between n=1.5 and n=2.
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Values of the coefficient of determination close to one imply a good statistical fit 
between experimental and calculated data. In that respect a value of 0.887 (n=2) 
actually conveys a good fit. However, the small differences in r2 between the different 
model results and the explicit interpretation of r2 only at the null and unity hypotheses 
lay it open to subjective interpretation. The coefficient of determination is a statistical 
tool and is the total variation explained by a linear relationship between the measured 
and calculated data. It is a goodness of fit and should not be used to infer cause and 
effect. For that reason, comparison of r2 for competing well fitted models is a tenuous 
activity. The mean sum of squared deviations was therefore chosen as supporting 
information in Table (6.2). This shows a more pronounced deviation between the 
competing model results and is a simple and explicit measure of the difference 
between the calculated and physical data.
The mean sum of squared deviations for the example of 50 g.r1 fresh yeast and 6 psi 
TMP follows thfr trend reflected in the coefficient of determination. In this case the 
lower mean squared value at n=0 within the model by Field indicates a closer fit to the 
physical data throughout the time range.
The experiments in Table (6.1) did not comply with the repeatability criteria described 
in Chapter 5, so inference between experiments was not attempted. However, both the 
coefficient of determination and the mean sum of squared deviations indicate n=0 for 
the model by Field to best represent each individual experiment in that table.
observations on dR/dt
Previously within Section 6.4.3 we presented plots of the rate of change of resistance 
versus time. Qualitative analysis was drawn based on similar interpretations by 
Koltuniewicz et al. (1995). However, Figures (6.12a) and (6.12b) contained a 
significant noise contribution. This was attributed to the small perturbations in the 
measured flux signal feeding through to larger rate changes in dR/dt. Amot et al. 
(under publication) developed the work of Field et al. (1995) to propose Equation (6.4), 
the equivalent expression to Equation (6.3), in resistance form.
Equations (6.3) and (6.4) were solved simultaneously within Scientist, replacing k with 
the expression below, in a form similar to that proposed by Amot. The units of k’, 
interestingly, are hr1 for all values of n; a point which will be revisited later. A listing of 
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The purpose of simultaneously solving for R and J by numerical integration was to 
calculate dR/dt from the model values of R. In this way dR/dt projects a greater 
mathematical significance than simply applying a spline interpolation. Not surprisingly 
the time varying rate curve, dR/dt, decays with decreasing negative gradient, 
supporting the observations made earlier.
Analysing the calculated and measured values of flux and resistance yields a 
coefficient of determination of 0.979 on flux and 0.963 on resistance. In comparison, 
the mean sum of squared deviations calculated on the simulation of Equation (6.3) 
alone, was 1.39, and by binary simulation it was 3.47; as calculated on flux. The 
coefficient of determination calculated on Equation (6.3) alone, was 0.992. Both 
present excellent fits between model and measured data. Perhaps the better fit of 
Equation (6.3) alone, can be attributed to a better initial guess of the unknown 
parameter k and to the reduced numerical computation required to execute this 
program. However the remark by Amot et al. that the binary simulation approach using 
a dimensionless J and J* would overcome any stiffness on integration of Equation (6.3) 
alone, does not strictly hold. Equation (6.3) is not stiff in the context of using the 
Adams - Moulton numerical integration method as executed in Scientist. Comments 
on stiffness and it’s impact on numerical integration can be found in Appendix 4.
Figure (6.15) shows an identical plot to Figure (6.12a), but with the profile of dR/dt 
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Fig. (6.15): Application of Arnot et al. to the plot of dR/dt Vs. Time.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), TMP: 6 ± 0.2 psi.
The single equation simulation is a perfectly adequate approach to evaluate the 
dominant mechanism, parameter ‘n’. However, where ambiguity may be present, due 
to the quality of the measured data, for example, then the binary equation simulation 
may add clarity in the search for the dominant fouling mechanism.
observations on k’
A remark was made above that the units of k’ are hr'1. Whilst strict comparison 
between the individual experiments in Table (6.1) may not be valid under the 
repeatability criteria, it may be educational to tabulate the values of k’ for the different 
states of n and compare with kp and kf by Wu et al. For this, refer to Table (6.2).
For the case where n = 0 applied to the model by Field et al., Figure (6.16) shows k’ 
plotted against concentration for discrete values of transmembrane pressure. The 
graph seems to indicate k’ broadly increasing with TMP. k’ also seems to increase with 
yeast concentration between 50 and 75 g.l'1, but perhaps plateaus or even starts to 
decline at the highest concentration, depending on the transmembrane pressure.
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kp (hr-1) kf (hr'1)
g/l: psi n = 0 n = 1 n = 1.5 n = 2
50:6 47.66 28.45 22.69 18.71 18.31 12.14
50:9 121.54 66.25 52.86 43.49 58.03 27.96
50: 12 137.27 77.61 61.06 49.47 107.04 30.14
50: 15 91.72 56.51 45.94 38.13 54.89 22.72
75:6 131.35 72.92 57.37 47.16 69.77 28.29
75:9 153.11 89.27 84.36 74.61 44.07 25.35
75: 12 180.88 96.41 76.05 61.94 118.17 35.37
75: 15 208.25 109.47 80.44 61.32 101.87 34.46
100 : 6 98.58 63.93 53.09 44.96 183.66 52.41
100 : 9 119.78 74.83 62.02 53.04 33.81 15.37
100: 12 196.46 108.83 86.62 70.93 94.00 29.96
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Fig. (6.16): K’ versus yeast fouling concentration for discrete values of TMP - Field et al. (n = 0).
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From Equation (6.3) incorporating k’ / J0 (2 n) and n = 0, dJ/dt is proportional to -(J - J*). 
Where t is small and J0 is large, dJ/dt will be large and negative, multiplied by k’ which 
assumes the position of a rate constant in the expression for dJ/dt. Where J » J*, eg. 
at t », then dJ/dt » 0. In between t Smaii and t targe, as J = J0 / 2 then dJ/dt becomes 
proportional to -(J0 / 2 - J*) / 4; and as j = J0 / 4 then dJ/dt becomes proportional to 
(Jo / 4 - J*) /16, etc. etc. The net result of this analysis is to say that larger values of k’ 
for n = 0 equate to steeper rates of flux loss over the initial and subsequent time 
periods. A similar exercise can be conducted for differing values of n and for the model 
by Wu. This information may be of direct significance, or it may be something to 
consider when developing a future control strategy for membrane backflushing.
6.6 Conclusions
By studying flux decline in the absence of backflushing one can come to understand 
the principles behind the fouling phenomena and better envisage mechanisms to 
overcome them.
1. Preliminary fouling experiments were conducted, some under constant
transmembrane pressure, others varying basic parameters of cell cleanliness,
TMP, pump status and application of backflushing. The analysis of these 
experiments highlighted the presence of transient flux behaviour due to partial 
reversible fouling.
2. Measured flux data was fitted to known models by numerical integration and
compared by statistical means. The model by Field et al. (1995) showed the 
best fit, with n = 0. The interpretation of this was that cake filtration was the 
dominant fouling mechanism. That being the case, by applying a suitable 
backflush protocol, reversible fouling may be limited and net flux increased.
It is also worth considering how this model may be applied in some future 
research to evaluate the transient behaviour of concentration polarisation 
development between backflushing. If such an analysis could be adapted for 
on-line use, then global backflush optimisation could be achieved through 
maximising the period of forward filtration.
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CHAPTER SEVEN - MEMBRANE BACKFLUSHING
7.1 Introduction
The previous chapter defined the lower operating limit for membrane filtration as the 
steady state flux for yeast fouling without backflushing. Flux data was analysed and it 
was established that cake filtration was the dominant fouling mechanism.
In this chapter the application of backflushing is advanced, with a view to diminishing 
the contribution of reversible membrane fouling. Specifically, the function of on-line 
optimised backflush duration in ultrafiltration systems is advanced. This stems from an 
observation relating backflush transmembrane pressure and the time required for the 
retentate pressure to reach steady state in response to a step input of permeate 
pressure. But first, a summary of the main section headings.
Section 7.2 - The Potential For On-Line Backflush Optimisation. Explains the
original thought behind the idea of optimised backflush duration.
Section 7.3 - Backflush Calibration. Establishes the calibration technique to the 
on-line method for backflux measurement.
Section 7.4 - Experimental Repeatability. Performs repeatability experiments on
yeast backflushing.
Section 7.5 - Accuracy Of The On-line Software. Contains the results of fixed
backflush duration experiments in the range 0 -5  seconds.
Section 7.6 - Optimised Backflush Duration. This section contains the results of
the first optimised backflush duration experiments.
Section 7.7 - Characteristics Of The Optimised Backflush. Presents analytical data 
from the backflush software, characterising optimised duration.
Section 7.8 - Interpretation Of The Yeast Backflushing Results. This section
contains analysis to all of the backflush experiments. It presents
backflush data in a way that previous authors have been unable to.
Section 7.9 - Conclushns. Summarises the advances of optimised backflushing.
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7.2 The Potential For On-Line Backflush Optimisation
During a number of routine membrane fouling experiments an interesting feature was 
observed that was to prove central to this chapter and the thesis. At this point the 
reader is directed to study Figure (3.1); the process P&ID.
At the instantaneous onset of each backflush cycle the two-way solenoid valve located 
parallel to the turbine flowmeter on the permeate line, would open. The flowmeter 
having an upstream inlet diameter of less than 1mm imparted a high resistance and 
damping effect to backflush fluid flow. Therefore, opening the solenoid valve acted as 
a rapid bypass during backflushing.
Next, the three-way solenoid valve located on the permeate line automatically 
switched. This closed the permeate outlet and admitted air at a pressure greater than 
the membrane feed pressure. The result was an instantaneous increase in the 
permeate line pressure. To the eye the reaction of the feed and retentate pressure 
gauges were of first order response to a step input; see Figure (7.1). This was not an 
unreasonable assessment. Many mechanical systems in nature exhibit first or second 













Permeate --------  Retentate
Fig. (7.1): Deflection of the MBR pressure gauges during backflushing.
The deflection of the feed side pressure gauges took less than a second to reach 
equilibrium. Did this correspond to the maximum mechanical cleaning potential for the 
membrane ? If so, then these observations held a potential means by which on-line 
optimal backflushing could be developed.
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An alternative interpretation was that backflushing merely compacted the bundle of 
hollow fibres. Such a constriction would have resulted in a higher feed pressure and 
probably not have resulted in a higher retentate pressure. However, the reverse 
permeation of liquor may have complicated matters.
At the end of the backflush duration the three-way solenoid valve automatically 
switched to close the pressurised air supply. Permeate again flowed in the forward 
direction. The residual pressure in the permeate line was allowed to dissipate from the 
system before the two-way solenoid valve was switched to close. Dissipation of this 
excess energy was monitored by way of rapid permeate pressure transducer 
measurements and comparison of these on-line measurements with a value stored 
from just prior to commencing backflushing.
7.3 Backflush Calibration
Before progressing to develop software that would test whether the feed-side pressure 
varied according to an n’th order response from a step input in permeate pressure, a 
method was devised to measure backflux, on-line. This was considered to be an 
important milestone; a) as a tool for backflux analysis and, b) as an integral component 
for on-line backflush optimisation.
The method described in Section A2.2 was used to collect data useful to the 
development of a numerical relationship connecting backflush transmembrane 
pressure and backflux. This method was termed the Backflush Calibration.
Through repeated experiments a coarse relationship was found between the mean 
backflush transmembrane pressure and the time taken to evacuate a 50ml test section. 
Each measured data point in Figure (7.2) corresponds to a single backflush duration. 
During a single fouling experiment It was possible to obtain many more data points 
when the membrane became fouled compared to when it was clean. This is because 
the rate of change of flux was at its highest when the membrane was clean. So in an 
attempt to obtain a sufficient number of data points, representative throughout an 
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Fig. (7.2): Backflush calibration; time to backflush 50ml versus mean backflush TMP.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), backflush air pressure: 24 ± 0.2 psi, mean forward TMP: 9 ± 0.2 
psi, temperature: 20 ± 1°C.
Equation (7.1), below, expresses the curve fitted to data in Figure (7.2).
Time To Evacuate 50ml = 2.86292 * TMP - 2.80665 * TMP2 - 2.04643 * TMP3 -
0.37718 * TMP4 - 0.02778 * TMP5 - 0.00072 * TMP6
The data presented in Figure (7.2) observed no discernible mathematical form. Owing 
to this only a simple polynomial expression was fitted to the data. The correlation 
coefficient between the measured and polynomial data was 0.95.
Figure (7.3) transposes the data in Figure (7.2) to evaluate the membrane backflux 
according to Equ. (7.2). The method of calibration described in Section A2.2 was 
robust, but required recalibration every six to eight weeks. The shape of each 













Fig. (7.3): Backflush calibration; backflux versus mean backflush TMP.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), backflush air pressure: 24 ± 0.2 psi, mean forward TMP: 9 ± 0.2 
psi, temperature: 20 ± 1°C.
Backflux was calculated using the following expression.
Backflux = 0.05 / (Membrane Area * Time to evacuate 50 ml) * 3600 Equ. (7.2)
A linear relationship was found between the forward flux immediately prior to 
backflushing and the mean backflush transmembrane pressure. The correlation 
coefficient between the measured data and the regression line shown in Figure (7.4) 
was 0.94. This information was used in conjunction with Equ. (7.1) to indirectly 
calculate backflux where direct pressure transducer measurements were not available. 
This was the case when the backflush duration was below about 0.1 sec.
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Fig. (7.4): Mean backflush TMP versus flux prior to backflushing.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format), backflush air pressure: 24 ± 0.2 psi, mean forward TMP: 9 ± 0.2 
psi, temperature: 20 ± 1°C.
7.4 Experimental Repeatability
Section 5.4 examined the impact of yeast ageing and batch identity on flux profile 
reproducibility. Backflushing was absent from those experiments. Sections 7.4 and
7.5 append to that study by documenting the influence that yeast ageing and batch 
identity have where backflushing is applied. Chapter 5 concluded by declaring a so- 
called repeatability criteria; a five day period within which different yeast fouling 
experiments could qualitatively be considered as comparable.
Figures (7.5a, b & c) are representative of those experiments conducted to re-check 
the integrity of the repeatability criteria, where backflushing was applied.
Figure (7.5a) shows the calculated flux and average permeate volume profiles of three 
identical experiments from the same block of yeast. Permeate volume was calculated 
on-line after incorporating the backflux calibration. The experiments were conducted 
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Fig. (7.5a): Identical yeast fouling experiments with backflushing. Total, six days apart,.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 346 l/m2/hr/bar (A - day 1), 358 l/m2/hr/bar (B - day 
2), 338 l/m2/hr/bar (C - day 6); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; backflush 
duration: 0.1 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
Figure (7.5b) shows the profiles of three identical experiments, again taking yeast from 
a single block of yeast, but this time covering a 21 day period.
20 40 60 80 100
Time (min)
Net Flux A Net Flux B Net Flux C
— Volume A —  Volume B Volume C
<| 120
Fig. (7.5b): Identical yeast fouling experiments with backflushing. Total, twenty one days apart,. 
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 363 l/m2/hr/bar (A - day 1), 343 l/m2/hr/bar (B - day 
10), 343 l/m2/hr/bar (C - day 21); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
backflush duration: 0.5 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
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Figure (7.5c) shows the calculated flux and average permeate volume profiles of three 
identical experiments, each of the same age relative to their use-by date, but each 
coming from different yeast blocks and batches.
CM
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Fig. (7.5c): Identical yeast fouling experiments with backflushing. Three different batches.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 346 l/m2/hr/bar (A), 358 l/m2/hr/bar (B), 338 
l/m2/hr/bar (C); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; backflush duration: 1 
sec; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
No attempt was made to repeat the experiments shown in this section on the same 
relative dates as those described in Chapter Five. The experiments detailed above 
were scheduled around the demands of other experiments which had to be done.
Table (7.1) includes ancillary information regarding the experiments shown in Figures 
(7.5a, b & c). Column four contains data of the percentage deviation between the 
measured and computed permeate volume over each two hour experiment. Column 
five shows the measured permeate volume collected by the end of the experiment.
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A Fig. (7.5a) 0.1 -0.2 5.63
B Fig. (7.5a) 0.1 0.2 5.42
C Fig. (7.5a) 0.1 0.3 5.53
A Fig. (7.5b) 0.5 0.0 8.26
B Fig. (7.5b) 0.5 -2.0 6.94
C Fig. (7.5b) 0.5 -0.4 5.02
A Fig. (7.5c) 1.0 -0.9 10.19
B Fig. (7.5c) 1.0 -3.2 6.95
C Fig. (7.5c) 1.0 -2.3 5.60
7.5 Accuracy Of The On-line Software
During an interim period of software development a series of experiments were done to 
provide a stem test of the backflush software’s accuracy. For each experiment the 
backflush duration was set by the operator, whilst the interval between backflushing 
remained unaltered. Each experiment lasted 450 minutes.
For each experiment, flux and permeate volume measurements were taken by hand to 
later compare with the on-line measurements. The measured and computed permeate 
volume data for each experiment is summarised in Figure (7.6). Permeate volume and 
flux plots for three of those experiments (5, 3 and 1 second duration) are shown in 
Figures (7.7a), (7.8a) and (7.9a). A further breakdown of flux data to the 
aforementioned experiments are shown in Figures (7.7b), (7.8b) and (7.9b). The 
second set of figures spotlight the forward flux, backflux and net flux contributions. The 
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Fig. (7.6): An exploratory series of yeast fouling experiments with backflushing.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
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Fig. (7.7a): View 2 of the MBR software for a backflush experiment.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 350 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ±
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Fig. (7.7b): View 2 of the MBR software for a backflush experiment.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 350 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
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Fig. (7.8a): View 1 of the MBR software for a backflush experiment.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 341 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
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Fig. (7.8b): View 2 of the MBR software for a backflush experiment.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 341 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
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Fig. (7.9a): View 1 of the MBR software for a backflush experiment.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 350 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
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Fig. (7.9b): View 2 of the MBR software for a backflush experiment.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 350 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 
°C; backflush interval: 20 sec; backflush duration: 1 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; Reynolds N° = 231.
It was not possible to conduct the above experiments together with a number of repeat 
experiments within the strict time frame set by the repeatability criteria. In total the 
experiments took some eleven days to complete. On this occasion the objective was 
not to work within the repeatability criteria, but rather to determine the accuracy of the 
on-line data. What this means is that inference between experiments contained in 
Figure (7.6) would not be advised.
Ancillary information referring to the pre-experiment clean water flux, accuracy of the 
calculated to measured permeate volume data and the actual measured permeate 
volume collected by the end of each experiment is contained in Table (7.2).
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0.1 363 0.2 * 21.8
0.5 363 0.2 24.5
1.0 350 1.0 26.2
1.5 358 1.3 26.0
2.0 350 1.3 25.6
2.5 338 1.6 25.0
3.0 341 1.4 25.2
3.5 343 1.8 24.1
4.0 350 -0.4 24.8
5.0 350 -1.7 20.4
* Data from this file became corrupted and was extrapolated beyond 120 minutes.
7.6 Optimised Backflush Duration
The results from two similar sets of backflushing experiments have been put forward to 
highlight the merits of the on-line backflush optimisation software. Both sets of 
experiments observed the repeatability criteria in that, each series was completed 
within five days of starting, and the clean water flux measurements before each 
experiment varied by less than 20 l.m"2.hr'1.baf1.
In the first set the range of fixed duration spanned 0.0 to 5.0 sec., with a 20 sec. period 
for forward filtration. In the second set the same forward filtration time was observed, 
but the fixed duration spanned only to 0.5 sec. The reason for this was to test the 
repeatability criteria on three consecutive optimised backflush experiments.
Figure (7.10) shows a summary of the results contained in Figures (7.11) and (7.12). 
Each point denotes the measured and calculated permeate volume for a specific 
backflush duration. The bold green line denotes the measured permeate volume for 
the experiment in which the optimised backflush duration option was selected by the 
operator. The span of this line refers to the range of backflush duration which the 
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Fig. (7.10): Series 1; yeast fouling experiments with backflushing and backflush optimisation.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231; experiment time: 120 mins.
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Fig. (7.11a): A fixed backflush duration experiment. (Series 1).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
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Fig. (7.11b): A fixed backflush duration experiment. (Series 1).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
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Fig. (7.11c): A fixed backflush duration experiment. (Series 1).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
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Fig. (7.11d): A fixed backflush duration experiment. (Series 1).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
backflush duration: 0.1 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
Figure (7.12a) shows the flux and permeate volume profiles for the backflush 
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Fig. (7.12a): An optimised backflush duration experiment. (Series 1).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
backflush duration: optimised; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
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At the time of writing this thesis there remained one unresolved error with the backflush 
software. This centred on an accumulating floating point error for the case of 
backflushing utilising the optimisation algorithm. Figure (7.12b) most graphically 
highlights the impact this had on the on-line backflux calculation and subsequent net 
flux calculation. The same problem had been successfully eliminated from the fixed 
duration option of the software. It was considered important to highlight this error in the 
software as it accounts for a large part of the deviation between the on-line and 
measured net flux values in Figure (7.12a). Also for this reason, the net flux profiles 
shown in Figures (7.12b) and (7.13b) are shown in purple because here, these are in 
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Fig. (7 .12b ): An optimised backflush duration experiment. (Series 1).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
backflush duration: optimised; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
Data referring to Series 1 pre-experiment clean water flux, the accuracy of the on-line 
permeate volume data and values for the measured permeate volume collected after 
120 minutes can be found in Table (7.3).
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0.0 338 5.4 4.4
0.1 338 0.5 5.9
0.5 346 -1.1 5.8
1.0 338 -2.3 5.6
2.0 334 -4.7 5.8
3.0 334 -8.9 6.3
5.0 331 -12.7 4.8
Auto-flush 336 -5.6 6.8
The second set of experiments was carried out on a different batch of yeast. Figure 
(7.13a) summarises the results from the individual experiments. Figure (7.13b) shows 
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Fig. (7.13a): Series 2; yeast fouling experiments with backflushing and backflush optimisation.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
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Fig. (7.13b): An optimised backflush duration experiment. (Series 2).
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
backflush duration: optimised; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
Once again the software error on optimised backflush and net flux is in evidence. So 
as with Figure (7.12b) the net flux profile in figure (7.13b) uses the measured data and 
not the calculated values. The pre-experiment clean water flux, the accuracy of the on­
line permeate volume data and the relative deviation of the experiments in Series 2 can 
be found in Table (7.4).














0.0 348 46.3 2.64
0.1 346 -0.2 5.63
0.1 355 0.2 5.42
0.5 343 -0.4 5.02
Auto-flush 350 1.0 6.73
Auto-flush 363 -0.3 6.88
Auto-flush 363 1.4 7.02
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7.7 Characteristics Of The Optimised Backflush
The backflush software was developed with two parallel aims in mind.
1. It should optimise backflush duration on-line.
2. The software should be a useful tool for off-line backflush analysis.
This section looks at backflush information generated during the second of three 
optimised backflush experiments listed in Table (7.4).
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Fig. (7.14): Variation of the optimised backflush duration with experiment time.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 363 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
Owing to the scatter of data points, particularly over the first thirty minutes, a cubic 
spline was applied to the raw data to assist later analysis.
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At the opening of this chapter it was remarked that during a routine experiment an 
observation was made that would set the direction for the thesis. It was observed that 
during any backflush duration the feed and retentate pressure gauges would react in a 
first or second order manner to a step input in permeate pressure. Figures (7.15a, b & 
c) show the deviation of the retentate pressure transducer measurements, for specific 
optimised backflush durations at different moments during the above mentioned 
experiment.
Figure (7.15a) shows the backflush retentate deflection after just 20 seconds of the 
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Fig. (7.15a): Variation in retentate pressure during a single optimised backflush.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 363 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 





















Fig. (7.15b): Variation in retentate pressure during a single optimised backflush.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 363 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 


















Fig. (7.15c): Variation in retentate pressure during a single optimised backflush.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 363 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231; run time: 2 hrs 25 min.
Figure (7.16) shows the time varying feed pressure before backflushing, the peak feed 
pressure during the optimised backflush, and the net increase in backflush feed 
pressure attributed to backflushing.
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Fig. (7.16): Variation of feed pressure before and during optimised backflushing
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 363 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231.
7.8 Interpretation Of The Yeast Backflushing Results
7.8.1 calibration analysis
Two relationships were developed to calculate on-line backflux. The first method was 
based on a polynomial expansion in terms of backflush transmembrane pressure; see 
Figure (7.3). The second method was an indirect linear relationship that first required 
the forward flux value immediately prior to backflushing in order to calculate the 
backflush transmembrane pressure. Subsequently the backflux was calculated via use 
of the first method; see Figure (7.4). For both of these methods the respective 
correlation coefficients were consistently greater than 0.9. These were considered to 
be suitably good statistical correlations. Wherever the software found it possible to 
calculate backflux using only the pressure transducer measurements, then this was 
done. Only where there was insufficient backflush duration to take transducer 
measurements was the forward flux relationship invoked.
The above backflux measurement techniques were considered as peripheral within this 
project and not studied beyond the scope of their use.
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7.8.2 testing the validity of the repeatability criteria
The repeatability criteria was defined in Chapter 5 to allow qualitative remarks to be 
made about experiments done over a certain number of days. The experiments in 
Chapter 5 were done using yeast, but excluded backflushing. The experiments shown 
in Section 7.4 introduced the dimension of backflushing to test whether the criteria was 
still applicable.
Three sets of experiments were undertaken. The first looked at three identical 
backflushing experiments with a span of six days between the first and third 
experiment; see Figure (7.5a). The second set spanned 21 days; Figure (7.5b). The 
third set examined yeast of the same relative age but coming from different blocks; 
Figure (7.5c).
Table (7.4) contains repeatability criteria data for the above set of three backflushing 
experiments.




15 min. 120 min.
Max. % Permeate 
Volume Deviation at 
120 minutes.
Max. Deviation in 
Clean Water Flux
(l.m'2.hr1.bar'1)
7.5a 6.5 * 1.8 3.7 20.0
7.5b 16.1 5.1 39.2 20.0
7.5c 32.7 18.8 45.0 20.0
* At 20 minutes the maximum net measured flux deviation was 0.1 l.m'2. hr'1.
Of the three sets of results, that shown in Figure (7.5a) most closely conforms to the 
repeatability criteria. The only point on which it failed was where the maximum flux 
deviation was greater than 2 l.m'2 hr'1 after fifteen minutes. It should also be noted that 
the same experiment was conducted one day outside the arbitrarily defined five day 
cut-off.
Clearly more work is required before any such criteria can have actual validity. But this 
information adds strength to a call for some kind of repeatability criteria. For now it 
shall be assumed that the definition as stated in Chapter 5 shall hold for yeast fouling, 
with and without backflushing.
The repeatability criteria restated:
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The criteria for experimental repeatability.
Within any five consecutive days, two identical experiments shall yield less than 5% or 
200 ml difference in collected permeate volume over 2 hours. The permissible
deviation in flux profile shall be less than 2 l.m'2.hr1 after the first 15 minutes. And 
finally, the clean water flux shall be the same ± 20 l.m'2.hr1.bar1 before every 
experiment
7.8.3 accuracy of the backflush software
In Section 7.5 a series of experiments were introduced, the purpose of which was to 
test the accuracy of the backflush software. Each experiment lasted 450 minutes and 
in that set, different fixed backflush durations were declared.
The maximum deviation between measured and calculated permeate volume after 450 
minutes was 1.7%; see Table (7.2). This occurred for the case of 5 seconds backflush 
duration, with 20 seconds backflush interval. Such a deviation was considered to be 
within the boundaries for experimental error, notionally taken to be 3% deviation.
Figures (7.7a), (7.8a) and (7.9a) show very close agreement between both the on-line 
and measured data, supporting Table (7.2). In fact, for the worst case (5 seconds 
backflush duration) the correlation coefficient was 1.0.
The experiments depicted throughout Section 7.5 utilised the software in its time 
averaging format. Data was averaged on a per minute basis over the first 30 minutes 
and thereafter every 5 minutes.
7.8.4 analysis of the fixed duration backflush profiles
Where Figures (7.7a), (7.8a) and (7.9a) say something to the reader about the 
accuracy of the on-line software, Figures (7.7b), (7.8b) and (7.9b) provide information 
about the nature of backflushing within the system. For further discussion, the 
comments overleaf should be compared to those made by the groups of Rodgers and 
Sparks, and Robert Davis, contained in Chapter 2.
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1. The average backflux was consistently greater than the forward flux.
Figures (7.7b), (7.8b) and (7.9b) clearly show that backflux either exceeded 
forward flux or was equal to it for much of the experiment. The membrane 
shell-side contained no particulate material to act as a secondary membrane. 
Therefore it was assumed that having dissipated any cake / gel material from 
the membrane feed-side surface, the backflux from there on was going to be 
comparable to or exceed the forward flux. This of course is a very simple view 
of what was occurring.
2. Adsorptive fouling affects backflux as well as forward flux.
As the average forward flux decayed over time, so the average backflux 
decayed. Backflushing displaced material mechanically held at the membrane 
surface as a result of forward flux convective forces. Of that material, it did not 
remove that which was chemically adsorbed to the surface and pore walls. 
Adsorptive fouling is therefore one that should be considered in advance of 
proposing any method for flux improvement.
3. High backflush durations equated to high average forward fluxes.
On examining the flux profiles in Figures (7.7b), (7.8b), (7.9b), plus others like 
them, it became evident that experiments with a high backflush duration 
experienced higher average forward fluxes in the early parts of those 
experiments. It did not however follow that such results led to higher net flux 
values. This is because the higher forward fluxes were off-set by higher 
average backflux values. As inference between experiments was not 
necessarily valid for Figures (7.7), (7.8) and (7.9), no more will be said at this 
time. Instead this point will be picked up later in the chapter.
4. A flux anomaly that repeated itself in a number of experiments.
There was an anomaly that appeared in a number of backflush experiments 
contained in this chapter. It can be seen most vividly in Figure (7.7b). The 
curious plateau in flux profiles around the hour mark was one that could not be 
explained away. It was reminiscent of that seen with DCL yeast in Chapter 5. 
Perhaps what was happening was a change in fouling distribution or the 
dominant mechanism at the membrane surface, it could equally have been an 
unforeseen experimental deviation, a batch characteristic, or something else.
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7.8.5 backflush volumetric throughput
Figures (7.7b), (7.8b) and (7.9b) give an indication of the rates of forward flux and of 
backflux, but not of the “actual” displacement per cycle or per unit time. Figures (7.17a, 
b & c) display the calculated permeate volumes displaced in both the forward and 
backflush directions on a time averaged basis. In this light the accuracy of the 
backflush software is most acutely put into focus.
The following figures offer an alternative way of viewing the data summarised in Table
(7.2). Figure (7.17a) shows the displacement profiles for the case of 5 seconds 
backflush duration. Figure (7.17b) is that for 3 seconds backflush duration and Figure 
(7.17c) is that of 1 second backflush duration. Again, inference between the different 
graphs is not advised on this occasion owing to non-conformity to the repeatability 
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Fig. (7.17a): Backflush experiment permeate volume displacement.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 350 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
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Fig. (7.17b): Backflush experiment permeate volume displacement.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 341 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C + 
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Fig. (7.17c): Backflush experiment permeate volume displacement.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 350 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; backflush duration: 1 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; Reynolds N° = 231.
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It was earlier stated that the above experiments were run using the time averaged 
format of the backflush software. This version calculated the average forward, 
backward and net permeate volume data, but only recorded the net volume data to 
disk. To generate Figures (7.17a, b & c) it was necessary to calculate off-line the 
average forward and backward values based on a ratio of the backflush interval and 
duration per fixed unit time. This has resulted in slightly less accurate displacement 
data than was derived by the on-line software. This is because the software 
administered a variable unit time length. For the example of 5 sec. backflush duration, 
Figure (7.17a), the off-line calculation of net permeate volume at 450 minutes is 19.46 
L, the software derived equivalent was 20.04 L and that physically measured was 
20.39 L.
Table (7.5) summarises the volume displacement data contained in Figures (7.17) at 
450 minutes.
Table (7.5): A comparison of net and total permeate volume displacement.
Duration * 
(sec)
Permeate Volume Displacement (L) **
Forward Backward Net Total
1 27.45 1.15 26.34 28.6
3 30.36 5.32 25.58 35.68
5 28.15 8.69 20.03 36.84
* Backflush interval: 20 seconds.
** Volume displacement data was generated by the method outlined for Figures (7.17).
By the method used to calculate data in Table (7.5), the case for 1 second backflush 
duration delivered 26.34 L net permeate volume over 450 minutes. For 3 seconds 
duration, 30.36 L of permeate were generated in the forward direction alone. Whilst for 
5 seconds duration, 36.84 L of permeate were displaced in total. Somewhere between 
these three values, of perhaps greater, lies the true potential for flux enhancement. 
The question to be asked is whether optimised backflushing is the technique to unlock 
that potential.
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7.8.6 analysis of the optimised backflush profiles
The following may be said of Series 1 and 2 optimised backflush experiments.
1. Optimised backflushing out performed fixed duration backflushing.
In Series 1 the optimised backflush experiment produced 155% or 2.4 L more 
permeate in 2 hours than the case without backflushing. It also produced 0.5 L 
more permeate than the best fixed duration experiment. In Series 2 the 
optimised experiments produced on average 260% or 4.24 L more permeate 
than the unbackflushed experiment. Comparison with the best fixed duration 
backflush would not be valid on this occassion owing to the lack of range in 
fixed backflush duration.
A comparison of Figures (7.11a - d) and Figure (7.12b) shows the rate of net 
flux decreasing most slowly for the case of optimised backflushing. A break­
down of this information is provided in Section (7.8.7).
2. Long backflush durations resulted in higher forward flux measurements.
In Series 1 the forward flux remained consistently higher for 3 and 5 seconds 
fixed duration than it was for the optimised duration. Presumably the 
explanation given by Redkar et al. (1996) applies. They attributed this to the 
refiltering of a layer of clean liquor above the membrane surface after long 
backflush durations. This author is not quite so certain about the strength of 
such an assertion, but can offer no better explanation.
3. Optimised backflush duration functioned regardless of batch characteristics.
The automated software was able to maximise net flux regardless of the 
physical characteristics of the yeast suspension in the range observed. A 
comparison of figures (7.10) and (7.13a) show the different suspension batches 
to have produced different permeate volumes over the same span of fixed 
duration. Regardless of this, the software maximised net flux and the collected 
permeate volume. To understand why this should be the reader is referred to 
Sections (7.7) and (7.8.8).
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The magnitude of the ‘percent measured to computed volume difference’ data of Table
(7.3) would imply that the backflux calibration was in need of re-calibration. Values in 
excess of 3% could not be tolerated from an operating point of view. So prior to Series 
2 experiments a re-calibration was performed. In addition, something that should be 
noted when addressing the calibration validity is the operation of the turbine flow-meter. 
Below 25 l.m'2.hr'\ forward flux values fall below the linear fit for this instrument. Also, 
any air entrainment would render its operation as chaotic.
7.8.7 optimised backflush volumetric throughput
Figures (7.18a - c) show Series 1 volumetric displacement profiles for 5 and 3 seconds 
fixed backflush duration and the optimised backflush experiment.
In keeping with remarks made in previous sections it is clear that those experiments 
where long backflush durations were applied, showed higher forward displacement 
volumes than for example the optimised duration example. What is also clear is that 
there is a correspondingly high backward permeate flow associated with prolonged 
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Fig. (7.18a): Backflush experiment permeate volume displacement: Series 1.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 331 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
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Fig. (7.18b): Backflush experiment permeate volume displacement: Series 1.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 334 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
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Fig. (7.18c): Backflush experiment permeate volume displacement: Series 1.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 336 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ±
1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; backflush duration: 5 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; Reynolds N° = 231.
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Table (7.6) summarises the volume displacement data contained in Figures (7.18) at 
120 minutes. What is striking is the small volume of permeate lost as back-permeate 
over the 2 hour optimised backflushing experiment. As a percentage of the total 
volume displaced only 3.5% was lost as backflush. What this information does is to 
counter the commonly laid claim that backflushing is an inefficient use of permeate on 
ultrafiltration systems.
Table (7.6): A comparison of net and total permeate volume displacement: Series 1 experiemts.
Duration * 
(sec)
Permeate Volume Displacement (L)
Forward Backward Net Total
5 ** 7.19 1.98 5.21 9.17
3 ** 7.98 1.34 6.64 9.32
Auto-flush *** 7.01 0.26 6.75 7.27
* Backflush interval: 20 seconds.
** Volume displacement data was generated by the method outlined for Figures (7.17).
*** Calculated using measured net permeate and forward flowmeter transducer measurements.
7.8.8 analysis of optimised backflush characteristics
Figure (7.14) shows the variation in optimised backflush duration with respect to 
experiment run time. It is clear that during the first 20 minutes the duration was longer 
than over the remainder of the experiment. What is also noteworthy is that optimised 
backflush duration was effective without substantially prolonged duration, a feature that 
was shown to be detrimental in the extended duration experiments of Series 1.
Figures (7.15a, b & c) show the variation in retentate pressure during individual 
optimised backflush durations. It can be seen that the response profiles are more 
characteristic of second order aperiodic functions than the originally perceived first 
order function. However, the difference is only marginal. The software models the 
response as first order and it will be shown later that this is a suitable approximation for 
practical on-line use.
The question arises as to whether the retentate response functions are a characteristic 
of the membrane itself or one of interaction with its environment. It is probable that the 
latter of the two is the more pertenant answer. In support of this position one must 
compare backflushing a yeast suspension system to that of backflushing a pure water 
system.
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No results have been presented showing optimised backflushing of a pure water 
system. The reason is simple. Water does not foul the membrane. As such, 
whenever backflushing this system was attempted the optimisation software failed to 
record any data. The retentate response to a step input in permeate pressure was a 
near instantaneous increase towards that of the permeate pressure. The response 
was so quick that the software detected no rate of change in transducer readings 
during this phase. Consequently, backflushing continued indefinitely until the operator 
crashed from the program before the backflush reservoir became depleated of 
permeate. Exiting the program meant that no data was recorded for the backflush 
duration of the run-time. Figure (7.19) shows pictorially the difference between 
backflushing a water and a yeast suspension system.
Retentate - WaterPermeate
Retentate - Yeast Suspension
Optimised Backflush Duration
Fig. (7.19): Pictoral representation of backflushing a pure water and a yeast suspension system.
To develop this further one must plot the change in response function gain and time 
constant(s) with respect to experiment run-time. In so doing one must consider 
whether it was justified that the software model the on-line data as first order in 
preference to a second order aperiodic function.
Any first order system can be described by the following differential equation.
ai - j t +ao-y=b-f(t)
where a0 and b are constants, y is the output or measured variable and t is time.
By taking the Laplace Transformation of both sides one obtains;
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— • sy(s) + y(s) = — . f(s) 
a 0 a 0
where ai / a0 is commonly known as the time constant V  and b / a0 is referred to as the 
system gain ‘K’.
For a step input of magnitude A in permeate pressure;
f (t) = 0 V t < 0
f(t) = A V t> 0
The Laplace Transformation of f(t) for t > 0 is: f(s) = A / s.
Rearranging the above one obtains the following in the real-imaginary domain.
/ x K.A y(s) = -----------
'  s(ts + 1)
The inverse Laplace Transformation yields the following in the time domain.
y(t) = K.A.(1 - e ’ t /T ) Equ.(7.1)
Figure (7.20) shows the raw data from Figure (7.15a) along side the calculated first 
order response function of Equation (7.1). The coefficient of determination between 
the measured and calculated values was 0.98, which statistically at least supports this 
approach. The alternative would have been to model the data as second order 
aperiodic. To solve this on-line by either the Percent Incomplete Method or the 
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Fig. (7.20): A backflush comparison for a step input in permeate pressure.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 363 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231; run time: 20 sec.
For practical software purposes the use of a first order function was considered 
acceptable. Next, the change in system gain and time constant with respect to 
experiment run-time are evaluated.
The steady state gain K’ is a measure of a system’s steady state response, in this 
case to a step input. It is derived from a consideration of the system response as time 
approaches infinity.
yss = Jim K .A .(1 -e  ' )
t-> o o
y
And upon rearranging for t —> oo: K = Equ.(7.2)
n
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Fig. (7.21): Graph showing the variation of backflush retentate gain with experiment run-time.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 363 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231; run time: 20 sec.
Each point on the above graph refers to the gain value for an individually recorded 
backflush step response. Note, only the first data point of each time period was 
committed to disk. Starting with a clean membrane the value of gain decreases as 
fouling increases.
Of the methods available to calculate the time constant x, that chosen for 
computational ease stems from a consideration of y(t) at t = x.
y(t)t=t = K.A.(1 - e ' T/T)
y = 0.63.K.A Equ.(7.3)
Hence x was easy to evaluate on-line from a look-up vector through use of Equation
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Fig. (7.22): Graph showing the variation of backflush retentate time constant with experiment run-time.
Concentration: 50 g/l (hydrated format); cwf (before): 363 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 
1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; air pressure: 24 psi; feed Reynolds N° = 231; run time: 20 sec.
Taken in context with Figures (7.14), (7.15a - c) and (7.21) it becomes understandable 
that as the effective gain decreases over the course of an experiment, so the time to 
reach 63% of the steady state value should decrease as a result.
For a clean membrane one could imagine applying Equation (7.1) to a hypothetical 
backflush at the start of an experiment. Under these conditions the gain would 
approach unity and the time constant approach zero. Clearly this would imply that the 
time constant would have to increase quickly before decreasing according to Figure 
(7.22). This is of course hypothetical because to backflush a clean membrane would, 
as with a pure water system, result in an aborted experiment.
it is clear from the above analysis that the mechanism adopted for backflush 
termination is a self-tuning and effective means of back permeate minimisation. It is 
also allied to the practical removal of permeate resistance, both in the backflush and 
forward permeate flow directions. Much beyond this duration one might consider it to 
be a waste of energy and resources.
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7.9 Conclusions
This research project stemmed from a single observation. The previous chapters have
all contributed to provide a platform for the results contained in this chapter, that of on­
line optimised backflush duration. The following comments refer to that development.
1. Backflux was successfully measured using a calibration between the backflush 
TMP and the time to empty a fixed volume reservoir. The calibration was based 
on a polynomial function that was adapted for on-line use.
2. Net permeate flux and permeate volume were calculated on-line using the 
backflush calibration. The calibration was tested and compared to measured 
data for an array of fixed backflush durations. The most stringent test was to 
apply 5 sec. backflush duration and 20 sec. interval. The recorded deviation 
was only 1.7%. This was suitable for practical application.
3. The optimum period of backflush duration was described by a first order 
relationship between retentate pressure and time. In one series of experiments 
the optimised duration produced 155% more permeate than that without 
backflushing and 7% more than the best fixed duration experiment. In a second 
series, optimised backflush duration produced over 260% more permeate than 
the case without backflushing. And during the course of any experiment the 
optimised duration changed as the overall resistance changed.
4. Optimised backflush duration dispells the claim that backflushing ultrafiltration 
systems is an inefficient use of permeate. For the experiments analysed, only 
3.5% of the total volume displaced was passed in the reverse direction.
5. Rodgers and Sparks, and Redkar and Davis were right to apply backpulsing to 
improve net permeate flux (see Section 2.4). For example, in one series of 
experiments a backpulse duration of 0.1 sec. delivered a 100% increase in net 
permeate volume collected over that without backpulsing. However, the on-line 
optimised backflush duration delivered 22% more permeate.
6. It may be that a rate or magnitude change of flux could act as an on-line 
mechanism to terminate forward filtration and instigate optimised backflush 
duration. This would be technically simple to put into place and would allow 
complete period optimisation.
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CHAPTER EIGHT - BACKFLUSHING OF ACTIVATED SLUDGE
8.1 Introduction
Following the successful application of the optimised backflush software to a model 
yeast suspension the same software was then applied to the target suspension, 
activated sludge. From the analysis of optimised backflushing in Chapter 7 it was 
evident that the mechanism of cake / gel disentrainment from the membrane surface 
was an important function governing the time required for optimised backflush duration. 
This chapter takes results from a single set of activated sludge backflush experiments 
to contrast and develop the software performance for future study. First, a summary of 
the section headings.
Section 8.2 - Backflushing Activated Sludge. Presents data referring to the 
backflushing of activated sludge.
Section 8.3 - Characteristics Of The Optimised Backflush. Presents analytical data 
from the backflush software, characterising optimised duration.
Section 8.4 - Interpretation Of The Activated Sludge Backflushing. This section 
contains analysis of all the backflushing experiments
Section 8.5 * Conclusbns. Summarises the results from backflushing activated 
sludge and states how on-line optimised backflush duration may 
successfully be applied to this system.
8.2 Backflushing Activated Sludge
The activated sludge used was pre-secondary clarified activated sludge taken from a 
local sewage treatment works. Analysis of the bacterial activity within the sludge can 
be found in Appendix 3. Analysis of the dissolved solids was not undertaken.
Figures (8.1a - e) show the results of five backflush experiments taken from a single 
series of experiments. The backflush duration spans up to 1 second and includes the 
optimised duration experiment. The graphs are similar to those shown in Chapter 7. 
They detail the net measured and computed flux and permeate volume data collected 
over a 2 hour period. The experiments conform to the repeatability criteria in all but the 
consistency of the clean water flux measurement. However, an arbitrary cut-off date 
had not been evaluated for activated sludge at that time.
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Fig. (8.1a): Activated sludge fouling without backflushing.
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); cwf (before): 333 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 
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Fig. (8.1b): Backflush experiment on an activated sludge media.
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); cwf (before): 333 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; 
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Fig. (8.1c): Backflush experiment on an activated sludge media.
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight): cwf (before): 333 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; 
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Fig. (8.1 d ): Backflush experiment on an activated sludge media..
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); cwf (before): 422 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature. 20 °C ± 1 °C; 
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Fig. (8.1e): Backflush experiment on an activated sludge media.
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); cwf (before): 399 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C + 1 °C; 
backflush interval: 20 sec; backflush duration: optimised; air pressure: 24 psi; Reynolds N° = 231.
It can be seen from the graphs that backflushing an activated sludge suspension 
produced a different result to that obtained from a yeast suspension. Data referring to 
pre-experiment clean water flux and the accuracy of the on-line information over 120 
minutes can be found in Table (8.1).














0.0 333 0.8 5.7
0.1 333 -0.7 5.4
0.5 333 3.2 1.9
1.0 422 -30.5 5.1
Auto-flush 399 — 2.5*
* A level sensor failure caused the premature abortion of this experiment after 30 
minutes. The figure quoted was extrapolated from data at the end of the experiment.
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8.3 Characteristics Of The Optimised Backflush
Having applied the optimised backflush software and obtained lower net flux and 
permeate volume measurements than the experiment without backflushing, it became 
important that to show credible grounds for any future development of the software.
Figure (8.2) shows the variation of optimised backflush duration with respect to 
experiment run time. Particular attention should be paid to the unexpected increase in 























Fig. (8.2): Variation of the optimised backflush duration with experiment time.
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); cwf (before): 399 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; 
backflush interval: 20 sec; backflush duration: optimised; air pressure: 24 psi; Reynolds N° = 231.
Figures (8.3a - c) show the change in retentate pressure during optimised backflushing 
at experiment elapse times 1,13 and 22 minutes, respectively. Figure (8.3b) has been 
deliberately included because it holds information of special interest.
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Fig. (8.3a): Variation in retentate pressure during a single optimised backflush
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); cwf (before): 399 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; 
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Fig. (8.3b): Variation in retentate pressure during a single optimised backflush.
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); cwf (before): 399 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; 
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Fig. (8.3c): Variation in retentate pressure during a single optimised backflush.
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); cwf (before): 399 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; 
backflush interval: 20 sec; backflush duration: optimised; air pressure: 24 psi; Reynolds N° = 231.
Due the unexpected blip at 13 minutes in Figure (8.2) and the irregular profile of Figure 
(8.3b), two more experiments were done. Figure (8.4a) shows 3 sec. backflush 
duration with 60 sec. interval and Figure (8.4b) shows an optimised duration with 20 
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Fig. (8.4a): Real-time backflushing experiment on an activated sludge media.
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 60 sec; 
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Fig. (8.4b): Real-time optimised backflushing experiment on an activated sludge media.
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; backflush interval: 20 sec; 
backflush duration: optimised; air pressure: 24 psi; Reynolds N° = 231; analogue sample interval: 2 sec.
8.4 Interpretation Of The Activated Sludge Backflushing Results
8.4.1 analysis of the fixed duration backflush experiments
The activated sludge used was not pre-filtered prior to any of the experiments in this 
chapter. It was fluffy in appearance with trace plastic debris. During the experiments 
with zero and 0.1 sec. backflush duration nothing dissimilar to the yeast experiments of 
Chapter 7 was observed. However, during certain other experiments it was noted how 
long dense slithers of activated sludge would peel out of the membrane module after 
backflushing. These slithers appeared to be up to 10cm in length and 1mm across. 
Such observations are consistent with those made by other researchers who have 
applied membranes to activated sludge in laminar cross-flow conditions; eg. Tardieu et 
al. (1998).
Figure (8.5) attempts to show what may have been happening in the core of the 
membrane lumen. Four views have been presented, with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th slides 
attempting to depict the fouling layer under different backflush conditions. Figure (8.5) 
and the following comments have been put forward to provoke debate over the 
mechanisms of detatchment of activated sludge from the membrane surface.
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1. Backflush duration was ineffective in the range 0.1 -1.0 second.
From the data in Section 8.2 it is clear that the experiments with zero and 0.1 
sec. backflush duration were superficially consistent with those in Chapter 7. 
What is also clear is that unlike the experiments in Chapter 7, backflushing in 
the range 0.1 to 1.0 sec. yielded no improvement in net flux compared to the 
base flux without backflushing.
For the case of 0.5 sec. backflush duration and of automated backflushing the 
flux decline was striking from the onset. Rather than improving flux, 
backflushing acted to the detriment of net flux. With additional reference to 
Figure (8.2) one can see that the average automated backflush duration was 
around 0.75 sec. So perhaps there was a window between 0.1 and 1.0 sec. 
where backflushing somehow intensified cake fouling.
Figure (8.1d), the figure for 1.0 sec. backflush duration, shows an improved flux 
profile compared to Figures. (8.1b, c & e). But this was still poorer than the 
case without backflushing.
One possible explanation for what was happening is that without backflushing 
the convective transport of cells to the membrane surface reduced as the 
permeate rate decreased, and formed a loose cake. This loose arrangement 
still permitted a reasonable flux through the membrane. The cake may also 
have been consistent enough not to have been affected by the backshock 
imparted by repeated 0.1 sec. backflushing. See Figure (8.5) view ii.
Between 0.1 and 1.0 sec. backflush duration, only a momentary flux 
improvement took place as a result of backflushing. This can be seen in the 
plot of optimised backflush duration, Figure (8.4b). Such intermediate duration 
backflushing may have had the affect of disturbing but not removing the cake 
from the vicinity of the membrane surface. See Figure (8.5) view iii. On 
resumption of forward permeation this partially removed cake was quickly 
drawn back to the membrane surface. However, with each successive 
backflush, the cake compacted further and became less permeable.
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i) A Clean Membrane ii) Dense Cake Fouling
iii) Intermediate Backflushing iv) Extended Backflushing
Fig. (8.5 ): Portrayal of activated sludge removal with respect to backflush duration.
Figure (8.1d) shows data for 1.0 sec. duration. The permeate volume collected 
after two hours was within 0.6 L of the experiment without backflushing. It is 
also the experiment where the presence of dense filaments of sludge were first 
observed to slough from the membrane after backflushing. Looking at the 
terminal net flux values from Figures (8.1a) and (8.1d) one can see that with 1.0 
sec. duration, the permeate rate was higher than that without backflushing. It 
may therefore be that beyond a critical backflush duration the fouling layer 
becomes completely detached from the membrane surface and is easily swept 
out of the module, post backflushing. See Figure (8.5) view iv. The experiment 
shown in Figure (8.4a) was subsequently done to test the idea that backflushing 
beyond the critical duration produced cake sloughing and higher forward flux 
values. The net flux measurement was not taken.
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2. Adsorptive fouling was low for the activated sludge suspension.
Figure (8.4a) highlights an interesting point. For the forward flux to have been 
as high as 90 l.m'2 hr'1 after more than 2 hours, including this experiment, 
indicates that for this activated sludge sample there was less adsorptive fouling 
than occurred with the live yeast medium. This should come as little surprise 
because pre-clarified activated sludge from a sequential batch reactor should 
be low in dissolved organic solids. In addition the bacteria themselves exist in a 
low growth state, tending not to secrete much polymeric material into the 
wastewater. Under these conditions one could expect cake resistance to 
dominate and there to be real potential for flux enhancement through some form 
of backflushing.
3. The original backflush calibration may not apply to activated sludge.
Referring to Table (8.1) the deviation between measured and calculated 
permeate volume for 1.0 sec. backflush duration was in excess of 30%. In fact, 
barring the experiment without backflushing, the remaining experiments were all 
probably prone to error. Only in the case for 1.0 sec. duration was the flux of 
sufficient magnitude or the duration of sufficient length to highlight this. At the 
end of the day the backflush calibration was a useful tool and one that should 
always be tested before applying it to any system.
4. Backflushing with activated sludge may have cleaned the membrane.
After three years of progressively improving the membrane clean water flux by 
essentially chemical means it can be seen from Table (8.1) how as a result of 
backflushing with activated sludge the clean water flux value for the first time 
exceeded 400 l.m'2.hr 1.bar'1. The explanation given for this is that the activated 
sludge when compacted on to the membrane surface may have picked up dirt 
that had previously proven stubborn to remove. When the sludge became 
detached so did the dirt. For this to be shown to have been the case a longer 
term study should be undertaken. If correct it could prove to be a useful 
mechanical means of cleaning fouled hollow fibre membranes. The application 
of an inert cake wouldn’t replace chemical cleaning, but it could compliment it.
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8.4.2 modelling flux decline
Figure (8.1a) represents the case of membrane fouling with activated sludge without 
the application of backflushing. For this the model of Field et al. (1995) may be applied 
to ascertain the dominant fouling mechanism in the same way as was done in Chapter





12020 40 60 80 1000
Time (min)
• Net Flux —  n = 0 — n = 1 n = 1.5 n = 2
Fig. (8.6): The model of Field et al. (1995) applied to activated sludge without backflushing.
Concentration: 1.2 g/l (dry weight); cwf (before): 333 l/m2/hr/bar; TMP: 9 psi; temperature: 20 °C ± 1 °C; 
No Backflushing; Reynolds N° = 231.
Table (8.2): Ancillary data relating to backflush experiments for an activated sludge media.
n k Coefficient of 
Determination
0 5.1 *10-7 hr.m4.!"2 0.982
1 3.8*10'5 m2.l'1 0.985
1.5 3.4*1 O'4 m.hf°5.r05 0.952
2 3.2*10‘3 h r1 0.895
Acknowledging that an equilibrium condition had not become established after 120 
min., Figure (8.6) would appear to indicate that cake fouling (n = 0) was the dominant 
fouling mechanism. This is roughly in line with the statistical analysis, though not 
entirely, and for reasons made clear in Chapter 6. This result supports observations 
and comments made about the presence of a dense cake at the membrane surface.
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8.4.3 analysis of the optimised backflush experiment
Figure (8.2) is an alternative view of Figure (8.1 e). Significantly it includes the 
optimised backflush duration data. These values were recorded at the start of each 
time averaged period. For the majority of the 30 minute experiment the optimised 
duration was below 1.0 second and the flux was low. However at 13 minutes there 
occurred an unexpected increase in the net measured and computed flux. When this 
was correlated with the optimised duration data it became clear that further 
investigation was necessary.
Figures (8.3a - c) are a repeat of similar graphs shown in Chapter 7 to depict the 
deflection of retentate pressure during optimised backflushing. The optimisation 
algorithm, for the sake of practical application, considered the retentate deflection to be 
first order. Based on that, the software was configured to take rapid backflush 
transducer measurements until there was less than 1% difference between two 
consecutive readings. On conforming to this the optimised backflush would terminate. 
This approach worked for the application to yeast backflushing.
Figure (8.3b) shows an interesting piece of information generated by the optimisation 
software for analytical purposes. In this figure there are two distinct regions. The 
region to 0.7 seconds is akin to Figure (8.3c). It is the author’s opinion that this 
threshold marks the position of partial cake removal, Figure (8.5) view iii. What may 
have happened here is that the criteria for backflush termination must not have been 
fulfilled and so the backflush continued into the second region. It is also considered 
that this region, 0.7 to 1.6 sec., represents removal of the dense cake layer, with 1.6 
sec. being the critical backflush duration at that time. As yet we do not know if this 
corresponds to the optimised backflush duration. It should be borne in mind that if 
irreversible fouling was low, then critical duration backflushing perhaps may serve only 
to puncture holes in the cake layer. Alternatively, beyond intermediate backflushing the 
whole cake layer may become increasingly unstable. These features should therefore 
be investigated further.
The above paragraph points to how the optimisation software may be reapplied to the 
case for activated sludge. The software may be reconfigured in any number of ways to 
establish the critical backflush duration. However, if it is to be applied again it will be 
necessary to accurately calculate the net flux value and arrive at a conclusion as to 
whether backflushing activated sludge is a worthwhile pursuit.
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8.5 Conclusions
It had previously been established during the backflushing a model yeast suspension, 
that the retentate pressure during reverse filtration followed a pseudo first order 
relationship with time. This was developed into a working piece of software that was 
subsequently applied to an activated sludge suspension. The conclusions which follow 
have been derived from the analysis of those experiments.
1. The optimum backflush duration for a yeast suspension within a polymeric 
hollow fibre ultratiltration membrane in laminar cross-flow followed a pseudo 
first order relationship between retentate pressure increase and time. The 
optimum, that which maximises forward and net flux, was found to be more 
complicated for activated sludge. It is thought that the function of retentate 
pressure deflection with time follows two contiguous functions; the first part 
being responsible for loosening the cake at the membrane surface and the 
second part causing full detachment. However, more research is necessary. In 
support of this the model of Field et al. (1995) was applied to the data without 
backflushing, this identified cake fouling as the dominant fouling mechanism.
2. Application of the on-line backflush optimisation software, as developed for
yeast suspensions, failed to return higher net permeate fluxes than the case 
without backflushing. The reason attributed stems from the mechanism of cake 
detachment described above. Upon applying a fixed backflush duration that 
exceed the critical duration for cake detachment, the forward flux increased 
significantly. This indicates that if the software were to be reconfigured to take 
account of the differing detachment mechanism, net flux could increase.
3. Unlike backpulsing, which considers fixed duration reverse filtration, on-line
optimised backflush duration has the potential to be applicable to both 
concentration polarisation and dense cake fouling within ultrafiltration
membrane systems. If it were to be incorporated into a methodology for
optimised forward filtration, the potential is there for global optimisation.
Membrane applications for waste water treatment currently suffer from relatively high 
capital and operating costs. Optimised backflushing represents a simple technique that 
has the potential to deliver high fluxes under laminar flow conditions. This would result 
in lower initial and replacement membrane costs, smaller installed pump motor sizes, 
lower running costs and a smaller footprint.
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CHAPTER NINE - CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
9.1 Conclusions
It was found that the measured variable describing the deviation in retentate pressure 
to a step input in permeate pressure during backflush ultrafiltration was different for a 
yeast suspension and a suspension of activated sludge. The yeast suspension caused 
a deviation which was quasi first order. For activated sludge the response was more 
complex. The difference between the two systems was attributed to the nature of cake 
fouling. Yeast fouling exhibited a high degree of irreversible fouling, but the cake was 
loose and easily depolarised. Activated sludge showed much less irreversible fouling, 
but the cake was dense and difficult to remove under laminar flow conditions. In the 
latter, the analysis was far less well developed but, short duration backpulsing was 
seen to be ineffective. Extended backflushing of greater than 1 second duration was 
observed to remove cake fouling. From the onset of backflushing up to a critical 
duration, which lay beyond an intermediate value, the retentate pressure response was 
possibly a contiguous function made from a pair of quasi first order responses. 
However, this was not confirmed.
It was postulated that an optimised backflush duration might exist near to the 
equilibrium of the retentate response function that would result in a maximum forward 
flux improvement at minimum permeate loss. This was tested using the yeast 
suspension as a model system. Two sets of experiments were done to compare fixed 
duration backflushing with an on-line optimised backflush duration. The first set tested 
fixed backflush duration ranging from 0.0 to 5.0 sec., with 20 sec. forward filtration. 
The variable optimised backflush duration was determined in real time. For this set the 
optimised duration produced 155% more permeate than that without backflushing and 
7% more than the best fixed duration experiment, which was set at 3.0 sec. In the 
second set the optimised duration produced 260% more permeate than the case 
without backflushing. The fixed duration experiments in this set were limited to 0.5 sec. 
The contrasting performance between the two sets of results was found to be due to 
the difference in quality between the different batches of fresh yeast used.
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A calibration was done to calculate backflux using the measured on-line backflush 
transmembrane pressure. The results were fitted to a sixth order polynomial function. 
Through this it was possible to undertake detailed analysis of the backflush operation. 
The accuracy of the on-line backflux calculation was the first feature to be tested. 
Experiments were done with different fixed backflush duration ranging between 0.1 to 
5.0 sec. and a fixed forward filtration time of 20 sec. Experiments lasted 450 minutes 
after which, measured and computed flux and permeate volume data were compared. 
The greatest deviation was for 5.0 sec. duration and this was 1.7% by volume.
For one optimised backflush experiment lasting 120 minutes it was found that only 
3.5% of total volume displaced was passed in the reverse direction. This dispels the 
claim that backflushing ultrafiltration membranes is an inefficient use of permeate. 
Furthermore, the optimised duration was a variable that decreased from 1.1 sec. down 
to around 0.65 sec. This broadly followed the trend of flux decline due to increased 
fouling. The backflux remained consistently higher than the corresponding forward flux 
for most of the experiments.
It was confirmed that the retentate response to a step increase in permeate pressure 
was suitably modelled using a first order function. This made on-line computation a 
simple task. However, the true function was more likely to be second order aperiodic.
On-line optimised backflush duration represents a complimentary development to 
backpulsing. Optimised backflush was found to be a variable; backpulsing is a short, 
sharp, shock of essentially fixed duration. Pervious authors were right to apply 
backpulsing to improve the net permeate flux for concentration polarisation and loose 
cake dominated fouling systems. In one series of experiments a backpulse duration of
0.1 sec. delivered a 100% increase in net permeate volume collected relative to that 
without. However, the on-line optimised backflush duration delivered 22% more. This 
without having optimised the forward filtration time.
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A series of backflush experiments using the activated sludge suspension were also 
done. The fixed backflush duration experiments ranged from 0.0 to 1.0 sec. with 20 
sec. forward filtration. Optimised backflushing using software configured for the yeast 
system produced less than half the permeate produced without backflushing. This was 
linked to the detachment mechanism of activated sludge from the membrane surface. 
Backflushing at or beyond 1.0 sec. duration was found to produce benefits in net flux. 
As a preliminary result, a single critical backflush duration for potentially optimum cake 
removal was found in the region of 1.8 sec. Cake removal and forward flux increase 
were associated with the observation of dense filaments of activated sludge sloughing 
from the membrane module after each backflush.
Understanding the feed side response to a step input in permeate pressure would 
seem to be important to the development of an optimised backflush protocol, certainly 
with respect to backflush duration. Not only that, but being derived from on-line 
transducer measurements makes this a universally applicable technique that is not 
reliant on measurements of diffusivity coefficients or membrane wall concentrations, 
etc. This could potentially be applied to full scale water treatment use or indeed any 
other application where flux enhancement was appropriate.
For water treatment there is a need to improve the productivity of current membrane 
bioreactors if they are to be economical. This research has developed a technique 
which may be on-line applicable, does not require turbulent flow conditions and has the 
potential to significantly improve net flux performance with minimum permeate re­
use. The knock-on benefits associated with this include much reduced initial and 
replacement membrane area costs, smaller installed pump motor sizes, smaller pipe 
sizes, lower overall capital and operating costs, a reduced footprint, etc.
The next step would be to integrate the optimised backflush duration with an optimised 
forward filtration time. This has been discussed by others.
As a final word on the practicalities of backflush research. Many authors have in the 
past conducted an exhaustive number of experiments to manipulate backflush duration 
and interval in the search for improved permeate yields. This work adds to those of a 
more considered nature to do away with such crude forms of research. But in addition, 
it has been shown that as the quality of a biological suspension changes, so the degree 
of fouling alters, as do the backflush characteristics. Taking this on board, factorial 
experiments would fall short of what may be required to establish a time varying 
optimum backflush protocol.
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9.2 Recommendations For Future Work
Considerable potential has been expressed in this research project for the application
of on-line optimised backflush duration to MBRs. The work is by no means complete,
and for the application to waste water treatment, more work needs to be done.
The following have been cited as worthy for further investigation.
1. The analysis of backflush retentate pressure variation to a step input in
permeate pressure was not fully developed for activated sludge during this
research. This work should be continued. It would be valuable to determine
whether cake detachment follows a two stage process and whether the 
optimum backflush duration is modelled by a different function to that for yeast.
2. Insufficient time remained at the end of commissioning the backflush software
to exhaustively test it on yeast and activated sludge suspensions. This should 
be remedied and more experiments done. In particular, variation of the forward 
filtration transmembrane pressure should be undertaken for the case of 
activated sludge. Owing to the relatively low amounts of adsorptive fouling 
indicated through certain results, this may deliver additional net flux benefits.
3. Certainly for yeast, the research has established the existence of a duration
optima based on the retentate response function to a step input in permeate
pressure. There would be merit in pursuing this with other systems, a) It would 
allow researchers an alternative tool for analysing fouling and concentration 
polarisation, b) Understanding the different mechanisms of detachment would 
facilitate the development of a universal backflush protocol.
4. The theoretical work by Rodgers and Sparks and of Redkar and Davis (see
Section 2.4) has been of considerable importance to the development of 
backflushing and flux enhancement generally. Their works have largely been 
concerned with the theoretical optimisation of the forward filtration phase. 
Account was taken of the backpulse duration, but really only to the extent of 
delivering the shortest duration physically realisable. The next step to the
present research should be to obtain a global optima which takes account of
optimised backflush duration. This might be achieved in a number of ways.
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Theoretical analysis of the forward filtration phase as considered by the 
above authors would require knowledge of diffusivity coefficients, boundary 
layer concentrations, etc. and would potentially be system specific. The 
use of a semi-empirical model such as that of Field et al. (1995) (see 
Chapter 7) should be investigated as a worthy alternative to analysing the 
periodic forward filtration phase.
Whatever the form the equations of forward filtration may take, these can 
be incorporated along with an equation representing backflux and 
optimisation theory applied. This could prove to be a powerful off-line tool 
in the search for a time varying global net flux optima.
Rather than undertaking the exhaustive approach of theoretical analysis it 
may be possible to apply a simple rate or magnitude flux change to 
terminate the forward filtration phase and commence backflushing. This 
may not have the rigor of the former, but it would be simple to apply 
industrially. An empirical equation could be generated off-line to form a set 
of equations to solve in the search for an optimum backflush protocol.
5. Scale-up may be a limiting consideration. Shell-side hydrodynamics in large 
bundles of polymeric hollow fibre modules may complicate the present method 
of finding a duration optima. This should be researched.
6. A more rigorous method of backflux measurement would be useful but not 
essential. The method used during this research project was based on a simple 
calibration and fitted to a polynomial function.
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APPENDIX 1 - MBR PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE 
A1.1 Introduction
This appendix lists the program used to control the membrane bioreactor and operate 
the automated backflushing protocol. A reasonable grasp of the programming 
language Turbo Basic is required to understand the workings of the program. Beyond 
that, annotated remarks have been inserted into the text to make the task easier.
A1.2 Program Listing
REM ****** Program Set-Up ******
REM Program to automate backflushing of the M.R.B.
REM Property of Dr Tom Amot
REM and
REM NAYAR ZAHIR




bypass$ = "N": meter$ = "F: choice$ = "Flux (l/mA2/hr)": membarea = 0.0929 
autbfrac = 1.00: durat = 0: autobackS = "N": temperat$ = "Y": testing$ = "N"
REM *Option to redefine default conditions.*
input "Do you wish to change default set-up conditions (Y/N) ? ", setup$
if setup$ = "Y" or setupS = "y" then
locate 5,1: input "Do you wish to execute the program test facility (Y/N) ? ", testingS 
print" "
print "You will need to record the data" 
delay 2
if testing$ = "y" then testingS = "Y"
els: locate 5,1: print "How do you wish to measure flux:” 
print" "
input "flowmeter (F) or permeate pressure calibration (P) ? ", meterS
select case meterS 
case ,,p"i,,p"
choices = "Indirect Flux (l/mA2/hr)" 
meterS = "P" 
case <> "P"
choices = "Flux (l/mA2/hr)" 
meterS = "F  
end select
els: locate 5,1: input "Do you wish to alter the proportion of auto-backflush completion (Y/N) 
? ", autbfracS 
select case autbfracS 
case "Y", "y" 
print" "
input "Enter a recovery value less than 1.00: ", autbfrac 
if autbfrac > 1.00 then autbfrac = 1.00 
autbfrac = int(100 * autbfrac) /100
195
end select
els: locate 5,1: input "Do you require feed stream membrane bypass during back-flushing
(Y/N) ? ", bypass$
if bypass$ = y  then bypass$ = "Y"
els: locate 5,1: input "Do you wish to record temperature throughout the experiment (Y/N) ? 
", temperat$
if temperat$ = "y" or temperat$ = "Y" then 
temperat$ = "Y" 
else




input "Press Enter to continue ", contin$ 




REM *Define operating parameters*
print "Experiments lasting 90 minutes or less will have flux data recorded literally." 
print "Flux data for those taking more than 90 minutes will be time averaged."
locate 5,1: input "Enter experiment run time (minutes): ", rtime%
print" 
print" "
input "Enter sampling interval (seconds):", samp!e%
print" "
print" "
input "Enter the yeast fouling concentration (wet weight g/l): ", foulconc%
print" "
print" "
input "Do you wish to back-flush (Y/N) ? ”,respons$
select case respons$ 
case "Y -.y
respons$ = "Y" 
print" "
print" "
input "Enter pulse interval (seconds): ", ival
print" "
input "Enter approximate back-flush air pressure (psi): ", flushpre%
print" " 
print" "
input "Do you require automated backflushing (Y/N) ? ", autoback$
print" "
print"
if autoback$ = "Y" or autoback$ = "y" then autoback$ = "Y" 
if autoback$ <> "Y" then 
autoback$ = "N"
input "Enter pulse duration (seconds): ", durat
end if
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case <> "Y" 
respons$ = "N"
end select




input "Enter maximum possible TMP (psi): ", tmpmax%
print" "
input "Enter maximum possible flux (l/mA2/hr): ", fluxmax%
print" "
print" ”
input "Do you wish to store the data to file (Y/N) ? ", file$
if file$ = "Y" or fileS = "y" then 
fileS = "Y" 
print ” ”
print" "
input "Enter the dean water flux prior to fouling (l/mA2/hr): ", cwflux 
input "Enter the pressure used to take the dean water flux (psi): ", cwfpre 
print" "
input "Enter the date of the experiment: ", whenS 
print" "
print "Data file will be saved to directory c:\qpw\membrane\" 
delay 1 
print" "
input "Enter file name (not more than 8 characters): ", dat$ 





input "When ready press Enter ", beginS 
if beginS <> CR$ then end
REM initialise remaining relevant variables.* 
miniloop=0: microloop=0: time=0: sampleft=0 
nexfsamp=0: negfsamp=0: samplag=0: writitle%=0 
datamode%=0: initloop%=0: loopvalu%=0: temrisamp%=0 
negsflus=0: flussamp%=0: flusnsam%=0: flusntag%=0 
saveloop%=0: abfcount%=0: tmp=0: tmpdev=0: flux=0 
fpress=0: rpress=0: ppress=0: fluxind=0: fluxdev=0 
tmpgraf%=310: fluxgraf%=310: flindgra%=310: n%=10 
totflux=0: f!usmode%=0: lastavel%=0: totvol=0 
aveflux=0: temptime%=60: showave=0: bfluxsam%=0 
bfsample%=0: totcount%=1: avesave%=0: saveave%=0 
permvol=0: pp%=0: aveloop%=0: bfcount%=0: avebfsum=0
if autobackS = "N" then durat = irrt(10*durat)/10 
ival = int(10*ival)/10 
avestart% = int(60 / sample%)
Ad%=&H700
Sinclude "c:\pcsuper\PCSUPER. INC"
dim D%(8), e(25), f(2,40), g(4,30), s(8,1000)










for xt% = 0 to 5
if xt%=0 then sr%=1 else sr%=xt%*15 
locate 21 ,sr% 
print (xt% * irrt(rtime% / 5)); 
nextxt%
rtime% = rtime% * 60 
if rtime% <= 5400 then 
datamode% = 1 
store% = rtime% / sample% 
else
store% = int((rtime% -1800) /  300) + 30 
end if
if autobackS = "Y" then updataut% = 1 
locate 21,35: print "Minutes" 
gosub dataacq
REM *Subroutine Execution Engine*
Do
REM *Terminate if run-time expired.* 






REM *Establish the next subroutine to execute, and do so.* 
select case responsS 
case "Y"
REM ‘Forward filtration mode, with sample function next to fire.* 
if flussamp% = 0 and miniloop > 0 and ival >= (miniloop + sampleft + samplag) then 
delay sampleft: time = time + sampleft: gosub dataacq
REM ‘Start of auto-backflush is the next priority.* 
elseif autobackS = "Y" then 
gosub autoflus
REM ‘Prescribed backflush mode, with sampling function next to fire.* 
elseif microloop > 0 and durat >= (microloop + sampleft + samplag) then 
delay sampleft: time = time + sampleft: gosub dataacq 
REM ‘ Prescribed backflush mode. Backflush termination the next to fire.*
elseif flussamp% > 0 and microloop >= termsamp% and microloop < durat then
select case looptime 
case 0
nexfsamp = durat - microloop: gosub flush 
case samplag
nexfsamp = sampleft: gosub flush 
end select
REM ‘Forward filtration interval is too short to sample,
REM *but disregard this and sample after every 3 backflushes.* 
elseif microloop = 0 and nexfsamp = 0 and flusnsam% = 3 then 
flusnsam% = 0: flusntag% = 1: gosub dataacq





if sampleft > 0 then delay sampleft: time = time + sampleft 
gosub dataacq 
end select





if file$ = "Y" then saveloop% = store%: gosub storedat
end
REM ‘Automated Backflush Subroutine.*
autoflus:
REM ‘Open backflushing valves in the prescribed backflush routine.* 
bfluxvec% = 0: gosub flush 
flustart = timer
REM ‘ Is it time to update auto-backflush information ?* 
if updataut% = 1 then
timoflus = time
if datamode% = 0 then updataut% = 0
g(1,0) = rbeflush: g(2,0) = 0
call DataOut(Ad%,"F60,G0, l7',St%)
REM ‘Carry out rapid retentate pressure measurement * 
Do




rpress = 14.696‘ (0.000214*d%(1)+0.036330)
f(1,2) = rpress
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bflurpre = f(1,2) - rbeflush 
bfluxvec% = bfluxvec% + 1 
g(1,bfluxvec%) = f(1,2) 
g(2,bfluxvec%) = bflurpre
REM *stop sampling when the retentate pressure reaches a steady value* 
loop until f(1,2) <=1.01 *f(2,2)
maxbrpre = bflurpre: totbfvec% = bfluxvec% 
flusfin = timer, flustime = flusfin - flustart 
time = time + flustime
auxstart = timer






auxfin = timer: auxtime = auxfin - auxstart
time = time + auxtime
REM *Convert pressure data to transient backflux information.* 
for auxloop% = 0 to totbfvec%
if auxloop% = 0 then
tmp = (fpress + rbeflush) / 2 - maxbppre 
g(3,0) = tmp
else
rincreas = g(1,auxloop%) - g(1,(auxloop% -1)) 
fpress = fpress + rincreas 
tmp = (fpress + g(1 ,auxloop%)) / 2 - maxbppre 
g(3,auxloop%) = tmp 
end if
if tmp > -7.5 then 
backflux = 91 
else
bftimcal = 2.86292 * tmp - 2.80665 * tmpA2 - 2.04643 * tmpA3 - 0.37718 * tmpM - 
0.027778495 * tmpA5 - 0.000722284 * tmpA6 
backflux = 0.05 / 0.0929 / bftimcal * 3600 
end if
g(4,auxloop%) = backflux 
bfluxtot = bfluxtot + backflux
next auxloop%
maxbflux = backflux
avebflux = bfluxtot / (totbfvec% + 1)
maxdfpre = fpress
REM ‘Calculate an approximated first order gain & time constant.* 
gain = maxbrpre / maxbppre 
rpretimc = 0.632 * maxbrpre 
avflutim = flustime / totbf\/ec%
Do
bfluxvec% = bfluxvec% -1  
loop until rpretimc >= g(2,bfluxvec%) 
if rpretimc = g(2,bfluxvec%) then
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timecon = bfluxvec% * avflutim
else
lowbfdif -  rpretimc - g(2,bfluxvec%) 
lowtctim = bfluxvec% * avflutim 
bfluxvec% = bfluxvec% + 1 
higbfdif = g(2,bfluxvec%) - rpretimc 
higtctim = lowtctim + avflutim 
bfptcfac = lowbfdif / higbfdif
timecon = (bfptcfac * higtctim + lowtctim) / (1 + bfptcfac) 
end if
REM *One option is to delay for less than the time to 
REM steady state. So update this information.* 
if autbfrac < 1.00 then
abfrapre = autbfrac * maxbrpre
abfratim = - timecon * LOG (1 - abfrapre / (gain * maxbppre)) 
end if
REM *Place useful information into array format.*
f(1,26) = timoflus: f(1,27) = fbeflush: f(1,28) = pbeflush
f(1,29) = flustime: f(1,30) = maxbfpre: f(1,31) = maxbppre
f(1,32) = avebflux: f(1,33) = maxdfpre: f(1,34) = gain: f(1,35) = timecon
for adl% = 26 to 35
f(1 ,adl%) = int(1000 * f(1,adl%)) /1000 
next adl%
e(10) = maxbflux
if autbfrac < 1.00 then f(1,36) = abfratim 
recauto% = 1
else
REM *lf this isn’t the data update cycle then delay by 
REM a previously calculated auto-backflush duration.* 
if autbfrac = 1.00 then
delay flustime: time = time + flustime 
else
delay abfratim: time = time + abfratim 
flustime = 0 
end if
end if
autfover% = 1: gosub flush 
return
REM *Prescribed Backflush Subroutine.*
flush:
REM *ls this the first accessing of this routine during thjs backflush?* 
if flussamp% = 0 then
REM *At the correct time, energise the backflush solenoids.* 
ivalleft = ival - miniloop
if negsflus > 0 then ivalleft = ivalleft - negsflus: negsflus = 0 
if flusnsam% > 0 then ivalleft = ivalleft - delasamp
if ivalleft < 0 then negsflus = abs(ivalleft): ivalleft = 0 
delay ivalleft
if bypassS = "Y" then call DataOut(Ad%,,,R2r,St%)
call DataOut(Ad%,"R11 ”,St%)
call DataOut(Ad%R01'',St%)
time = time + ivalleft
bfluxtot = 0: flusmode% = 1
REM "Update averaging routine running total
REM to the point just prior to backflush."
totflux = totflux + e(8)
loopvalu% = loopvalu% + 1
REM "Calculate the number of sampling periods during this backflush." 
if autoback$ = "N" then
nexfsamp = nexfsamp - looptime - ivalleft 
flusfrac = durat / sample%
fracints% = int(flusfrac): partfrac = flusfrac - fracints% 
maxnusam% = fradnts% 
end if
fbeflush = fpress: rbeflush = rpress: pbeflush = ppress: fluxbef = e(8)
REM "If backflushing commenced part way through 
REM a sample period then amend the averaging routine 
REM running total to account for this." 
priorflu = samplag + ivalleft 
if priorflu < sample% then
prior = (1 - (sample% - priorflu) / sample%) 
totflux = totflux - e(8) + (prior * e(8))
elseif priorflu > sample% then
prior = (priorflu - sample%) / sample% 
totflux = totflux + (prior * e(8)) 
end if
REM "Amend the number of flush samples to account 
REM for the correct backflush / sample timing." 
if autobackS = "N" then
inifsamp = sample% - priorflu
remfosam = ((durat - inifsamp) / sample% - fradnts%) * sample%
if remfosam >= samplag then 
maxnusam% = maxnusam% + 1 
elseif fracints% = 0 and durat > (samplag + 0.2) then 




if testing$ = "Y" then
pp% = pp% + 1: s(1,pp%) = time: s(2,pp%) = totflux 
s(6,pp%) = miniloop: s(7,pp%) = microloop: s(8,pp%) = samplag 
end if
if autobackS = "N" then
REM "Correct timing variables to account for floating point residuals." 
if flussamp% > 0 then
microsig = int(10 * microloop) /10  
microdif = microloop - microsig 
microrem = 0.1 - microdif
delay microrem
microloop = microloop + microrem 
nexfsamp = nexfsamp - microrem 
time = time + microrem 
prevmicr = microloop 
end if
REM *lf in prescribed backflush mode, delay until the 
REM next sample point or until backflush termination arises.* 
if microloop < (durat - 0.05) or nexfsamp > 0 then
Do
delay 0.1
microloop = microloop + 0.1 
nexfsamp = nexfsamp - 0.1 
loop until microloop >= (durat - 0.05) or nexfsamp <= 0
end if
end if
REM ‘Correct timing variables.*
if autobackS = "N" then time = time + microloop
if autobackS = "N" and flussamp% > 0 then time = time - prevmicr
if nexfsamp < 0 then negfsamp = negfsamp + abs(nexfsamp): nexfsamp = 0
flussamp% = flussamp% + 1
prevmicr = microloop
looptime = 0: sampleft = 0
if testingS = "Y" then
pp% = pp% + 1: s(1,pp%) = time: s(2,pp%) = totflux: s(3,pp%) = loopvalu% 
s(5,pp%) = backflux: s(6,pp%) = miniloop: s(7,pp%) = microloop: s(8,pp%) = samplag 
end if
REM *if conditions for backflush termination are met,
REM then disengage the backflush air supply solenoid.* 
if autfover% = 1 or autobackS = "N" and microloop >= durat then 
if autobackS = "Y” and autfover% = 1 then autfover% = 0 
flushend = time 
call DataOut(Ad%,"R00",St%) 
if bypassS = "Y" then call DataOut(Ad%,"R20,,,St%) 
call DataOut(Ad%,"F30,G0, l6",St%) 
valvstrt = timer: ppress = flushpre%
REM *When the permeate line pressure has returned 







Loop until f(1,3) <= pbeflush 
call DataOut(Ad%,"R10",St%)
REM ‘Delay a short time before undertaking any sampling,
REM to allow the system to stabilise after backflushing.*
valvfin = timer
recovtim = valvfin - valvstrt
delay 0.6
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delasamp = recovtim + 0.6 
time = time + deiasamp 
miniloop = delasamp
if autoback$ = "N" then nexfsamp = nexfsamp - delasamp
if flusnsam% = 0 and flusntag% = 0 then
REM *ls the program set up in data averaging mode ?* 
if datamode% = 0 then
REM *lf the program is in prescribed backflush mode and there 
REM has been insufficient time during backflush to sample,
REM then calculate backflux based on the forward flux calibration.* 
if autoback$ = "N" and bfsample% = 0 and durat < microloop + samplag then 
tmp = fluxbef * 0.052918 - 14.0769
if tmp > -7.5 then 
backflux = 91 
else
bftimcal = 2.86292 * tmp - 2.80665 * tmpA2 - 2.04643 * tmpA3 - 0.37718 
tmpM - 0.027778495 * tmpA5 - 0.000722284 * tmp^ 
backflux = 0.05 / 0.0929 / bftimcal * 3600 
end if
avebflux = backflux 
end if
REM *if in auto-backflush mode then update the “average flux" running total.* 
if autobackS = "Y" then
if flustime > 0 then
flusfrac = flustime / sample% 
else
flusfrac = abfratim /  sample% 
end if
totflux = totflux - flusfrac * avebflux 
else
if partfrac > 0 then totflux = totflux - partfrac * backflux 
end if
end if
REM *Take a snapshot forward flux data sample immediately 
REM after backflushing to establish the true peak flux value.* 
gosub dataacq
REM *Re-establish the next official sample point 
REM and update the “average flux” running total 
REM to account for the forward flux sample contribution.* 
nowloopv% = int(time /  sample%) + 1
flutosam = nowloopv% * sample% - flushend 
fracsamp = flutosam / sample%
totflux = totflux + fracsamp * e(8)
if datamode% = 1 then 
saveloop% = nowloopv% 
loopvalu% = nowloopv% 
else
loopvalu% = nowloopv% - aveloop% 
end if
sampleft = nowloopv% * sample% - time
if testing$ = "Y" then
pp% = pp% + 1: s(1,pp%) = time: s(2,pp%) = totflux: s(3,pp%) = loopvalu% 
s(6,pp%) = miniloop: s(7,pp%) = microloop: s(8,pp%) = samplag 
end if
end if
if datamode% = 0 then
avebfsum = avebfsum + avebflux 
bfcount% = bfcount% + 1 
end if
REM *Set backflush variables to their disengage positions.*
flussamp% = 0: microloop = 0
flusnsam% = flusnsam% + 1
bfsample% = 0: nexfsamp = 0
flusmode% = 2
if autobackS = "Y" then negfsamp = 0 





REM *Start a timer to establish how long each sample cycle takes.* 
if initloop% = 0 then 
strt = timer
if autobackS = "N" then termsamp% = int(durat / sample%) * samp!e% 
else
strt = timer
REM *Register the last sample data as “old” on vector format.* 
arrflagS = "prevdat": gosub array 
end if
REM * Has the periodic data averaging mode been energised ?* 
if avestage% = 1 then
REM ‘Calculate the period averaged permeate flux and volume.* 
if backflux = 91 and saveavoi = 0 then totflux -  0 
aveflux = totflux / loopvalu%
permvol = (aveflux / 60) * membarea * (loopvalu% * sample% / 60) 
saveioop% = saveloop% + 1 
aveloop% = int(time /  sample%)
REM ‘Calculate the time to next data averaging.* 
if time >= 1800 then
avestart% = int((saveloop% + 1 - 30) * 300 / sample%) + int(1800 / sample%) - 
aveioop% 
else
avestart% = int((saveloop% + 1) * 60 /  sample%) - aveloop% 
end if
REM *Register averaging data in “save” format.* 
totvol = totvol + permvoi 
saveavef = aveflux 
saveavol = totvol
saveatmp = avtmpsum / datcount% 
totflux = 0: aveflux = 0: loopvalu% = 0
if respons$ = "Y" then
saveaflu = avflusum / datcount% 
saveabf = avebfsum / bfcount% 
saveabc% = bfcount% 
avflusum = 0: avebfsum = 0: bfcount% = 0 
end if
avtmpsum = 0: datcount% = 0
if autoback$ = "Y” then updataut% = 1 
if temperat$ = "Y" then meastemp% = 1
showave = time: avesave% = 1 
initloop% = 0: avestage% = 0
end if
REM *lf in raw data mode, establish the time to next temperature update.* 
if datamode% = 1 and time > temptime% then 
if time < 1800 then
temptime% = temptime% + 60 
else
temptime% = temptime% + 300 
end if
if autoback$ = "V  then updataut% = 1 
if temperat$ = "Y" then meastemp% = 1 
end if
REM ‘Measure Transmembrane Pressure.* 
call DataOut(Ad%,',F100>G0Il1Il5ll6,l7,,sSt%) 
call DataOut( Ad% ,'T ', St%) 
call Dataln(Ad%,d%(),8>St%)
fpress = 14.696*(0.000214*d%(2)-0.09774) 
ppress = 14.696*(0.000212*d%(3)-0.04554) 
rpress = 14.696*(0.000214*d%(4)+0.036339) 
if fpress < 0 then fpress = 0 
if ppress < 0 then ppress = 0 
if rpress < 0 then rpress = 0
tmp = (fpress + rpress) /  2 - ppress
REM *lf in forward filtration cycle then measure flux.* 
if microloop = 0 or microloop >= durat then
if tmp < 0 then tmp = 0
select case meter$
case "F"
REM *Flux measurement via transducer reading.* 
flowl = 60*(0.0000164156*d%(1 )-0.02669) 
flux = flowl /  membarea 
if flux < 2  then flux = 0
case "P"
REM *Flux measurement via permeate pressure calibration.* 
if ppress <= 0.456923 then 
permvel = 0 
else
permvel = SQR((ppress-0.456923)/733.4132) 
fluxind = permver0.0000283*1000*3600/membarea 
end if
end select
REM *if in data averaging mode then update the “average flux’ running total * 
if datamode% = 0 then
if initloop% = 1 and respons$ = "N" or initloop% = 1 and respons$ = "Y" and 
flusmode% = 0 then 
select case meter$ 
case "F"
meanflux = (flux + prevflux) / 2 
totflux = totflux + meanflux 
loopvalu% = loopvalu% + 1
case "P"
meanflux = (fluxind + prevflux) /  2 
totflux = totflux + meanflux 
loopvalu% = loopvalu% + 1 
end select
REM *Establish criterion to update the data in the data averaging routine.* 
if loopvalu% >= (avestart% -1 ) then
if ival > miniloop + sample% or respons$ = "N" then 
if meter$ = "F” then 
totflux = totflux + flux 
else
totflux = totflux + fluxind 
end if
loopvalu% = loopvalu% + 1 
avestage% = 1 
end if 
end if
avtmpsum = avtmpsum + tmp 
datcount% = datcount% + 1
if respons$ = ”Y" then avflusum = avflusum + meanflux
end if 
end if
if meter$ = "F" then 
prevflux = flux 
else
prevflux = fluxind 
end if
if datamode% = 1 then saveloop% = saveloop% + 1
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REM *lf the time is right, then sample the MBR temperature * 
if meastemp% = 1 then
call DataOut(Ad%,"F100,GO, l4",St%) 
call DataOut(Ad%,'T,,St%) 
call Dataln(Ad%,d%(),8,St%) 
temperat = 0.006145 * d%(1) - 0.39473 
meastemp% = 0 
rectemp% = 1 
end if
if testing$ = "Y" then
pp% = pp% + 1: s(1,pp%) = time: s(2,pp%) = totflux: s(3,pp%) = loopvalu% 
s(4,pp%) = flux: s(6,pp%) = miniloop: s(8,pp%) = samplag 
end if
end if
REM *lf sampling in prescribed backflush mode then 
REM calculate backflux via transmembrane pressure calibration.* 
if autoback$ = "N" and flusmode% = 1 and microloop < durat then 
if datamode% = 1 then saveloop% = save!oop% + 1 
if tmp > -7.5 then 
backflux = 91 
else
bftimcal = 2.86292 * tmp - 2.80665 * tmpA2 - 2.04643 * tmpA3 - 0.37718 * tmpM -
0.027778495 * tmpA5 - 0.000722284 * tmp^ 
backflux = 0.05 / 0.0929 / bftimcal * 3600 
end if
bfsample% = 1 
bfluxsam% = bfluxsam% + 1 
if datamode% = 0 then
REM *if in data averaging and prescribed backflush 
REM sampling mode then update the “average flux” running total * 
if bfluxsam% > 1 and bfluxsam% <= fracints% then 
meanbflu = (backflux + prevbflu) / 2 
bfluxtot = bfluxtot + meanbflu 
totflux = totflux - meanbflu 
loopvalu% = loopvalu% + 1 
end if
if bfluxsam% = maxnusam% and fracints% > 0 then 
totflux = totflux - backflux 
loopvalu% = loopvalu% + 1 
bfluxtot = bfluxtot + backflux 
avebflux = bfluxtot / fracints% 
end if
if fradnts% = 0 then avebflux = backflux 
end if
prevbflu = backflux
if testing$ = "Y" then
pp% = pp% + 1: s(1,pp%) = time: s(2,pp%) = totflux: s(3,pp%) = loopvalu% 





viewtime = time + samplag 
min% = int(viewtime / 60) 
q% = min% * 60 
sec% = int(viewtime - q%) 
color 15
locate 22,8: print" 
locate25,11: print" 
locate 25,56: print" ";
locate 22,1: print "Time";min%;: print ":H; sec%
if datamode% = 1 and microloop <= termsamp% then 
locate 23,21: print" 
locate 23,65: print" 
locate 24,25: print"
locate 23,1: print "Feed pressure (psi):"; int(1000*fpress)/1000; 
locate 23,40: print "Retentate pressure (psi):"; int(1000*rpress)/1000; 
locate 24,1: print "Permeate pressure (psi):"; int(1000*ppress)/1000; 
end if
if microloop = 0 or microloop >= durat then
locate 25,1: color 10: print 'TMP (psi):";int(1000*tmp)/1000; 
tmpgraf% = 310 - (300 / tmpmax%) * tmp
select case meter$ 
case "F
locate 25,40: color 12: print "Flux (l/mA2/hr):";int(1000*flux)/1000; 
fluxgraf% = 310 - (300 / fluxmax%) * flux
case "P"
locate 25,40: color 4: print "[Flux] (l/mA2/hr):";int(1000*fluxind)/1000; 
flindgra% = 310 - (300 / fluxmax%) * fluxind 
end select
else
locate 25,1: color 2: print 'TMP (psi):";int(1000*tmp)/1000; 
locate 25,40: color 6: print "Flux (l/mA2/hr):";int(1000*backflux)/1000; 
end if
if datamode% = 0 and time < showave + 10 then 
locate 23,22: print" ";
locate 23,57: print" ";
locate 23,1: color 11: print "ave. flux (l/mA2/hr):";int(1000*saveavef)/1000; 
locate 23,40: color 13: print "perm, volume (l):";int(1000*saveavoi)/1000;
elseif datamode% = 0 and time >= showave + 10 then
locate 23,1: color 3: print "ave. flux (l/mA2/hr):";int(1000*saveavef)/1000; 
locate 23,40: color 5: print "perm, volume (l):";int(1000*saveavol)/1000; 
end if
if rectemp% = 1 then
locate 24,57: print" ";
locate 24,40: color 15: print 'Temperature (0C):";int(1O*temperat)/1O; 
end if
REM * Update timing functions and establish the time to next sample.*
if nexfsamp = 0 then nexfsamp = sample%
if initloop% = 0 then 
initloop% = 1
if respons$ = "Y" and termsamp% + samplag >= durat then 
termsamp% = int(durat / sample%) * sample% - sample% 
end if
if termsamp% < 0 then termsamp% = 0 
end if
fin = timer 
samplag = fin - strt 
looptime = samplag
miniloop = miniloop + sampleft + samplag 
time -  time + samplag 
if autobackS = "N" and flussamp% > 0 then 
microloop = microloop + samplag + sampleft 
prevmicr = prevmicr + samplag + sampleft 
end if
sampleft = sample% - samplag 
flusnsam% = 0
if negfsamp > 0 then
sampleft = sampleft - negfsamp
if sampleft < 0 then sampleft = 2 * sample% - negfsamp - samplag 
negfsamp = 0 
end if
REM ‘Register the current data as “new” on vector format.* 
arrflagS = "currdat": gosub array
REM *lf in forward filtration cycle then display graphical output.* 
if microloop = 0 or microloop >= durat then
x = rtime% / 600 
m% =10 + int(time / x)
if writitle% = 0 then else line(n%>f(2,5))-(m%,f(1l5)),10
select case meter$ 
case "F"
if writitle% = 0 then else line(n%,f(2,6))-(m%,f(1>6)),12 
case "P"
if writitle% = 0 then else line(n%,f(2,7)Hm%,f(1,7)),4 
end select
n% = m% 
flusnsam% = 0
end if
if file$ = "Y" then
if microloop = 0 or microloop >= durat then
if writitle% = 0 or saveloop% = store% then gosub storedat
REM *lf user opted to record averaged data then 
REM go to the data storage subroutine * 
if datamode% = 0 and avesave% = 1 then
gosub storedat
REM *lf user opted to record raw data then is the deviation 
REM between new and old data sufficient to warrant recording 
REM The intention here is to minimise data output files * 
elseif datamode% = 1 then 
tmpdev = abs(f(1,4) - f(2,4)) 
fluxdev = abs(f(1,8) - f(2,8))
if tmpdev >= 0.5 or fluxdev >= 0.3 then 
gosub storedat 
elseif marker% = 0 then
stiiltmp = f(2,4): stilflux = f(2,8): marker% = 1 
end if
end if




if flusmode% = 2 then flusmode% = 0 
end if 
return
REM "Data Array Formatting Subroutine."
array:
REM "This subroutine simply places new and previous data 
REM into an array format. There, it will be easy to manipulate."
REM "First, place data in vector format." 
select case arrflag$ 
case "prevdat"
e(0) = int(10*f(1,0))/10 
case "currdat"
e(0) = int(10*(time - samplag))/10 
end select
e(1)=fpress: e(2)=rpress: e(3)=ppress 
e(5)=tmpgraf%: e(6)=fluxgraf%: e(7)=flindgra%
if microloop = 0 or microloop >= durat then
e(4) = tmp: e(9) = 0 
select case meter$ 
case "P  
e(8) = flux
case "P”
e(8) = fluxind 
end select
if respons$ = "Y" and flusmode% = 2 then e(11) = avebflux
if rectemp% = 1 then e(12) = temperat 
else
e(9) = tmp: e(4) = 0 
e(10) = backflux: e(8) = 0
end if
if avesave% = 1 then
e(16) = saveavef: e(17) = saveavol: e(18) = saveatmp 
if respons$ = "Y" then e(19) = saveaflu: e(20) = saveabf: e(21) = saveabc% 
end if
REM * Store previously sampled data on one half of the data handling array.* 
select case anflag$ 
case "prevdat" 
f(2,0) = e(0) 
for pdl% = 1 to 11
f(2,pdl%) = int(1000 * e(pdl%)) /1000 
next pdl%
if rectemp% = 1 then f(2,12) = int(10 * e(12)) /10
if avesave% = 1 then 
for pdl% = 16 to 21
f(2,pdl%) = int(1000 * e(pdl%)) /1000 
next pdl%
end if
REM * Store current sampled data on the other half of the data handling array.* 
case "currdat" 
f(1,0) = e(0) 
for cdl% = 1 to 11
f(1,cdl%) = int(1000 * e(cdl%)) /1000 
next cdl%
if rectemp% = 1 then f(1,12) = int(10 * e(12)) /10
if avesave% = 1 then 
forcdl%= 16 to 21





REM *Data Storage Subroutine.*
storedat:
REM * Open the data storage file.* 
close#1 :open"append",#1 ,dat$
if writitle% = 0 then
REM *lf this is the first visit to the storage file then write titles.* 
if datamode% = 1 and respons$ = "N" then
write#1, "Foulant conc. (wet g/l)", foulconc%, "Pulse interval (sec):", ival, "Pulse 
duration (sec):", durat
write#1, 'Temperature record ?", temperat$, "Sample period (sec):", sample%,
"Date:", whenS
write#1, "clean water flux (l/mA2/hr):", cwflux, "water flux pressure (psi):", cwfpre 
write#1,""
write#1, "Time (sec)", "Feed pressure (psi)", "Retentate pressure (psi)", "Permeate 
Pressure (psi)", 'TMP (psi)", "Flux (l/mA2/hr)'\ 'Temperature (oC)" 
write#1,""
elseif datamode% = 1 and respons$ = "Y" then 
if autoback$ = "N" then
write#1, "Foulant conc. (wet g/l)", foulconc%, "Pulse interval (sec):", ival, "Pulse 
duration (sec):", durat 
else
write#1, "Foulant conc. (wet g/l)", foulconc%, "Pulse interval (sec):", ival, "Frac. 
auto-recovery:", autbfrac 
end if
write#1, "Temperature record ?", temperat$, "Sample period (sec):", sample%, "Aprox. 
back-flush air pressure (psi):", flushpre%, "Date:", when$ 
write#1, "dean water flux (l/mA2/hr):", cwflux, "water flux pressure (psi):", cwfpre 
write#1,""
write#1, 'Time (sec)", "Feed pressure (psi)", "Retentate pressure (psi)", "Permeate 
Pressure (psi)", 'TMP (psi)", "Flux (l/mA2/hr)", "Backflux (l/mA2/hr)", 'Temperature 
(oC)"
write#1,""
elseif datamode% = 0 and respons$ = "N" then
write#1, "Foulant conc. (wet g/l)", foulconc%, "Pulse interval (sec):", ival, "Pulse 
duration (sec):", durat
write#1, "Temperature record ?", temperat$, "Sample period (sec):", sample%,
"Date:", when$
write#1, "dean water flux (l/mA2/hr):", cwflux, "water flux pressure (psi):", cwfpre 
write#1,""
write#1, "Time (sec)", "Mean TMP (psi)", "Ave. Flux (l/mA2/hr)", "Permeate volume (I)", 
'Temperature (oC)" 
write# 1,""
elseif datamode% = 0 and respons$ = "Y" then 
if autobackS = "N" then
write#1, "Foulant conc. (wet g/l)", foulconc%, "Pulse interval (sec):", ival, "Pulse 
duration (sec):", durat 
else
write#1, "Foulant conc. (wet g/I)"f foulconc%, "Pulse interval (sec):", ival, "Frac. 
auto-recovery:", autbfrac 
end if
write#1, 'Temperature record ?", temperat$, "Sample period (sec):", sample%, "Aprox. 
back-flush air pressure (psi):", flushpre%, "Date:", when$ 
write#1, "dean water flux (l/mA2/hr):'\ cwflux, "water flux pressure (psi):", cwfpre 
write#1,""
if autobackS = "N" then
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write#1, 'Time (sec)", "Mean TMP (psi)", "Net Flux (l/mA2/hr)H, "Permeate volume 
(i)", Temperature (0C)", "Mean for. flux", "Mean backflux", "Number of b'flushes:" 
else
write#1, "Time (sec)", "Mean TMP (psi)", "Net Flux (l/mA2/hr)n, "Permeate volume 






REM * write data to the storage file.* 
if datamode% = 0 then
if respons$ = "Y" then 
if autobackS = "N" then
write#1, f(1,0), f(1,18), f(1,16), f(1,17), f(1,12), f(1,19), f(1,20), f(1,21) 
else
write#1, f(1,0), f(1,18), f(1,16), f(1,17), f(1,12), f(1,19), f(1,20), f(1,21), f(1,29) 
end if
else
write#1, f(1,0), 1(1,18), f(1,16), f(1,17), f(1,12)
end if
else
if responsS = "Y" and marker% = 0 and flusmode% = 0 and rectemp% = 1 then 
write#1, f(1,0), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(1,4), f(1,8), -", f(1,12)
elseif marker% = 0 and flusmode% = 0 and rectemp% = 1 then 
write#1, f(1,0), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(1,4), f(1,8), f(1,12)
elseif marker% = 0 and flusmode% = 0 then 
write#1, f(1,0), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(1,4), f(1,8)
elseif responsS = "Y" and flusmode% = 2 then
write#1, f(1,0), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(1,4), f(1,8), f(1,10)
elseif responsS = "Y* and marker% = 1 and flusmode% = 0 and rectemp% = 1 then 
write#1, f(2,0), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(2,4), f(2,8) 
write#1, f(1,0), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(1,4), f(1,8),"", f(1,12)
elseif marker% = 1 and flusmode% = 0 and rectemp% = 1 then 
write#1, f(2,0), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(2,4), f(2,8) 
write#1, f(1,0), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(1,4), f(1,8), f(1,12)
elseif marker% = 1 and flusmode% = 0 then 
write#1, f(2,0), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(2,4), f(2,8) 
write#1, f(1,0), f(1,1), f(1,2), f(1,3), f(1,4), f(1 ,8)
end if
end if
if autobackS = "Y" and writitle% = 0 then
REM * Write auto-backflush array variable details to file.*
close#1: open "append" ,#1, aut$
write#1, "automated backflushing experiment:", aut$
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write#1, "Degree of auto-flush completion:", autbfrac 
write#1,""  
write#1,""
write#1, "flush start (sec)", "feed p. prior", "perm. p. prior”, 'Tull flush durat.", "max feed p.", 
"max perm, p.", "ave. b'flux", "derived max feed p.", "gain", ’Time const.", "(frac.) durat 
(sec)" 
write#1, ” ” 
write#1,"" 
end if
if recauto% = 1 then
close#1: open "append”,#1, aut$
w rit^ l, f(1,26), f(1,27), f(1,28), f(1,29), f(1,30), f(1,31), f(1,32), f(1,33), f(1,34), f(1,35),
*1,36)
write#1,""
write#!, "auto-b'flush sample number"', "retentate flush pressure (psi)"
for vecloop% = 0 to totbfvec%






marker% = 0 
writitle% = 1
if avesave% = 1 then avesave% = 0
if rectemp% = 1 and flusmode% = 0 then rectemp% = 0
if testing$ = "Y" and saveloop% = store% or pp% >= 980 then 
if pp% >= 980 then time = rtime% 
for ii% = 1 to pp%




Note. Upon analysis of the data issued by this software it was noted that the calculation for 
optimised backflush g a i n  was incorrect. The following amendments should be made.
1. G a i n  should be calculated as maxbrpre / (maxbpre - pbeflush). It is not accurate to 
assume the permeate pressure prior to backflushing as effectively 0 psi.
2. Consider separating f(1,2) the on-line backflush retentate pressure and rbeflush within 
the calculation for maxbrpre.
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APPENDIX TWO - MBR OPERATION & CLEANING
This section takes the reader through a step by step approach to preparing and 
operating the membrane bioreactor. The standard constant pressure fouling 
experiment will be explained first, followed by a methodology for backflush calibration 
and finally a protocol for membrane cleaning.
A2.1 Constant Pressure Fouling Procedure
• Clean Water Flux
Before every fouling experiment the user should measure the reference clean water 
flux. This is of greatest importance where the MBR has been idle for some time.
Fill a 5L beaker with distilled water and ensure that its temperature is the same as that 
which would be used for the subsequent fouling experiment. Place the membrane feed 
and retentate tubes into the beaker and place an empty beaker beneath the permeate 
outlet. The recirculating pump may need to be primed first by flooding the feed tube 
with water.
Perform tasks Software Set-up and System Operation described below. In the case for 
clean water flux measurement, flux measurement will be non fouling and operation 
should be stable almost immediately on establishing the necessary TMP. Record the 
stable flux measurement from the screen at a known TMP and then terminate the 
measurement.
• Suspension Preparation
Examine the block of fresh yeast, weigh (for example) 75g and disperse it in 1.5L of 
freshly drawn distilled water. This will make a 50 g.l“1 fresh yeast suspension. Filter 
this through a 100^m filter cloth, into the fermenter.
• Equipment Preparation
Place the fermenter jar on top of the magnetic stirrer, place the lid on the fermenter and 
start the stirrer. The heater should be set to 20°C and the cooling finger run with cold 
tap water.
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Attach the membrane feed tube, retentate tube and distilled water holding vessel tube 
to the fermenter jar. The level sensor should finally be lowered into the fermenter so 
that it is just touching the surface. Then attach the control wire to the sensor to 
energise the device. Fill the distilled water holding vessel with fresh cool distilled water 
and place an empty 5L beaker below the permeate outlet tubing. Clear away any 
clutter from around the MBR.
• Software Set-up
The following run-time code is a typical set-up procedure to operate the MBR software. 
Do you wish to change default set-up conditions (Y/N) ? n 
(new screen) U
Experiments lasting 90 minutes or less will have the flux data recorded literally.
Flux data for those taking more than 90 minutes will be time averaged.
Enter experiment run time (minutes): 60
Enter sampling interval (seconds): 10
Enter the yeast fouling concentration (wet weight): 50
Do you wish to backflush (Y/N) ? y
Enter pulse interval (seconds): 20
Enter approximate back-flush pressure (psi): 20
Do you require automated backflushing (Y/N): n
Enter pulse duration (seconds): 0.3
(new screen) U
For the purpose of scaling the graphical display:-
Enter maximum possible TMP (psi): 25
Enter maximum possible fluz (l/mA2/hr): 250
Do you wish to store the data (Y/N) ? y
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Enter the clean water flux prior to fouling: 215
Enter the pressure used to take the clean water flux (psi): 9
Enter the date of the experiment: 20-06-95
Data will be saved to directory c:\qpw\membrane\
Enter file name (not more than 8 characters): mbr001
When ready press Enter
• System Operation
On pressing Enter the user should lock the keyboard followed by switching on the 
recirculating pump when ready. The user will be required to manipulate the back 
pressure valve located on the retentate line in order to reach and subsequently 
maintain the desired TMP. Monitor the screen display, in particular the TMP figure on 
the monitor, which dictates whether the back pressure valve should be opened or 
closed further to maintain the TMP.
Manipulation of the back pressure valve will be most needed over the initial 15 minutes 
of any experiment, where the changes are greatest.
An experiment is terminated either by the run time ending or the user crashing from the 
program by unlocking the keyboard and pressing any key. The recirculating pump 
should then be switched off; heating, cooling and the stirrer stopped and the level 
sensor removed, rinsed and returned to its holder.
• Post Experiment Procedure
After fouling the user must rinse the system with fresh distilled water.
Place the feed tubing into a beaker of clean distilled water and the retentate tube into 
an empty beaker. Start the recirculating pump and flush the system. After the operator 
is satisfied that visually the majority of the yeast has been removed from the system 
there is the option then to perform a clean water flux on the fouled membrane of move 
straight to the cleaning cycle.
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A2.2 Backflush Calibration
At the on-set of backflushing the three way solenoid valve located in the permeate line 
switches to accept pressurised air. This forces the permeate to flow in the reverse 
direction. Located beneath the three way solenoid valve is a vertical glass section. 
Marked in the glass is a 50ml test volume. As the permeate is forced downwards a 
stopwatch is used to time the depletion through the 50ml section. When the membrane 
is clean the time to depletion may be several times shorter than for a fouled membrane. 
Therefore, it will be necessary to continuously stop and restart the backflush software 
to program in a longer backflush duration. Membrane filtration should continue 
throughout this, with backflushing taking place as frequently as is operationally 
possible.
Setting the time for backflush duration will initially be a matter of trial and error. But as 
fouling proceeds so an intuitive appreciation for the duration will be required. During a 
single membrane fouling experiment, numerous backflush periods may be possible. It 
will be necessary to clean the membrane after each experiment and repeat the whole 
procedure several times to collect enough representative data for formal calibration 
analysis.
The operator will be required to measure the parameters listed below as part of the 
calibration exercise. An interpretation and analysis of these measurements can be 
found in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
At the start of the set of calibration experiments, measure;
• Backflush air pressure
• Yeast concentration
• Temperature
Immediately prior to every backflush duration
• Transmembrane pressure
• Flux
• (Feed, retentate and permeate pressure - optional)
At the start of every backflush duration
• Transmembrane pressure
• Permeate and retentate pressure
• Start the stopwatch at the beginning of the test volume
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Towards the end of the backflush test volume
• Transmembrane pressure
• Permeate and retentate pressure
• Stop the stopwatch on depleating the test volume
Immediately after to every backflush duration
• Transmembrane pressure
• Flux
• (Feed, retentate and permeate pressure - optional)
The above measurements may more easily be recorded by hand than via the software 
provided. The reason is because it would be less efficient to record the pertinent 




Place a hot plate or similar heating device by the MBR. Fill a glass beaker with 1.5L of 
distilled water and place this on the hot plate. Dissolve 1% v/v of Micro or 0.2% w/w 
Ultrasil or any other recommended membrane cleaning agent into the cool water. 
Place the feed and retentate tubing into the cleaning solution. It may be prudent to 
clamp these into position to avoid them falling out. Place a thermometer into the 
beaker, set the hot plate temperature control to 60°C and switch it on. Open the back­
pressure valve wide open, clamp close the permeate line and switch the recirculating 
pump on.
From repeated experiments it was found that no benefit was derived from opening the 
permeate line and circulating cleaning fluid through this. That is not to say, however, 
that cleaning fluid did not diffuse into the shell side of the membrane module.
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•  Cleaning
Cleaning times were measured from when the cleaning fluid reached 60°C. From 
experiments to find the optimum cleaning time, 15 minutes was seen as the minimum 
time necessary to recover the previous clean water flux value. The average adopted 
time for cleaning was 30 minutes. Cleaning beyond 1 hour yielded no additional 
benefits. Whenever the membrane was severely fouled and the clean water flux (after 
cleaning) could not repeat the previous clean membrane value, the membrane was 
circulated with 0.1M sodium hydroxide for up to 4 hours. Note; for normal cleaning, 
sodium hydroxide was not as efficient as the commercial cleaning agents.
• First Rinse
After 30 minutes of normal cleaning the recirculating pump should be switched off, the 
feed tube placed into 5L of fresh distilled water, and the retentate tube and the 
permeate tubes placed into an empty beaker. Then restart the recirculating pump to 
flush the membrane tube-side system. After approximately 3L of flushing action the 
permeate line should be opened and a modest 6 psi TMP established to flush the shell 
side of the membrane.
The operator should avoid gross air entrainment whilst rinsing. This will be detrimental 
to the subsequent clean water flux measurement.
• Hot Water Circulation
After this first rinse, heat a further 1.5L of distilled water, repeating the actions 
described in Cleaning Preparation, but without adding any cleaning agent. This step 
was found to be necessary to remove components of the cleaning agent which may 
have become adsorbed to the MBR during the first cold rinsing phase. It should only 
be necessary to recirculate at 60°C for 10 to 15 minutes.
• Second Rinse
After the Hot Water Circulation repeat the First Rinse procedure. After this second 
rinse the membrane would provisionally be considered clean.
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•  Comment on Reproducibility
It was found through repeated experiments that the elapse time between cleaning the 
membrane and the following experiment altered the clean water flux measurement. 
For example the clean water flux measurement taken immediately after cleaning was 
as much as 20% higher than that taken 24 hours later. One possible explanation for 
this was attributed to the release of dissolved air from within the lumens and pores of 
the membrane. The justification for this came from the sight of several small air 
bubbles in the shell side of the membrane typically found the day after cleaning.
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APPENDIX THREE - IDENTIFICATION OF MICROORGANISMS
As stated in Chapter 3, activated sludge was obtained from the sewage treatment 
works of Wessex Water at Corsham. The sludge was taken from the pre-clarified 
overflow of an activated sludge tank. No analysis was made of the dissolved solids 
composition.
A3.1 Identification Of The Wastewater Microorganisms
A sample of the activated sludge was subjected to a series of biological tests in an 
attempt to count and classify the dominant microorganisms.
1. A list of the methods used to identify certain groups of microorganisms as 
detailed by Cowen (1974) is tabulated in Table (A3.1).
2. The dominant microorganisms and higher order single and multiple cell life 
forms identified in the sludge sample are listed in Table (A3.2). No attempt was 
made to count the individual classes of microorganisms.
3. A cell count of the organisms cultured on nutrient agar and MacConkey agar is 
given in Table (A3.3).
Tabl (A3.1): Microorganism identification methods of Cowen (1974).
Microorganism Identification Methods Brief Explanation
Growth on MacConkey bile salts. 
Oxidase Activity.





Morphology (colonies on Nutrient 
agar).
Growth in the presence of bile salts.
Test to discriminate between 
pseudomonas and enterobacters.
Test for lactose uptake to produce acid. 
Whether the bacteria have flagella. 
Retention of crystal violet dye in cell wall.
Looks for pigment production.
Size, shape, etc.
size, shape, smooth or rough, colour, 
etc.
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Table (A3.2): Dominant microorganisms in a sample of activated sludge.











Table (A3.3): Typical Cell Count
Cell Counts (cells.ml'1)
Viable Cells: 5.7 *103 
Viable Cells: 3.8 * 103
Total Count: 6.2 *107
Nutrient Agar 
MacConkey
As expected the activated sludge contained a range of bacteria along with protozoa 
and nematodes which fed on the bacteria. In addition small particles of grit and plastic 
were found in the sludge. These particles were observed to be less than 1mm in 
section. No prefiltration of the activated sludge was attempted before any ultrafiltration 
experiments.
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APPENDIX FOUR - NUMERICAL RECIPES
Chapters 6 of this thesis contains numerical solutions to models proposed by other 
authors. The methods used to obtain those solutions are described here along with 
some supporting literature. For quality literature on numerical analysis the reader is 
referred to Iserles (1996), Woodford et al. (1997), Stroud (1995) and Kreysig (1993).
The subjects covered in this appendix are:-
• Solving O.D.E.’s within SCIENTIST.
• Curve fitting by spline interpolation.
• Declaring models within SCIENTIST.
A4.1 Solving First Order O.D.E.S Within SCIENTIST®
Chapter 6 proposed the models of Wu et al. (1991), Equ. (A4.1), and Field et al.
(1995), Equ. (A4.2), in differential format. These were solved and parameters
estimated by numerical approximation using the software package, Scientist®.
^  = - k p.e _(k,,).J J = Jo at t = 0 Equ. (A4.1)
—  = -k . (J -  J*).J(2_n| J = Jo at t = 0 Equ. (A4.2)
dt
Closed form analytical solutions of ODEs are often difficult to ascertain or difficult to 
apply. On the other hand, numerical solutions to differential equations are well 
developed and readily applicable. They seek to find approximations to the continuous 
function J(t) at discrete values of t.
By defining the constraint J = J0 at t = 0 defines the problem as an Initial Value
Problem. Solutions to such problems follow one of two paths;
a) Single Step Methods - Such techniques make use only of information derived 
from one preceding point (Xj, y,) to estimate the following point (Xj+i, yj+i).
b) Multi-Step Methods or Predictor Corrector Methods - These use information
from more than one previously estimated data point (xs, yi), (x m , yn) to
calculate the data point (xi+i, yi+i).
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A4.1.2 single step methods
Every analytical function can be represented by a power series. Where that function is 
continuous and has continuous derivatives within a declared interval, for points at x and 
(x+h), then that function can be represented by a series such as the Taylor Series; 
Equ. (A4.3). An approximation to the analytical function at (x+h) can be expressed in 
terms of the value of y at x. See Figure (A4.1).
2 3
y(x+ h) = y(x) + h.y'(x) + ^ . y " ( x )  + iL -.y '" (x )+ ... Equ. (A4.3)
For small values of h (fixed step length), h2 and h3 become very small and the Taylor 
series approximation at y(x+h) becomes;
y(x + h) *  y(x) + h. y’ (x) = y(x) + h. f(x, y) or
yn+i = yn + h-f(xn,yn) Also known as Euler’s method Equ. (A4.4) 
where h = x - x0 and y(x0) = y0 on y’(x) = f(x,y)
y’(x) = gradient = f(x0,y0)
Xi
Fig. (A4.1): Graphical depiction of a single step numerical approximation.
Geometrically, Euler’s method represents a step-wise series of straight line 
approximations to the curve y(x). One can see that as the step size decreases, so the 
local error decreases. The price paid for this improvement would be a greater number 
of computational steps. That said, it is possible with greater computation for the global 
error to increase whilst the local error decreases. For these reasons Euler’s method is 
never used in practice, but it does explain the principle of techniques based on Taylor 
series approximations.
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Euler’s method is a first order method because it truncates the Taylor series to the first 
power of h. A much more widely used single step numerical method is the Runge- 
Kutta method; Equ. (A4.5). This is a fourth order method based on the Taylor series 
expansion. The principle on which this method works is that by including higher 
derivatives of y(x), the approximation for y(x+h) is closer than that computed by Euler’s 
method. Additionally, by computing the derivatives of y(x) at the mid-point of the 
interval x to x + h, the approximation of y(x + h) is more representative of the derivative 
across the range.
1
yn+1 = Yn + q^ 1  + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4 ) Equ. (A4.5)
where x ^  = xn + h ; y'= f(x, y ); y(x0) = y0 and;
1 1k, = h.f(xn,yn) k2 = h.f(xn + -.h ,y „  + - . ^ )
1 1k3 = h.f(xn + - .h ,y n + - . k 2) k4 =h.f(xn +h,yn + k 3 )
Runge-Kutta based numerical algorithms are widely used throughout industry and 
scientific research as an easily implemented technique giving stable computations and 
accurate results for a broad range of applications.
A4.1.2 multi-step methods I Episode within Scientist®
Episode is a powerful multi-step numerical solution engine within Scientist®. It may be 
used to solve linear and non-linear Initial Value ODEs.
Episode uses a variable coefficient Adams-Moulton multi-step method with a backward 
difference formula, and is applied in Nordsieck format; MicroMath Scientific Software.
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Adams - Moulton method
Runge-Kutta and Euler single step methods make use only of the current x value to 
advance to the next x value. This makes such methods self priming, needing only the 
initial value of the dependent variable to instigate computation. Whilst Runge-Kutta 
methods do make use of function estimates in the interval between the current value 
and the next value, these are not retained and made further use of. The equivalent 
fourth order Adams - Moulton method is a so-called multi-step method because it 
makes use of solution values of the dependent variable retained from previous steps; 
f(Xn, yn), f(Xn-i, yn-i), f(Xn-2, yn-2), f(xn-3, yn-3). This makes such methods non self-priming, 
requiring a method such as the Runge-Kutta method to prime it with approximated 
values for y1t y2 and y3.
for y’ = f(x,y); y(xo) = y0
Integrating y’(x) from x to xn+i = xn+ h
* 0+1 *n+1
Jf(x,y(x)).dx = Jy'(x).dx = y(xn+1) -  y(xn)
*n *n
Next, replace f with an interpolating cubic polynomial p3(x) which at points xn, xn-i and 
Xn-2 and Xn-3 has the following values, respectively.
= ^ ( ^ n » y n )  » ^ n — 1  =  ^ ( ^ n - 1 » V n - l )  •
fn-2 = f(x„_2.yn-2); fn-3  = f(xn-3.yn-3)-
A cubic polynomial would provide a smooth and continuous function between those 
points declared above. The method utilised within Episode is a Newton type Backward 
difference Formula.
„ * ) .  p„(» . . .  *,.vf„
And the kth backward difference at point Xj is given by:
V kfj = V k_1fj -  v k-1fH
Where; Vf, = fj -  fH  and V 2fj = fj -  fH ;
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define the first and second backward difference formulae at X; and xj.i respectively.
And; x = xo + rh; r = (x - x0) / h
Integrating p3(x) over x from xn to xn + h, thus from r = 0 to r = 1, yields;
Substitute this for the integral of f(x,y) above.
y^ +1 = Vn + ^ ;-(55 fn -  59fn_, + 37fn_2 -  9f„_3) Equ. (A4.6)
Equation (A4.6) is the Adams-Bashford multi-step method for calculating the 
approximate next value y n+i* Note the requirement for the four most recent values of 
the dependent variable.
y*n+i was written above and not yn+i. The reason is that Equ. (A4.6) is the first 
equation, or predictor, of a two part method. The second equation, the corrector, is 
formulated along the same lines as the predictor, except here defining the cubic 
polynomial at values x„+i, xn, Xn-i and Xn-2. Here,
n^+1 = f(*n+1»y n+1)
The combined predictor-corrector method is called the Adams-Moulton method. 
Equation (A4.7), the corrector, can be repeatedly applied to reduce the absolute 
difference of yn- yV  As such, predictor corrector methods have a mechanism for error 
estimation, something which single step methods do not. This would allow the step 
size to be increased or decreased to make the computation more efficient and the 
global error smaller. Note however, for each change in step size a new set of initiating 
values must be computed via the single step method.
This yields
h
Yn+1 — Yn + 24 ,(9f*+i — 19fn + 5fn_, - f n_2) Equ. (A4.7)
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Lastly, Nordsieck representation is a reference to how the software within Scientist 
manipulates the finite difference equations to make it more efficient, thus reducing the 
total number of past solution values stored during computation; Burden et al. (1989).
A4.1.3 comments on stiff equations
Significant difficulties can arise when trying to apply standard numerical techniques to 
approximate differential equations where the analytical form contains elements of 
divergent transient nature; Higham (1996).
In the example below the second term decays to zero far quicker than does the first. 
However, It is the transient behaviour of the second term which dictates the minimum 
step size throughout the entire span of t.
y(t) = A.e"* + B.e'100"
Stability considerations do not allow the step size to be altered within an iterative cycle. 
Moreover, certain numerical methods have no mechanism for keep propagating errors 
in check. The Adams-Moulton method is one predictor-corrector method which by 
design suffers little from instability difficulties. As such it is an ideal method to apply to 
potentially stiff equations.
There are numerous examples of non-linear differential equations which occur naturally 
and exhibit rapidly varying transient responses. Many of these fall into the class of stiff 
equations.
The whole area of solving stiff differential equations is clearly beyond this thesis. The 
most widely referenced treatise is that by Gear (1971). Whilst there seems to be no 
formal mathematical definition of what constitutes a stiff equation or set of equations, 
two informal definitions have been developed.
1. Where the ratio of the moduli of the minimum and maximum absolute 
eigenvalues is greater than 1000 then the set of equations will be stiff.
2. Where the method of solution cannot be realised using the calculator or 
computer available then the set of equations will also be considered stiff.
By virtue of the second informal definition the equation of Wu and that of Field would 
have to be considered as non-stiff.
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A4.1.4 simplex method
The accuracy with which Scientist can evaluate the unknown parameters kp and kf in 
Equ. (A4.1) and k and n in Equ. (A4.2) is as dependent on the values inserted at the 
start of the iteration as it is on the method of numerical solution. A good guess will 
produce small errors and an efficient numerical calculation. However, it will be difficult 
to intuitively guess the values of these unknown parameters. What is needed is a 
method of taking these initial paramter estimates and bringing the solution within the 
scope of bounded errors for effective application of the numerical method.
The Simplex method is one of linear programming. This declares that if a problem has 
a feasible solution then that solution occurs at a vertex of the feasible region; Kreyszig 
(1993). Simplex chooses a feasible vertex and the decision to move to the next vertex 
is based on which direction along the feasible boundary maximises the current value of 
an object function. When that value ceases to increase the assertion is that the 
method is at a local maxima and the procedure terminates. Clearly this is not the 
global maxima of the object function, which exists somewhere within the bounded 
feasible space, but it is a practical means of approaching that solution.
The object of solving ordinary differential equations for parameter estimation must be to 
minimise the sum of square deviations between model and measured observations 
under the constraints imposed. Scientist makes use of the Simplex method, but does 
not declare in what format it is being used. For a basic understanding of this technique 
the reader is referred to Woodford and Phillips (1997).
A4.2 Curve Fitting By Spline Interpolation
Chapter 6 utilised a cubic spline interpolation to highlight the underlying trend in a plot 
of the rate of change of fouling resistance against time. The fundamentals of spline 
interpolations are explained below and in Kreysig (1993).
Rather than representing a complex continuous function f(x) with a single polynomial of 
crude approximation, the spline is a series of n approximating polynomials over the 
interval of concern. Splines are low order polynomials of the type (xf, fj(Xj)), i
= 1,2,3,...,n. Linear splines are straight lines connecting adjacent data points. They 
are computationally minimal but discontinuous at the data points. Quadratic splines 
provide a quadratic equation connecting two adjacent data point points and are 
smoother about the data points. Cubic splines provide a cubic equation connecting 
data points (Xj, fj(Xj)) and (Xi+i, fj(Xj+i)) and follow the form;
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fj(x) = aj.x3 + b j .x 2 +Cj.x + dj fori = 1,2.....n-1 Equ. (A4.8)
For every adjacent data point there is an interpolating equation containing four 
unknowns, resulting in a total of 4(n-1) unknowns. These unknowns are generally 
satisfied by the following constraints:-
1. The spline must tend to pass through the data points. This is expressed;
fj(Xj) = aj.xp +b j .x f  +Cj.Xj +dj for i = 1,2.... n-1
2. The spline must be continuous at the interior data points. This condition is 
expressed using the first derivative as;
3a j. x f + b|. X| + c( = 3ak1. x?, + . xM  + ci+1 for i = 1,2....n-1
3. The splines must satisfy the second derivative continuity at the interior data 
points. This is expressed as;
6 a,. xw  + b| = 6 a i+1.xw  +b k1 fori = 1,2.....n-2
4. The last two conditions are satisfied by setting the second derivatives at the first 
and last data points to zero. This is expressed as;
6ai.Xj + bj = 0 ; 6an-i-xn + bn-i = 0
The cubic spline provides a computationally efficient and stable interpolation which is 
both continuous and capable of accommodating sharp discontinuities in the data set.
A4.3 Declaring Models Within Scientist9
On the following page are listings of the models declared within Scientist to numerically
solve the initial value ODEs in Chapter 6.
Scientist requires the user to declare three sheets of information:-
• The Model - A high level program defining the problem.
• The Parameter Set - Declaring the range for unknown parameters.
• The Spreadsheet - The measured data set declared for comparison.
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In Parameter Set declare: 
k=0.0001 
n=0
In Parameter Set declare: 
kp=0.1 
kf=0.1
In Parameter Set declare: 
ja=127 
js=29 
p=0.414 
k1=10 
n=0
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The End
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